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Abstract
The

retrosplenial

cortex

may

be

important

for

navigating

visually

similar

compartmentalised spaces by conjunctively encoding both local and global environments.
Previously, a novel directional signal that encodes local spaces was found in the dysgranular
retrosplenial cortex (dRSC) while global head direction encoding was found in both dRSC and
granular retrosplenial cortex (gRSC; Jacob et al., 2017). This thesis addresses two questions
arising from this finding: (i) how does the local directional signal arise? and (ii) do the downstream
place cells (cells that display spatially constrained firing) display local or global encoding?
The first question was explored by retrogradely labelling the neuronal inputs into the two
retrosplenial regions under the hypothesis that the differences in directional encoding are due to
differences in their inputs. Particularly, gRSC was found to receive more inputs from anterodorsal
thalamus, which was previously shown to display global encoding (Jacob et al., 2017). In addition,
gRSC, but not dRSC, received inputs from dorsal subiculum which is the main output structure of
hippocampus. It is however unclear if place cell in hippocampus displayed local or global place
encoding.
The second question thus arises: Do place cells display local or global place encoding?
As hippocampus is strongly coupled with gRSC, place cells were predicted to show a global
representation similar to that in gRSC. Extracellular recording of place cells in an environment
with two differentially scented, visually rotated compartments showed that no place cells that are
sensitive to the local visual scene were found. Thus, place cells displayed global encoding.
Together, these findings indicate that global encoding in gRSC may be a consequence of
its stronger coupling with vestibular-directional nuclei and the hippocampal system, both of which
displayed global encoding. In contrast, the local encoding observed in dRSC may reflect its
structural disconnect from the global spatial network.
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Impact Statement
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highlighted differences that can arise as a consequence of the retrograde tracers and the rat
strains used. This thus underscores the importance of taking precautions when drawing
conclusions between rat strains and between different experimental designs. More importantly,
the data obtained in the retrograde tracing experiment could be used to guide future inactivation
experiments, which would help prove causality of the projections in generating the bidirectional
and/or head direction signal.
In addition, we have shown how the place cell system represents compartmentalised
spaces that are visually similar. This work, together with the previous experiment, contributes to
our understanding of how reference frames are integrated and/or resolved within the brain.
Particularly, the finding that place cells could disambiguate the visually identical compartments
suggests that information about the local and global reference frames is integrated upstream of
hippocampal CA1 but possibly downstream of medial entorhinal cortex (see Chapter 6). This
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of ‘basic’ science (i.e. understanding the basic mechanism of how our brains navigate), the
knowledge contributed by the field could be clinically relevant as impairments in the ability to
navigate has been described in patients with Alzheimer’s disease. Thus, further understanding of
how our brains navigate could be used to guide therapeutic interventions that may slow down or
stop the progression of the disease.
Last but not least, much of the work in the navigation field has been used to guide
algorithms that can help robots navigate. This work could thus be used to guide studies that will
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allow robots to better navigate in multi-compartment spaces (e.g. offices in buildings).
Consequently, this could lead to development of robots that are more efficient in rescue missions
such as those that can better navigate collapsed buildings.
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Abbreviations
Anatomical axis abbreviation
AP

Anterior-posterior

ML
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DV

Dorsal-ventral

Anatomical structures abbreviation
ADN

Anterodorsal thalamus
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Dysgranular retrosplenial cortex

DTN
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Medial entorhinal cortex
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Lateral mammillary nucleus
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Retrosplenial cortex

SC
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Primary visual cortex
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Secondary visual cortex
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Cells
BD

Bi-directional cells
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Head direction cells
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Chapter 1.
General Introduction to Navigation
One of the common requirements across all motile animals for survival is the need to search
for food and mates, escape from predators and find their way home. To perform these essential
behaviours, animals must navigate through environments that are constantly changing. How do
the brains of these animals help them navigate? Tolman (1948) suggests that animals form an
internal representation of the external environment to help guide navigation. This ‘cognitive map’,
as he described, encodes the relationships between external stimuli and is useful for guiding
flexible navigational behaviours including shortcut and detour behaviours.
This thesis is primarily concerned with how the cognitive map in the rat brain constructs an
internal representation of complex environments, especially those that have ambiguous sensory
information. As will be explored later, the cognitive map relies on both visual and self-motion cues
(Poucet, 1993; Etienne and Jeffery, 2004) and the two types of cues interact with each other in
the brain to provide a coherent representation of the environment. The overarching question
pertinent to this thesis is: How does the cognitive map represents a complex environment with
multiple visually similar local spaces (e.g. offices within a building; flats within an apartment
building)? In particular, the work done in this thesis is an extension of the study by Jacob et al.
(2017) who described a novel directional signal in the dysgranular retrosplenial cortex (dRSC)
that is more sensitive to the local visual scene, in addition to the classical global directional signal.
In the following chapters, this thesis addresses the following two questions: (1) How do the two
distinct directional signals arise in the retrosplenial cortex? (2) Could information about location
in global space be used to resolve ambiguities in the local perceptual scene?
Before we answer the two questions, it is essential to understand our current state of
knowledge with regards to neural encoding of visually similar multi-compartmental spaces. In the
first chapter, we will review our current understanding of the neural substrates underlying the
cognitive map so as to provide the fundamental knowledge required for understanding the content
of this thesis. In the second chapter, we will review our current understanding of how the cognitive
map encodes visually similar compartmental spaces, including a detailed review of the
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retrosplenial cortex which conjunctively encodes both local visual and global directional signals.
We will then dive into the experiments at hand in the subsequent chapters.

1.1 The cognitive map
Tolman’s cognitive map is arguably one of the most important theory in describing
complex navigational behaviours seen in animals and humans. Particularly, during navigational
behaviour, the spatial relationships between salient features in the external environment are
believed to be stored in the brain forming an abstract representation (a ‘cognitive map’). This
internal representation is often metaphorically described as a ‘map control room’, indicating the
possible routes (hence responses) the animals could take (Tolman, 1948).
In his seminal theoretical paper, Tolman (1948) described several behavioural evidence
from his work in support of the cognitive map – the most famous of which is the sunburst
experiment (Fig 1; Tolman et al., 1946). The sunburst experiment was designed to examine if rats
can take a novel shortcut when a familiar path to the goal is blocked. The animals were first trained
to follow a path using the apparatus in Figure 1.1A, which involved multiple systematic turns (i.e.
left-right-right). Post-training, the animals were placed in a similar apparatus with the same

Figure 1.1: Tolman’s sunburst experiment (A) The apparatus used to familiarize the animals. Animals were
trained progressively to run down the apparatus starting from A (bottom) to G (top). A desk lamp was placed at H
and was the only light source in the room. (B) Post-training, animals were placed in the sunburst maze. The sunburst
apparatus has the same starting path (AB) and circular platform as the training apparatus. However, the familiar
path is now blocked off, and the rats were instead offered multiple alternative paths arranged radially at 10°
separation. (C) Most rats ran down path 6, the shortest path to the trained goal. Adapted from Tolman et al., 1946.
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starting platform but with the trained path (CD) blocked and several radially arranged paths
attached to the circular platform (‘Sunburst’; Figure 1.1B). The authors reasoned that if the
animals cannot compute shortcut and strictly follow a stimulus-response approach, it will choose
the two arms closer to the trained path (arm 9 and 10). However, if the animals can compute
shortcut (and hence have a cognitive map), the animals would take the path with the shortest
Euclidean distance to the goal. In support of the presence of a cognitive map, most animals chose
the shortest path (Figure 1.1C). However, the Tolman’s sunburst experiment has a significant
caveat - a desk lamp was used as an external cue (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). As such, the
animals could be using the light source as a ‘beacon’ and were instead navigating towards the
light (movement towards a familiar external stimulus; Bennett, 1996).
Since then, attempts to replicate Tolman’s experiment in rodents have produced mixed
results. Gentry et al. (1947) repeated the original experiment but instead of replicating the results,
showed that animals did not have a preference for the shortest path as described by Tolman et
al. (1946). Particularly, they observed a clustering of path choices around the trained blocked path
(path CD; Figure 1B) and demonstrated that visual and/or tactile features of the trained path may
have influenced path choices during the test trial. Similarly, Muir and Taube (2004) repeated the
sunburst experiment (with less paths and without any obvious external cues) and found that only
one (out of four) animals took the novel shortcut. On the contrary, Singer et al. (2006)
demonstrated an ability for rats to take novel shortcut, but only if distinct intramaze cues for each
path are available during training. How these intramaze cues promote the formation of a cognitive
map however remained unclear, especially since rats did not have access to the cues in the probe
trial. In addition, some studies have suggested that rats are unable to take a novel shortcut unless
they have experienced the shortcuts (Grieves and Dudchenko, 2013; Roberts et al., 2007). After
experiencing the shortcut, the animals use the shortcut more – akin to learning a new route in the
pre-existing environment. This is evident in experiment 2 of Roberts et al. (2007) during which
animals did not display preference for the novel peripheral alley leading to the reward in the first
two testing trials, but quickly learn the shorter route after.
Nonetheless, there is now substantial evidence for shortcut and detour behaviour in
rodents. Using a M-runway maze with panels of wall removed to generate shortcuts, Alvernhe et
al. (2008) reported that “rats immediately and consistently used the newly available shortcuts”.
The same group further showed that rats can take detours using a Tolman detour maze and would
19

choose to take the shorter detour path, if privy to reward (Alvernhe et al., 2011). Specifically, rats
were trained to run between two ends of a linear track with no restriction along three possible
paths – a straight direct path, a shorter detour path and a longer detour path. During testing, a
barrier is then placed on the track in a manner such that 1) only the long detour path or 2) either
detour paths can lead to the reward. In both conditions, rats were able to optimize their path
choices (i.e. choose the only available path in condition 1 or choose the shorter detour path in
condition 2). Interestingly, on first exposure to the barrier session in condition 2, only half the rats
chose the shorter detour path. Their performance however increases over time, reminiscent of
learning a new shorter route when the direct path was blocked. Detour behaviours in rats were
also observed in three-dimensional environments (e.g. pegboard and lattice maze), although the
preference for the shorter or longer detour routes is less direct and is influenced by an animal’s
preference for the horizontal motion (Jovalekic et al., 2011). Similar detour behaviours were also
observed in mice using barriers in a water maze task. Most mice adopted an optimized path (i.e.
swimming directly to the end of the barrier instead of along the barrier) as training progresses,
thus demonstrating an ability to compute a shorter route to the hidden platform (Juszczak and
Miller, 2016).
Hence, even if the cognitive map may not exist in rodents in the form Tolman (1948)
envisioned, there is no doubt that rodents can navigate flexibly to guide ethologically relevant
behaviours. It may be worthwhile to note that in recent years, the cognitive map is also thought to
be the underlying principle for cognition in the non-spatial domain, in addition to navigation and
spatial memory. Specifically, the cognitive map may encode the relative relationship between
abstract concepts (Behrens et al., 2018). However, the current work will focus on the spatial
aspect of the cognitive map.
The question then arises as to where in the brain could such a flexible and adaptive system
exist and a rat race for the search of a neural substrate commenced in the post-Tolman era.

1.2 The ‘Positioning System’ in the Brain
The first physiological indication of a map-like system in the rodents’ brains comes from
the findings of O’Keefe and Dostrovsky (1971) who recorded neurons in the hippocampus of freely
moving rats. They found neurons that displayed spatially constrained firing patterns (Figure 1.2).
These neurons, which are now known as place cells, are thought to underlie the cognitive map,
20

encoding information about the local space and providing the ‘where’ information in our memory
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978).
Since then, a wide range of other functionally defined cell types was found in other related
brain regions that seemingly contribute to the cognitive map. The three other main spatial cell
types (besides place cells) are head direction cells, which do not display spatially constrained
firing patterns but instead have spiking activities modulated by the heading direction of the
animals’ head (Figure 1.2; Taube et al., 1990a; 1990b), grid cells which display multiple regularly
spaced, spatially constrained firing fields (Figure 1.2; Fyhn et al., 2004; Hafting et al., 2005) and
border/boundary vector cells which spike when the animal is close to a wall in a specific allocentric
(“world-centred”; external environment reference frame) direction (Figure 1.2; Solstad et al., 2008;
Lever et al., 2009). These four cells are believed to form the neural basis of a cognitive map
required for navigation with place cells providing ‘location’ information, head direction cells acting
as a ‘compass’, grid cells providing ‘metric’ information and border/boundary vector cells providing
information about edges and boundaries in the environment.

Figure 1.2: The four main cell types related to navigation and spatial memory. Place cells spike within a location
in the environment and is believed to provide information about the location. Head direction cells do not display
spatially constrained firing, but instead spike when the animal’s head faces a specific direction in allocentric space
(e.g. a HD cell spiking when the animal faces southwest). Grid cells showed regularly spaced hexagonal firing pattern
in the environment and may provide metric information. Border/boundary vector cells fire in response to a boundary
(e.g. wall, drop edges) in a specific allocentric direction. For place, grid and boundary vector cells, red dots represent
neuronal spikes while the black lines represent the path took by the animals. For head direction cells, the angular
displacement in the circular polar plot indicates the preferred firing direction, while the radius indicates the firing rate.
Adapted from Marozzi and Jeffery (2012).

The above four cell types form the foundation of spatial navigation and will be discussed
in further detail. However, it is important to note that other spatially relevant cell types exist in the
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brain including but not limited to egocentric boundary cells (Hinman et al., 2019; Alexander et al.,
2020) which respond to boundaries in egocentric (self-centred) coordinates (i.e. relative to the
animal’s body), and center-bearing and center-distance cells which encode the egocentric bearing
of the center and the absolute distance to the center of the environment respectively (LaChance
et al., 2019). A recent and useful discussion of cell types in the brain that represent space can
also be found in this extensive review by Grieves and Jeffery (2017). This section will focus on
reviewing the four main spatial cells, the properties of which are crucial for understanding how
they encode space. See section 1.3 of this thesis for a more detailed review of the
neuroanatomical structures where these spatial signals are found and how they interact with each
other to form a coherent spatial representation.

1.2.1 Place cells
Place cells, which were the first spatial cell to be discovered, fire when an animal traverses
a specific location in the environment (Figure 1.2; O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). The location
at which a place cell fire is known as a “place field”. Place cells are described in the pyramidal
cell layer of hippocampus and have been observed in all sub-regions of hippocampus (Jung et
al., 1994; O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Jung and McNaughton, 1993; Mankin et al., 2015;
Muller et al., 1987).

1.2.1.1 General properties of place cells
Hippocampal place cells are pyramidal cells that displayed low background firing rate
when the animal is outside the place fields but showed increased firing rate as the animal enters
the place fields. These neurons have complex spiking activities, defined by bursting activity of 2
to 11 spikes with reducing amplitudes and inter-spike intervals of between 1.6 to 6ms (Fox and
Ranck, 1975; Muller et al., 1987). In a typical open field recording arena, most place cells were
observed to have only one place field. However, in larger environments, the number of place
fields per cell increases and a place cell could have more than one place field (Fenton et al., 2008;
Park et al., 2011; Rich et al., 2014). Previously silent pyramidal cells can also be recruited to
become place cells (Lee et al., 2012; McKenzie et al., BioRxiv 2019; Rich et al., 2014). In a
foraging task, the place representation of an environment tends to be homogenous with place
fields mapping the whole arena evenly (Muller et al., 1987; Fenton et al., 2000), although a slight
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tendency for place fields to cluster close to walls and cues has also been described (Hetherington
and Shapiro, 1997).
In line with the hypothesis that place cells encode long-term spatial memory, the place
representation observed in place cells is stable (if the environment does not change) and can be
recorded over multiple days or weeks (Muller et al., 1987; Thompson and Best, 1990). However,
a more recent study investigating the stability of hundreds of place cells over days using calcium
imaging suggests that not all place cells are active over days (Ziv et al., 2013). In fact, only a
subset of place cells is recruited each day and the recruitment of place cells across days are
uncorrelated. Nonetheless, if recruited, the place fields are spatially invariant (i.e. in the same
location as previously seen). Across any two sessions, only 15-25% of active cells overlap and
the commonality is sufficient to decode an animal’s position on the track across days. It is however
important to note that the latter study was done in mice, and it is still not known if rats exhibit the
same dynamic place code.
Given that place cells tile the environment evenly and are stable over days, one could
speculate that the place code in the hippocampus might be topographically organized (i.e. place
cells with place fields that are physically close to each other are also close to each other
anatomically). Multiple studies have sought to examine if such a spatially correlated topographical
organization of place cells exists in the hippocampus, though with mixed results. Some studies
demonstrated possible topography (Eichenbaum et al., 1989; Hampson et al., 1999; Nakamura
et al., 2010) while others showed no obvious topography (O’Keefe et al., 1998; Redish et al.,
2001; Dombeck et al., 2010). It remains unclear why topography was only observed in some
studies, but it may reflect an interaction between task engagements and recording techniques.
Nonetheless, it is clear that place cells with distant place fields can be recorded on the same
electrode or tetrode (O’Keefe 1976; O’Keefe and Speakman, 1987; O’Keefe et al., 1998),
suggesting that a simple topographic organization of place cells is likely to be absent.
Although it remains inconclusive if place cells are organized topographically via the spatial
locations of their place fields, recordings across the longitudinal axis of the hippocampus (septaltemporal axis; or dorsal-ventral axis) have revealed topography based on place field size. Place
cells tend to have larger place fields as recordings progress from dorsal to ventral hippocampus
(Jung et al., 1994; Kjelstrup et al., 2008).
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1.2.1.2 Multi-modality of place cells
If place cells truly encode information about the current location, they must be able to
process and integrate sensory information about the external environment so as to provide an
accurate estimate of the animal’s current location. To investigate the role of sensory information
in modulating place activities, O’Keefe (1976) examined place cell firing in the dark and observed
a sudden loss in firing in a subpopulation of place cells on first exposure, which gradually
recovered on subsequent trials. The conclusion of this experiment is twofold. First, some place
cells are sensitive to the visual scene (i.e. they receive visual inputs). Secondly, the sudden loss
and subsequent recovery in place activities reflect a switch from utilizing visual information to
some other sensory modalities. This section will expand upon the findings by O’Keefe (1976) and
review our current understanding of the sensory inputs into the place cell system.

Figure 1.3: Cue rotation experiments. Cue rotation experiments are classic experiments used to test the
influences of visual information and other sensory modalities on spatial cells. Adapted from Calton et al. (2003).

The influences of the visual scene on place cell activity are relatively well understood,
mostly from studies that involve manipulations of the visual environment. Place cells tend to fire
in relation to the visual scene and rotate when the visual scene (or visual landmark) is rotated
(Figure 1.3; O’Keefe and Conway, 1978; O’Keefe and Speakman, 1987; Muller and Kubie, 1987;
Fenton et al., 2000). Furthermore, place cells are sensitive to both proximal and distal visual cues
and rotate accordingly with both type of visual cues (Scaplen et al., 2014). Muller and Kubie (1987)
went on to show that place cells were not anchoring to local features of the cue card (e.g. texture)
but instead relied on the visual aspect of the cue. Interestingly, place cells are unlikely to be
responding to visual cues individually but instead perceive the visual environment as an entire
visual panorama. As demonstrated by Fenton et al. (2000), the centroids of place fields
systematically reorganized when the distance between two visual cues was changed (i.e. the
cues were moved closer together or further apart). This systematic reorganization suggests that
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place cells are integrating information about the distance between the two visual cues, instead of
relying on a single landmark. Nonetheless, when one of the two visual cues was removed, place
cells remained stable and demonstrate an ability to recognize the environment (i.e. pattern
completion).
There is also clear evidence for the use of other sensory modalities beside visual
information. When visual information is made unavailable (e.g. lights off conditions, no discerning
visual cues) while the animals were still in the environment, place cells continued to fire and did
not display markedly different properties (Muller and Kubie, 1987. Quirk et al., 1990; Jeffery et al.,
1997). Intact place cells were also observed upon first exposure to the environment in blindfolded
(Hill and Best, 1981) and surgically blind animals (Save et al., 1998). In addition, the place cells
found in visually impaired animals rotate coherently with the local environment, thus indicating a
dependency on local, non-visual cues. What could these non-visual cues be? Place cells were
observed to be sensitive to and rotate coherently (if cue control experiments were carried out)
with tactile cues (Gener et al., 2013) and olfactory cues (Save et al., 2000; Zhang and ManahanVaughan, 2015). Place cells were also observed to be sensitive to the geometry/walls of the
environment such that place fields scale with changes in the length of the wall in the same axis,
occasionally developing a second peak in the process (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996; Barry et al.,
2006). Furthermore, place cells, on occasion, displayed random rotations in their place maps
according to the rotational symmetry of the recording arenas (Keinath et al., 2017; Kinsky et al.,
2018). Geometry/boundary inputs appear to be distinct from other sensory inputs as changing the
walls (hence changing the local textures, odours and/or colours) did not change the place fields
(O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996; Barry et al., 2006). Information about the boundary and/or geometry
is likely to be provided by a unique class of cells, the boundary vector cells (see Section 1.2.4;
Lever et al., 2009), which provide allocentric boundary information.
In addition to external sensory information, animals can also use internal self-motion cues
(e.g. motor efference, vestibular and proprioceptive information; idiothetic cues) to keep track of
its location in the environment. This process, known as path integration (Mittelstaedt and
Mittelstaedt, 1980), can be used to maintain place cell firing, although it can be difficult to prove
that the animals are not using any external cues (Etienne and Jeffery, 2004). Nonetheless, there
is some evidence showing an influence of path integration on place cell firings. For example, Hill
and Best (1981) demonstrated that a subpopulation of place cells in blindfolded deaf rats did not
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rotate with the intramaze cues when the rats were not disoriented, suggesting that these place
cells were using vestibular information to guide their spatial firing (Best and Thompson, 1989).
Jeffery et al. (1997) provide further support for the use of internal self-motion cues by slowly
rotating rats in the dark and showed that place cells tend to rotate in concordance with the rotation
of the rats. In addition, Stackman et al. (2002) showed disruptions of place fields when the
vestibular apparatus was temporarily inactivated using tetrodotoxin. This finding was also
corroborated by Russell et al. (2003), who also showed disrupted place cell activity when the
vestibular apparatus was permanently lesioned.
Path integration is thought to be useful for estimating one’s location when external cues
are not available or unstable. Because path integration is a continuous and cumulative process,
it is prone to accumulating errors. External cues are then useful to help reset the movement (and
direction) vectors (Etienne and Jeffery, 2004). Save et al. (1998) provide support for such
interactions between external cues and path integrator using blind rats, which are presumed to
rely mainly on path integration. Particularly, place cells in blind rats were observed to fire only
after they have made contact with at least one intramaze cue. In addition, blind rats contacted
intramaze cues more frequently than sighted rats, presumably to update their path integrators.
Given the multitude of modalities that can influence place cell activities, it is then logical
to question if there are any hierarchical organizations in the modalities employed. Cue conflict
experiments are traditionally employed to help address this question. When the visual scene is
placed in conflict with an animal’s path integrator, visual information was found to predominate
over self-motion cues (Jeffery and O’Keefe, 1999; Jayakumar et al., 2019). In contrast, geometry
information appears to dominate over visual information as place cells were occasionally found
to ignore the polarized visual environment and rotate randomly according to the rotational
symmetry of the environment (Keinath et al., 2017; Kinsky et al., 2018). However, mixed
responses were observed when proximal cues (multimodal in nature – tactile, olfaction and/or
visual) were placed in conflict with distal cues (visual in nature). Some place cells rotate with
proximal cues while others rotate with distal cues (Tanila et al. 1997; Shapiro et al., 1997; Knierim,
2002; Lee et al., 2004; Renaudineau et al., 2007). Thus, place cells encode both proximal and
distal cues regardless of their modalities. Interestingly, place cells are able to switch between
different sensory modalities depending on the stability of the cues present. For example, Jeffery
and O’Keefe (1999) showed that place cells switched to using self-motion cues to guide firing
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when visual cues were made unreliable. Similarly, Shapiro et al. (1997) showed that place cells
switched between using distal cues and local cues when local cues and distal cues were
scrambled respectively. Thus, it is likely that place cells weigh the available cues and sensory
information available and use the most salient and stable information to guide firing.

1.2.1.3 Remapping
As described in the previous section, place cells are multi-modal and can switch between
using different modalities to guide spatial firing depending on the saliency and stability of the
available cues (‘pattern completion’). However, when the environment changes or when the
animals are placed in two distinct environments, place cells can also undergo a process known
as ‘remapping’, first described by Muller and Kubie (1987). In that experiment, Muller and Kubie
(1987) recorded the same place cells in both cylindrical and rectangular environments and noticed
that their place fields are uncorrelated, stating ‘it is impossible to predict the nature of a firing field
in a cylinder from a knowledge of the cell’s field in a rectangle and vice versa’. Since then, multiple
studies have investigated the process of remapping – which is usually described to manifest in
three distinct forms (Figure 1.4):
1. Global remapping describes changes in place representations when all co-recorded
place cells changed their firing activity concomitantly. However, the observed changes
within the population are not identical and can vary from cell to cell. Some cells may
change the locations of their place fields while others may stop firing. Previously silent
cells in one environment can also start firing and developed a field in another environment
(Figure 1.4A).
Global remapping generally happens when there are drastic changes in the environment
(e.g. cylindrical and rectangular environment) and may be involved in ‘pattern separation’
such that each unique combination of place cell patterns for each environment represents
the spatial memory trace for that environment. Place representations are more orthogonal
in CA3 than CA1 even in environments with common features, implicating a role for CA3
in pattern separation (Leutgeb et al., 2004). Interestingly, CA3 has a large capacity for the
number of orthogonal maps it can store with dissimilar maps observed for up to 11
environments with identical geometry (Alme et al., 2014).
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Figure 1.4: Three types of remapping have been described experimentally. (A) Place cells can undergo
global remapping when the environments are significantly different. Cells can become silent (red cell in
cylindrical environment), start firing (green cell in cylindrical environment), or have shifted place fields (blue
cell). (B) In partial remapping, some place cells remain stable (green cell) while others have changes in their
firing activities, which could include a shift in the locations of their place fields (blue and red cells). (C) For
rate remapping, place cells have place fields in the same locations, but their firing rates are altered. Some
place cells can have increased firing rates (red cell) while others can have a reduction in firing rates (blue
and green cells).

2. Partial remapping describes changes in place representations when a subset of cells
remained stable across environments, while a distinct subset changed their firing activity.
As such, the place representations between the two environments are distinct but not
orthogonal.
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Partial remapping generally happens when a subset of the available cues (especially local
cues) in a familiar environment is altered. A clear example of partial remapping can be
observed in Anderson and Jeffery (2003) who recorded place cells in the same arena
using either black or white walls with lemon or vanilla scented flooring and walls. This
setup give rise to four possible combinations of the same arena – black walls with lemon
odour, black walls with vanilla odour, white walls with lemon odour and white walls with
vanilla odour. A small subset of place cells showed consistent place fields across all four
arenas (Figure 1.5D) but most place cells exhibited partial remapping and are sensitive
to either odours (Figure 1.5A), colours (Figure 1.5B) or a combination of both (Figure

Figure 1.5: Partial remapping in familiar environment with different contexts. (A) An example place cell
which have the same fields in vanilla scented environments but remapped in the lemon environments. (B) This
place cell fires in the white wall environments but remapped in the black wall arenas. (C) An example place cell
that likely receives complex contextual inputs and displayed different place fields in the lemon scented
environment but did not display any fields in the vanilla scented environment (D) A place cell that has the same
place field in all four arenas. Adapted from Anderson and Jeffery, 2003.
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1.5C). This observation suggests that each place cell receives information about the
contexts (odours/colours) that seemingly regulate or select the metric (grid cells) inputs
to form place fields (‘contextual gating model’; Anderson and Jeffery, 2003; Jeffery, 2007;
Hayman and Jeffery, 2008; Jeffery, 2011).
In addition to colours and odours, partial remapping was also observed when barriers
were inserted into an environment and/or when the local structure of the environment was
changed (Alvernhe et al., 2008, 2011; Spiers et al., 2015). However, such changes
generally affect place cells close to the manipulations and cells with place fields far from
the manipulations are often not affected (except in CA3 when shortcuts are made
available; Alvernhe et al., 2008). This is also described as local remapping.
3. Rate remapping describes changes in the firing rates of place cells without any changes
in the locations of the place fields. Rate remapping is believed to be a mechanism by
which place cells encode subtle changes in the environment.
An example of rate remapping was clearly described in Hayman et al. (2003) where the
place cells found in one rat were found to fire in the same relative positions between two
non-connecting compartments of an environment, instead of remapping to a different
position. Detailed examination of the place fields in the respective compartments revealed
a consistent difference in the firing rates of the two place fields, as if the place cells
received a stronger drive in only one of the compartments. Leutgeb et al. (2005) further
showed that it is likely that non-spatial features of the environment are encoded in the
firing rates of place cells while spatial location is encoded by the location of the firing fields.
To separate non-spatial features from spatial location, they recorded place cells in two
conditions – in different boxes in the same room (variable cues-constant place) and in the
same box in different room (variable place-constant cues). Interestingly, they found that
place cells fire in the same place but with different firing rates (rate remapped) in the
variable cues-constant place condition but globally remapped in the variable placeconstant cues condition. Rate remapping were observed (though to different extent) when
both the geometry and wall colours were changed – indicating that information about both
geometry and wall colours are encoded in the firing rates of place cells.
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1.2.1.4 Attractor dynamics
An interesting property of place cells is the ability for the population to coherently switch
between spatial representations when changes to the environments are significant and
unambiguous. Place cells rotate coherently when the entire visual scene is rotated (see Section
1.2.1.2) and globally remap when there are drastic changes to the environment (see Section
1.2.1.3). The coherent firing activities of place cells are often thought to be the result of an attractor
network dynamic, a process where synaptically connected neurons collectively gravitates toward
stable firing states. Networks with attractor dynamics are thought to underlie autoassociative
memory, akin to how place cells stably fire when only a subset of cues is available and/or stable
(Fenton et al., 2000; Jeffery and O’Keefe, 1999; Shapiro et al., 1997).
Attractor dynamics can be broadly classified into two forms – one with discrete states, and
one with continuous states (Figure 1.6; Jeffery, 2011). In a discrete attractor, stable states can be
visualized as low-energy states in which the network tend to gravitate to. With a discrete attractor,
place representations are stable and are resistant to small changes but will switch between
discrete representations if sufficient ‘energy’ (i.e. changes to the environment) is provided into the
network. In contrast, continuous attractors do not have discrete states and the network moves
between states that are in a continuum (i.e. gradual changes in place representation).

Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of the two forms of attractor dynamics. Left, in a discrete attractor, the energy
landscape resembles crests and troughs with the network preferring low energy states (troughs). The network (grey
ball) is resistant to small changes and significant energy is needed to change between states. Right, in a continuous
attractor, the energy landscape can be visualized as flat and progression between states is gradual. Adapted from
Jeffery (2011).

Even though global remapping and coherent rotation of place cells provide some evidence
for discrete attractors in the place cell network, it was not until 2005 that Wills et al. (2005)
provided direct evidence for a discrete attractor network in how spatial representations are stored
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in the hippocampus. In the study, rats were trained to distinguish between two environments with
distinct geometry (circle and square) which induced global remapping. They then examined the
place representations when the shape of the environment was morphed to one of several
intermediary shapes. Interestingly, they observed that place representations in the intermediatry
shapes tend to be either circle-like or square-like, and all place cells abruptly and coherently
switched between the two distinct place representations. This finding suggests that a discrete
attractor state is present for each geometry, and the place cell network collectively represents the
ambiguous intermediary environments using one of the two attractor states from the two familiar
geometry (Wills et al., 2005).
Surprisingly, Leutgeb et al. (2005) did a similar experiment and showed gradual changes
in place representations across intemediary shapes, instead of the abrupt changes observed in
Will et al. (2005). The difference in observations can be explained by several differences in the
protocol but is likely due to the fact that changes in geometry from circle to square (and vice versa)
were done in slow incremental steps in Leutgeb et al. (2005) but in a semi-random manner in
Wills et al. (2005). This thus suggests that the energy landscape of the attractor dynamics in the
place cell network and the subsequent place representations can be influenced by the experience
of the animals (Plitt and Giocomo, BioRxiv 2019). Therefore, attractor dynamics of a more
continuous nature may exist when changes to the environment are gradual and continuous.

1.2.2 Head direction Cells
Head direction (HD) cells are cells that fire when the head of an animal faces a specific
direction. Unlike place cells, HD cells do not display place fields but instead display preferred
firing directions (PFDs; Figure 1.2). First discovered in postsubiculum (Taube et al., 1990a,
1990b), HD cells have since been found in multiple brain regions including dorsal tegmental
nucleus (Sharp et al., 2001), lateral mammillary nucleus (Stackman and Taube, 1998),
anterodorsal thalamus (Taube, 1995), laterodorsal thalamus (Mizumori and Williams, 1993),
retrosplenial cortex (Chen et al., 1994; Cho and Sharp, 2001) and entorhinal cortex (Sargolini et
al., 2006; Giocomo et al., 2014). Although the functional significance of having direction coding
across multiple regions remains unknown, there are indications that the HD signals across the
regions are not redundant and may help incorporate different sensory information at different
levels of the pathway. This section will be dedicated to understanding the functional properties of
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HD cells. The interactions of HD signals across different brain structures will be further discussed
in Section 1.3.2.

1.2.2.1 General properties of head direction cells
HD cells display low background firing when the heading direction of the animal is outside
its PFDs but display increased firing activity when the animals’ head enters its PFD. The PFDs of
HD cells can be visualized using a polar plot (Figure 1.2) and was first reported to have an average
tuning width of 83.4° (in postsubiculum; Taube et al., 1990a), although subsequent studies have
reported slightly different values in postsubiculum and across different brain regions (Lozano et
al., 2017; see Table 3 of Cho and Sharp, 2001). Similar to place cells, HD cells are stable in
familiar environments and maintain the same PFDs over days (Taube et al., 1990a). Likewise,
the PFDs of HD cells are unbiased and are evenly distributed across all head directions (Taube
et al., 1990a; Giocomo et al., 2014).
Also similar to place cells, there is no evidence of a topographic organization in the PFDs
of HD cells in rats. This means that HD cells with different PFDs can be co-recorded (Taube et
al., 1990b), and HD cells with similar PFDs are not clustered together anatomically. Although
there is no topography organized by PFDs, a different form of topography has been described in
the medial entorhinal cortex. Specifically, a gradual dorsal-to-ventral decrease in directional
tunings of HD cells was observed in layer III of medial entorhinal cortex (Giocomo et al., 2014).
The functional implication of the topography remains unknown, but may be related to the dorsalto-ventral increase in grid scales (see Section 1.2.3.1)

1.2.2.2 Sensory inputs into head direction cells
Like place cells, HD cells are also able to integrate sensory information about the external
environment so as to provide an accurate estimate of the animals’ heading direction. Particularly,
HD cells have been shown to be sensitive to the visual environment and rotate their PFDs
coherently when a visual landmark is rotated (Figure 1.3; Taube et al., 1990b, Taube, 1995).
When presented with two distinct visual cues, HD cells were also able to discriminate between
them, thus suggesting a reliance on the visual features of the visual cues in guiding HD cell firings
(Lozano et al., 2017).
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However, HD cells do not just rely on visual information and they continue firing when
visual cues are removed (Taube et al., 1990b; Goodridge and Taube, 1995), when lights are
switched off (Mizumori and Williams, 1993) and when animals are blindfolded (Goodridge et al.,
1998). Although HD cells continue firing in the absence of visual information, the PFDs of HD
cells were observed to drift and accumulate errors with time (Goodridge et al., 1998; Mizumori
and Williams, 1993; Goodridge and Taube, 1995; Taube et al., 1990b). Interestingly, when the
familiar visual cue was returned to the environment, HD cells restored their originally established
PFDs relative to the visual cue (Goodridge and Taube, 1995). This finding suggests that visual
information likely provides a more precise estimate of an animal’s heading direction and thus
exerts a stronger influence on the HD system as compared to other sensory information.
The dominant influence of visual information is corroborated by Goodridge et al. (1998),
who systematically examined the roles of other external sensory information on HD cell firing.
Using a set of cue control experiments (Figure 1.3), HD cells were found to be weakly coupled to
olfactory information and systematically under-rotate when odours (in the form of peppermint
scented Q-tips) were rotated. The same under-rotations were also observed in blindfolded rats
when the whole environment (cylinder and floor; tactile and odour constellation) was rotated.
Unlike olfactory cues, auditory cues did not exert any influence and rotations of auditory cues led
to seemingly random rotations in the PFDs of HD cells (Goodridge et al., 1998). Geometric cues
also have a weak influence and HD cells do not rotate their PFDs in geometrically polarized
environments unless the animals have been disoriented (Knight et al., 2011; Clark et al. 2010).
This finding thus suggests that geometric cues are only utilized in the absence of a reliable path
integrator (i.e. when disrupted by disorientation).
The influences of path integration on HD cell firing are well-established. As mentioned,
HD cells drift when visual information is not available (Goodridge et al., 1998; Mizumori and
Williams, 1993; Goodridge and Taube, 1995; Taube et al., 1990b), which likely reflects the errors
accumulated as a consequence of path integration. In addition, HD cells maintained their PFDs
when animals actively moved from a familiar compartment to a novel compartment that was
geometrically and visually dissimilar (Taube and Burton, 1995). The maintenance of PFDs across
the compartments can however be abolished when lights are turned off (i.e. removing optic flow
information; moderate, non-significant effect) and/or when the animals are passively transported
(i.e. removing motor efference and proprioceptive information; Stackman et al., 2003). Passive
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rotations of animals through the PFDs of HD cells also reduced the peak firing rates of HD cells
(Taube et al., 1990b, Knierim et al, 1995, Taube, 1995, Zugaro et al., 2001), although these
findings were not replicated in a subsequent study (Shinder and Taube, 2011). More substantially,
genetic or chemical ablations of the vestibular system in mice or rats disrupt HD cell activity in
anterodorsal thalamus (Valerio and Taube, 2016; Stackman and Taube, 1997). Similarly,
temporary inactivation of the vestibular apparatus via transtympanic injection of tetrodotoxin also
temporarily disrupts HD cell activity in postsubiculum (Stackman et al., 2002).
Unlike place cells, when proximal (multimodal) cues are placed in conflict with distal
(visual) cues, HD cells behave as an ensemble and tend to rotate coherently with distal cues
(Zugaro et al., 2001; Yoganarashimha et al., 2006). HD cells thus have a preference for distal
visual cues over proximal multimodal cues.

1.2.2.3 Attractor dynamics
An interesting property of HD cells is their ability to behave coherently as a population.
For example, simultaneously co-recorded HD cells behave coherently and shift their PFDs by
approximately the same angle (Taube et al., 1990b; Goodridge and Taube, 1995; Taube and
Burton, 1995; Yoganarashimha et al., 2006). As such, HD cells are believed to exist in a onedimensional continuous attractor network (see Figure 1.6; Figure 1.7; Skaggs et al., 1995; Zhang,
1996; Redish et al., 1996; Goodridge and Touretzky, 2000) with head direction encoded as a
continuous variable.
For simplicity, HD cells can be conceptually envisioned as existing in a ring organized by
their preferred directions (Figure 1.7). It should however be noted that no such ring topography is
found in rodents (see Section 1.2.2.1), although a ring structure encoding direction information
have been described in the central complex of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster (Seelig and
Jayaraman, 2015). Each cell in the ring is strongly connected, via excitatory connections, with its
neighbours which have similar PFDs and the strength of the excitatory connections decreases
with distance between their PFDs. Cells are also connected by inhibitory synapses. In this model,
an activity bump arises spontaneously and will indicate the current heading of the animal.
The activity bump is then believed to be moved around the ring via inputs from an
intermediate ring of cells, which conjunctively encode the current heading direction and the
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angular head velocity of the animals. Cells that encode angular head velocity have been found in
the dorsal tegmental nucleus (Bassett and Taube, 2001; Sharp et al., 2001) and likely provide the
information required to move the activity bump. The intermediate ring of cells moves the bump by
projecting asymmetrically to the ring of HD cells with conjunctive cells that receive clockwise
angular information projecting to the right and cells that receive anti-clockwise angular information
projecting to the left (Figure 1.7). Information about external landmarks are then fed into the model
to correct for errors that could result from inaccurate estimation of angular velocity, thus helping
to anchor the activity bump to the external world (Skaggs et al., 1995; Zhang, 1996; Goodridge
and Touretzky, 2000; Knierim and Zhang, 2012; McNaughton et al., 2006).

Figure 1.7: Continuous attractor network of HD cells. Head direction cells could be envisioned as a ring-like
attractor connected by excitatory synapses that decrease with strength with increased differences in PFDs. The
resulting activity bump can be moved around the ring via an intermediate ring of cells that conjunctively encode the
current heading direction and the angular head velocity. The conjunctive cells project asymmetrically to the left and
right for anti-clockwise and clockwise turns respectively. Adapted from McNaughton et al. (2006).
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Although the model has been useful in accounting for the coherent activity of HD cells, it
is inconsistent neuroanatomically as the projections from dorsal tegmental nucleus (where
angular head velocity cells are found) to laterally mammillary nucleus (the next node in the HD
network; see Section 1.3.2.1; Figure 1.11) are predominantly GABAergic (Allen and Hopkins,
1989; Wirtshafter and Stratford, 1993; Liu et al., 1984). As such, it is unlikely that the rotational
shift of the activity bump in the attractor network is mediated by excitatory connections. A
subsequent model by Song and Wang (2005) resolved this inconsistency by showing that the
activity bump can also be generated and moved around the attractor by having two populations
of inhibitory neurons projecting asymmetrically to a population of excitatory cells. In this model,
cells in the excitatory head direction population do not need to be recurrently connected with each
other to generate the activity bump.
No matter which mechanisms were employed to generate the continuous attractor network,
the continuous attractor network model can explain many of the properties seen in the HD
network. Because the activity bump is primarily driven by the vestibular system (i.e. angular
velocity), it can explain for the persistence and drifting of PFDs in the dark (Goodridge et al., 1998;
Mizumori and Williams, 1993; Goodridge and Taube, 1995; Taube et al., 1990b). In addition, given
that self-motion cues are the primary drivers of the attractor network, disruption of the vestibular
system should lead to degradation of the HD network which was also observed experimentally
(Valerio and Taube, 2016; Stackman and Taube, 1997; Stackman et al., 2002).

1.2.3 Grid cells
Grid cells are spatially modulated cells that have multiple, regularly spaced firing fields
arranged in a hexagonal pattern (Figure 1.2). They are thought to provide metric information for
path integration and are found in the medial entorhinal cortex (Fyhn et al., 2004; Hafting et al.,
2005).

1.2.3.1 General properties of grid cells
The regular firing patterns of grid cells can be described using three features - grid scale,
grid orientation and grid phase (Figure 1.8; Hafting et al., 2005; Moser et al., 2014), which
measures the distance between fields, the degree of rotation of the grid axes and the x-y
coordinate translation of the grid fields respectively. Similar to the other spatial cells, grid cells are
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stable and exhibit the same scale, orientation and phase in a familiar environment over days
(Hafting et al., 2005; Fyhn et al., 2007; Barry et al., 2012).

Figure 1.8: Features describing grid cells. Grid cells can be described primarily via three properties - grid scale
which examines the distance between neighbouring firing fields, grid orientation which describes the orientation of
the grid fields and grid phase which describes the x-y translation of the firing fields. Adapted from Moser et al.
(2014).

Unlike place cells and HD cells, grid cells were found to be organized topographically into
grid modules. Different grid modules have different grid scales and orientations, but grid cells
within the same module have similar grid scales and orientations. Grid scales were also found to
increase along the dorsal-ventral axis of medial entorhinal cortex, though not steadily, but instead
in discrete steps (Stensola et al., 2012). The same dorsal-ventral topographic organization was
not observed for grid phase, and neighbouring grid cells have slightly offset phases such that a
small number of grid cells would have sufficient firing fields to tesselate the entire arena. Grid
phases appear to be randomly distributed and firing fields of neighbouring cells do not tend to
overlap more than distant cells (Hafting et al., 2005).

1.2.3.2 Sensory inputs into grid cells
The periodic firing patterns of grid cells suggest that grid cells may be an ideal neural
substrate for path integration, allowing the brain to track the distance travelled. Consistent with
this, grid cells are relatively stable (except for a slight decrease in spatial coherence) and continue
firing in the dark (Hafting et al., 2005). Disruption of grid cell firing via removal of N-methyl-Daspartate receptors (NMDARs) was also found to disrupt path integration (Gil et al., 2018),
suggesting that grid cells are necessary for path integration.
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However, a path integrator tends to accumulate errors and external landmarks are
required to correct for this error. As such, grid cells should also be sensitive to the external
environment. In line with this, grid cells rotate when visual cues are rotated (Hafting et al., 2005),
showing sensitivity to the visual scene. In addition, grid cells are sensitive to boundaries and
rescale parametrically to systematic changes to the geometry of an environment (via movements
of walls; Barry et al., 2007; Stensola et al., 2012). Interestingly, the rescaling was not coherent
across grid modules, and each grid module appears to respond independently to the wall
translocations. Grid cells within the same grid modules however always respond coherently.
Modules with smaller grid scale were observed to be more resistant to rescaling while grid
modules with larger grid scale rescale completely (Stensola et al., 2012). This finding suggests
that grid modules may function independently with grid cells within the same modules connected
strongly while grid cells across modules connected weakly.

1.2.3.3 Realignment in grid cells
Grid cells were also found to reorganize their firing patterns when the environments were
changed, akin to the remapping process observed in place cells (see Section 1.2.1.3). The
reorganization, however, does not manifest as appearance or disappearance of place fields (as
seen in global and partial remapping; see Section 1.2.1.3), but instead is observed as translation
and/or rotation of firing fields between two distinct environments (Fyhn et al., 2007; Barry et al.,
2012; Marozzi et al., 2015). The types of realignment (translation and/or rotation) observed may
be dependent on the types of changes made to the environment as changes in non-spatial
contextual cues (e.g. colours and odours of walls and flooring) resulted in translation but not
rotation of grid fields (Marozzi et al., 2015).
Fyhn et al. (2007) further examined how grid cells and place cells ‘co-remapped’ by corecording hippocampal place cells and layer II grid cells. Interestingly, realignments of grid cells
were observed only when place cells globally remapped but not when they rate remapped,
suggesting that grid cells and place cells coherently change the positions of their firing fields. This
is in line with theoretical models of layer II grid cells, which are upstream of place cells (Witter et
al., 2014), generating place fields via convergence in synaptic connections from grid modules of
different spatial scales (McNaughton et al., 2006; Solstad et al., 2006).
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The realignment of grid cells is also corroborated by Barry et al., (2012), who recorded
grid cells when an animal was exposed to a novel environment. In addition to realignment, grid
cells were also observed to expand when the animals were first placed in the environment. The
expansion in grid scale, unlike grid realignment, disappeared over days as animals became more
familiar with the environment and is thus believed to signal for environmental novelty.

1.2.4 Boundary vector cells
Boundary vector cells are cells that fire when an animal is in close proximity to a boundary
in a specific allocentric direction (Figure 1.2). They have been reported in medial entorhinal cortex
and dorsal subiculum (Solstad et al., 2008; Lever et al., 2009).
Compared to place, HD and grid cells, less is known about boundary vector cells.
Nonetheless, boundary vector cells were found to be stable in the dark, suggesting that visual
input is not necessary for their firing activity (Lever et al., 2009). In addition, they were found to
respond similarly to different boundaries that require different sensory representations (e.g. walls
versus drop-edge), thus indicating that boundary vector cells are not defined by a single sensory
modality (Solstad et al., 2008; Lever et al., 2009; Stewart et al., 2014).

1.2.4.1 Boundary vector cell model for place field generation
Boundary vector cells represent an interesting population of cells whose existence and
firing properties were predicted by the boundary vector cell model (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996;
Barry et al., 2006) before they were eventually discovered (Solstad et al., 2008; Lever et al.,
2009). The model was first conceived based on the observation that place cells are sensitive to
the walls (hence boundaries) in an environment and place fields were seemingly scaled in
environments with different shape and sizes such that the fields were stretched along the axes
that were ‘moved’ (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996).
In the model, O’Keefe and Burgess (1996) posited that place fields in an environment can
be generated via a population of cells that have spatially constrained firing fields defined by a
specific boundary in an allocentric direction (i.e. boundary vector cells; see Figure 1.9A). These
cells have gaussian tuning curves with firing activity that peaked at a preferred distance from a
wall in a preferred allocentric direction. Convergence and thresholded sum of these boundary
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vector inputs could then generate place fields (Figure 1.9B). The discovery of boundary vector
cells thus corroborated the model. In concordance with the model (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996;
Barry et al., 2006), these cells exhibited additional firing fields in the same allocentric direction
when additional walls ere added, or when drop edges were created (Solstad et al., 2008; Lever
et al., 2009; Stewart et al., 2014).

Figure 1.9: Boundary vector cell model. (A) Boundary vector cells were modelled as cells that have receptive
fields sensitive to a boundary in a specific allocentric direction. They fire optimally at a specific distance away from
the boundary. For instance, the example modelled cell is sensitive to a boundary in the east location, and fire
optimally when the animal is close to the boundary. Adapted from Lever et al. (2009). (B) Convergence and
thresholded sum of multiple boundary vector cells with different preferred firing directions and distances can
generate place fields, similar to those seen in place cells. Adapted from Bush et al. (2014).

It is however surprising that boundary vector cells were primarily described in dorsal
subiculum, the main hippocampal output structure (see Section 1.3.1; van Strien et al., 2009;
O’Mara, 2005). Interestingly, recent studies have shown that dorsal subiculum back-projects to
CA1 (Sun et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019) and deep layers of medial entorhinal
cortex (Winter et al., 2014; Roy et al., 2017), and these back-projections are ideal candidates for
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propagation of boundary information from dorsal subiculum to CA1 and medial entorhinal cortex
respectively. However, temporary inactivation of the dorsal subiculum à CA1 projections using
chemogenetics did not disrupt or modify the spatial selectivity of CA1 place cells (Sun et al.,
2019), suggesting that the role of these back-projections in generating place fields may be limited.
Thus, the role of boundary vector cells in generating place fields has yet to be clarified
experimentally and it remains likely that boundary information from dorsal subiculum may reach
hippocampal place cells via medial entorhinal cortex.

1.3 Neuroanatomical organization of the spatial signals
In the previous section, we have explored the properties of the major spatial cell types
and their roles in spatial memory and cognition. However, these cell types do not exist
independently and interact extensively in the brain so as to generate a coherent representation
of the environment. In this section, we will examine the brain structures in which these spatial
cells are found as well as the connectivity between them, so as to better understand how these
seemingly different spatial signals can come together to form an internal representation of the
environment.

1.3.1 Place and boundary vector cells in hippocampal
formation
The hippocampus, where place cells were first discovered, first came into prominence due
to patient Henry Molaison (best known as patient H.M.), who after bilateral surgical removal of
hippocampus and neighbouring medial temporal lobe structures, suffered from severe
anterograde amnesia (i.e. inability to form new memories). This observation, together with
observations from other patients, led to the seminal conclusion that hippocampus is critical for
memory (Scoville and Milner, 1957).
In rats, the hippocampus formation (HF) consists of the hippocampus proper (which
includes CA1, CA2 and CA3), dentate gyrus and subiculum. As mentioned, place cells are found
in the hippocampus proper and dentate gyrus, while boundary vector cells are found in the
subiculum. Unlike the rest of the cortex, the HF only has three layers instead of six –a deep layer
composed of afferent and efferent fibres and interneurons; a cell layer with principal neurons and
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interneurons; and a superficial layer. In the hippocampus proper, the deep layer is known as
stratum oriens, the cell layer is known as the stratum pyramidale (pyramidal cell layer) and the
superficial layer is further divided into two layers: stratum radiatum and stratum lacunosummoleculare. The apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons and apical tufts of the apical dendrites are
located in the stratum radiatum and stratum lacunosum-moleculare respectively. CA3 has an
additional layer in the superficial layer known as stratum lucidum which receives inputs from
dentate gyrus (Figure 1.10A; van Strien et al., 2009).
Classically, the anatomical connections within hippocampus are described to exist in a
‘trisynaptic loop’. As the name suggests, the loop involves three sequential synaptic connections
(Figure 1.10B) starting from entorhinal cortex, the major cortical structure providing inputs into
hippocampus. Entorhinal cortex projects mainly to the dentate gyrus (synapse 1), which in turn
projects to CA3 (synapse 2). CA3 then projects to CA1 (synapse 3) which outputs back to
subiculum and entorhinal cortex (Andersen et al., 1971; Knierim, 2015).
It is however now generally accepted that the anatomical connectivity within the
hippocampus is more complicated than a serially connected circuit (more details in Figure 1.10C).
For example, medial entorhinal cortex is now known to project to all sub-regions of hippocampus
proper with layer II projecting to dentate gyrus and CA3 (input site for the trisynaptic loop), and
layer III projecting directly to CA1 and subiculum. CA1 in turn projects back to deep layers of
entorhinal cortex, either directly or indirectly via subiculum (Witter et al., 2014). The direct medial
entorhinal cortex layer III à CA1 projections appear to be sufficient for maintaining place cell
activity in CA1 as lesioning dentate gyrus or removal of CA3 inputs did not disrupt place fields in
CA1 (McNaughton et al., 1989; Brun et al., 2002). In support of this, selective lesions in layer III
of medial entorhinal cortex impaired place cells in CA1, but not in CA3, such that the place fields
in CA1 were observed to be larger and more diffuse (Brun et al., 2008).
In addition, back-projections are known to exist between all sub-regions (not shown in
Figure 1.10C; van Strien et al., 2009) including CA3 back-projecting to dentate gyrus (Li et al.,
1994; Scharfman, 1994), CA1 back-projecting to CA3 (Sik et al., 1994; Sik et al., 1995) and
subiculum back-projecting to CA1 (Sun et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019). The
projections from subiculum to CA1 may have a limited role in propagating boundary information
from boundary vector cells to place cells (see Section 1.2.4.1).
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Figure 1.10: Hippocampus structure and circuitry. (A) The hippocampal formation in the rat brain shown in red on
the left. A coronal slice through the rat hippocampus formation shows the different sub-regions of the hippocampus
formation including the dentate gyrus (DG; orange), CA3 (light blue), CA2 (green), CA1 (red) and subiculum (dark
blue). Adapted from Temido-Ferreira et al. (2019). (B) The classical trisynaptic loop with inputs into hippocampus
coming primarily from entorhinal cortex to dentate gyrus. Dentate gyrus then projects to CA3, which in turn projects to
CA1. CA1 then project to the subiculum and entorhinal cortex. Adapted from Moser (2011). (C) An updated view of the
connections within the hippocampus formation, and its interaction with medial entorhinal cortex. Specifically, layer II
and III of medial entorhinal cortex projects to all sub-regions of hippocampus, unlike the serial connections described
in the trisynaptic loop. CA1 and subiculum also project back to deep layer of medial entorhinal cortex. DG: dentate
gyrus; SUB: subiculum; MEC: medial entorhinal cortex; PrS: Presubiculum; PaS: Parasubiculum. Adapted from Witter
et al. (2014).

Although grid cells are generally thought to be upstream of place cells (via medial
entorhinal cortex layer II/III à CA1/CA3; McNaughton et al., 2006; Solstad et al., 2006), it is likely
that place cells also project to grid cells (via CA1/subiculum à medial entorhinal cortex layer V)
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as grid cells have also been described in deeper layers of medial entorhinal cortex (Sargolini et
al., 2006). These ‘back-projections’ were thought to help reduce errors accumulated during path
integration by propagating sensory information from the place cell network to the grid cell network
(Bush et al., 2014). However, instead of observing drifts in the grid patterns (as would be expected
if place cells are truly only required to ‘anchor’ grid cells to the external environment), disruption
of grid patterns were observed when hippocampus was inactivated. This finding suggests that the
back-projections are likely to play a more integral role in grid cell activity (Bonnevie et al., 2013).
Interestingly, hippocampus disruptions (either temporarily via muscimol or permanently via lesion)
were found to increase directional tuning in grid cells that were previously non-directional or
weakly directional, suggesting an independence of HD cell inputs from place cell inputs (Bonnevie
et al., 2013; Fyhn et al., 2004). This is in line with findings showing that hippocampal lesions did
not affect properties of HD cells in postsubiculum and anterior thalamus, and their PFDs remained
largely stable across days (Golob and Taube, 1997; Golob and Taube, 1999).

1.3.2 Head direction cells and the Papez circuit
The connectivity within the HD system is arguably more complicated than the other spatial
systems and HD cells have been found in multiple brain regions previously implicated in the
classical Papez circuit including dorsal tegmental nucleus (Sharp et al., 2001), anterodorsal
thalamus (Taube, 1995), postsubiculum (Taube et al., 1990a, 1990b), lateral mammillary nucleus
(Stackman and Taube, 1998) and entorhinal cortex (Sargolini et al., 2006; Giocomo et al., 2014).
In addition, HD cells have been described in laterodorsal thalamus (Mizumori and Williams, 1993)
and retrosplenial cortex (Chen et al., 1994; Cho and Sharp, 2011).
Why are there redundancy in the head direction system? Although the functional
significance of the redundancy remains unclear, there are indications that the different brain
regions may reflect steps in integration of sensory information into the HD network. This section
will be dedicated to exploring interactions within the HD networks, before examining its position
within the entire spatial network.

1.3.2.1 Hierarchy in the HD network
An interesting property of the HD network comes fundamentally from lesion studies
suggesting that the different HD regions may be organized hierarchically with directional
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information flowing through the network from dorsal tegmental nucleus à lateral mammillary
nucleus à anterodorsal thalamus à the cortical regions (Figure 1.11). Specifically, bilateral
lesions of dorsal tegmental nucleus or lateral mammillary nucleus were found to disrupt HD cells
in anterodorsal thalamus (Blair et al., 1998; Blair et al., 1999; Bassett et al., 2007), postsubiculum
and medial entorhinal cortex (Sharp and Koeste, 2008). Similarly, bilateral lesions of anterodorsal

Figure 1.11: Schematic diagram of the HD network and its interactions with the grid and place cell network.
The HD network is believed to be organized hierarchically with motor and vestibular information being integrated via
dorsal tegmental nucleus (DTN) or lateral mammillary nucleus (LMN). The vestibular and motor information then
ascend through the network (red arrows) from LMN to anterodorsal thalamus (ADN) to postsubiculum and eventually
the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC). Meanwhile, visual (and landmark) information is fed into the network via
retrosplenial cortex (RSP) and/or postsubiculum (PoS) and is propagated to MEC. At the same time, the visual
information is feedback to LMN (blue arrows). Place and grid cells may provide additional spatial information back to
the HD network via MEC connections with the postsubiculum (orange arrows). Adapted from Yoder et al., 2015.
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thalamus were found to disrupt HD cells in postsubiculum (Goodridge and Taube, 1997) and
medial entorhinal cortex (Winter et al., 2015). The contrasting effect however was not observed,
that is lesions of either postsubiculum, retrosplenial cortex or medial entorhinal cortex did not
disrupt HD signals in anterodorsal thalamus (Goodridge and Taube, 1997; Clark et al., 2010;
Clark et al., 2011) or lateral mammillary nuclei (Yoder et al., 2015). Lesions of laterodorsal
thalamus did not disrupt HD cells in postsubiculum (Golob et al., 1998), which suggests that
laterodorsal thalamus, unlike anterodorsal thalamus, is not necessary for HD cells in
postsubiculum to function.
In addition to lesion studies, investigations of the relative timing of the peak firing direction
of HD cells with the current heading of the animals (also known as ‘anticipatory time interval’) also
tell a similar story. Particularly, HD cells in the lateral mammillary nucleus lead that of current
heading by approximately 40-60ms and that of anterior thalamus by 15-20ms (Stackman and
Taube, 1998; Blairs et al., 1998). The HD cells in the anterior thalamus in turn lead that of current
heading by approximately 20s (Blair and Sharp, 1995; Blairs et al., 1997; Taube and Muller, 1998).
Meanwhile, HD cells in postsubiculum do not fire ahead of the current heading direction and
seemingly encode the present heading of the animal (Blair and Sharp, 1995; Taube and Muller,
1998). Interestingly, unlike postsubiculum HD cells, retrosplenial HD cells were also found to
anticipate present heading by approximately 25-50ms (Cho and Sharp, 2001; Lozano et al.,
2017). Thus, HD cells in retrosplenial cortex may be upstream of those in postsubiculum.
The hierarchical nature of the HD network, suggested by lesions and anticipatory time
interval studies, is also in line with neuroanatomical connectivity studies: dorsal tegmental nucleus
is known to project to lateral mammillary nucleus (via GABAaergic projections; Allen and Hopkins,
1989; Wirtshafter and Stratford, 1993; Liu et al., 1984), which in turn project to anterodorsal
thalamus (Shibata, 1992). Anterodorsal thalamus is also known to project to retrosplenial cortex
(van Groen and Wyss, 1990a; van Groen and Wyss, 1992; van Groen and Wyss, 1995; van Groen
and Wyss, 2003) and postsubiculum (van Groen and Wyss, 1990b; van Groen and Wyss, 1995),
the latter of which projects to hippocampus via medial entorhinal cortex (Figure 1.10; van Groen
and Wyss, 1990b, Caballero-Bleda and Witter, 1993; Huang et al., 2017; Preston-Ferrer et al.,
2016).
In addition to the feed-forward hierarchically organized connections, there are multiple
feedback and reciprocal connections within the HD network, which suggest a more complex
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interaction between the different HD regions in contrast to a simple feedforward circuit. For
example, postsubiculum and retrosplenial cortex are reciprocally connected to each other (van
Groen and Wyss, 1990a; van Groen and Wyss, 1990b; van Groen and Wyss, 1992; van Groen
and Wyss, 2003; Preston-Ferrer et al., 2016; Kononenko and Witter, 2012). Back-projections
were also observed with postsubiculum projecting back to anterodorsal thalamus (van Groen and
Wyss, 1990b; Wright et al., 2010; Yoder and Taube, 2011; Huang et al., 2017), retrosplenial cortex
to anterodorsal thalamus (Wright et al., 2010; van Groen and Wyss, 2003) and laterally mamillary
nucleus to dorsal tegmental nucleus (Hayakawa and Zyo, 1990; Allen and Hopkins, 1989; Liu et
al., 1984). Postsubiculum was also found to project back to lateral mammillary nucleus (van Groen
and Wyss, 1990b; Allen and Hopkins, 1989; Huang et al., 2017; Yoder and Taube, 2011; Shibata,
1989).
What could then be the reason behind the hierarchical organization in the HD circuit? It
seems likely that the different steps in the network could reflect steps in integrating sensory
information into the HD network. For example, vestibular information is believed to be integrated
into the HD network via dorsal tegmental nucleus. This is supported by neuroanatomical studies
showing that dorsal tegmental nucleus receives direct projections from medial vestibular nucleus
(Liu et al., 1984) which in turn receives projections from the horizontal semi-circular canals (Khan
and Chan, 2013), an organ within the inner ear that detects rotational acceleration. However, the
former projections (medial vestibular nuclei à dorsal tegmental nuclei) have not been replicated
in a recent study (Biazoli Jr et al., 2006) and it seems more likely that vestibular information
reaches the dorsal tegmental nucleus indirectly via supragenual nucleus and nucleus prepositus.
Both supragenual nucleus and nucleus prepositus receive projections from the medial vestibular
nuclei (Biazoli Jr. et al., 2006; Iwasaki et al., 1999) and project to dorsal tegmental nucleus (Liu
et al., 1984; Biazoli Jr et al., 2006), making them ideal candidates in the pathway for propagating
vestibular information to the HD network. The neuroanatomy is corroborated by lesion studies
showing that HD cells in anterodorsal thalamus were disrupted when supragenual nucleus and
nucleus prepositus were bilaterally lesioned (Clark et al., 2012; Butler and Taube, 2015).
In addition to vestibular information, motor information is also believed to be propagated
to the HD network at the level of dorsal tegmental nucleus via the interpeduncular nucleus-lateral
habenula circuit (Taube, 2007). Specifically, lateral habenula receives inputs from the
entopeduncular nucleus (also known as globus pallidus, pars interna; Wallace et al., 2017; van
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der Kooy and Carter, 1981), a subcortical structure known to be involved in motor control (Nelson
and Kreitzer, 2014). Lateral habenula is known to project to interpeduncular nucleus (Contestabile
and Flumerfelt, 1981), and both structures project to dorsal tegmental nucleus (Liu et al., 1984;
Contestabile and Flumerfelt, 1981). Thus, they are ideally situated for integrating motor
information from the basal ganglia to the HD network. Motor information may however play a
smaller role than vestibular information as lesioning the interpenduncular nucleus did not disrupt
HD cells in anterodorsal thalamus, although the HD cells had altered firing properties including
reduced peak firing, larger PFD widths, longer anticipatory time interval, and were less sensitive
to visual landmarks (Clark et al., 2009).
In contrast, visual information is believed to be integrated into the head direction network
via retrosplenial cortex and/or postsubiculum. Both structures have reciprocal connections with
visual cortex and with each other (van Groen and Wyss, 1992; van Groen and Wyss, 1990b; van
Groen and Wyss, 2003; Vogt and Miller, 1983). Lesions in both structures did not disrupt HD
signals in either anterodorsal thalamus or lateral mammillary nucleus but impaired landmark
anchoring (Goodridge and Taube, 1997; Clark et al., 2010; Yoder et al., 2015), corroborating their
roles in visual processing. Additionally, directional cells that are sensitive to the local visual scene
have been found in the retrosplenial cortex, which may be important for integrating visual
information into the HD network (see Section 2.3.1 for a detailed description of these cells; Jacob
et al., 2017). Recent two-photon imaging studies in head-fixed mice have also found visually
evoked responses (Powell et al., 2020) as well as visual landmark-aligned signals (Fischer et al.,
2020) in the retrosplenial cortex. Interestingly, these visual neurons were also modulated by
locomotion (Powell et al., 2020; Fischer et al., 2020) although the motor inputs did not contribute
to the spatial tunings of the neurons (Fischer et al., 2020).

1.3.2.2 HD network and the other spatial networks
The HD network does not function independently and is coupled to the place and grid cell
network via the projections from postsubiculum to medial entorhinal cortex (Figure 1.11; van
Groen and Wyss, 1990b, Caballero-Bleda and Witter, 1993; Huang et al., 2017; Preston-Ferrer
et al., 2016). In line with the anatomical connections, conjunctive grid and head direction cells
have been reported in the medial entorhinal cortex – many of which are located in layer III and V
(Sargolini et al., 2006).
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What happens to grid and place cell representations when structures within the HD
network are disrupted? Temporary inactivation or lesion of the anterior thalamus disrupted the
spatial periodicity of grid cells in medial entorhinal cortex and parasubiculum, suggesting that
anterior thalamus is necessary for the generation of grid fields (Winter et al., 2015). Unexpectedly,
given that grid cells were thought to be involved in the generation of place fields, the same effect
was not observed for place cells. Lesions of lateral mammillary nucleus, anterodorsal thalamus
or postsubiculum did not disrupt place cell activity, although the place fields are noisier (Calton et
al., 2003; Sharp and Koester, 2008; Harland et al., 2017). Interestingly, place cells rotated their
place fields unpredictably between sessions in animals with postsubiculum lesions but not in
animals with anterodorsal thalamus lesions, further supporting a visual role for postsubiculum in
the spatial network (Calton et al., 2003).
It is however surprising that anterodorsal thalamus lesions did not disrupt landmark
anchoring of place cells between sessions given that anterodorsal thalamus lesion is known to
disrupt HD cells in postsubiculum (Goodridge and Taube, 1997). The discrepancy can be
accounted via two non-mutually exclusive explanations. Firstly, visual information may not be
solely propagated to grid and place cells via HD cells and there may be a parallel, HD independent
visual information propagating neural circuit from postsubiculum to hippocampus. Alternatively, it
remains unclear if anterodorsal thalamus lesions disrupt HD cells in retrosplenial cortex. As such,
HD cells in retrosplenial cortex may persist after anterodorsal thalamus lesions and may hence
function as a second pathway for visual information to reach place cells (Figure 1.11). A visual
role for retrosplenial cortex is corroborated by Cooper and Mizumori (2001), who temporarily
inactivated retrosplenial cortex and recorded place cells while the animals performed a spatial
memory task on a radial maze. Similar to Calton et al. (2003), place cell properties were mostly
unaltered, but place fields were found to be unstable and partially remapped upon inactivation of
retrosplenial cortex (Cooper and Mizumori, 2001).

1.3.3 Grid cells in medial entorhinal cortex
As observed in the previous sections, the medial entorhinal cortex (and hence the grid cell
network) is located at the intersection of the spatial system (Figure 1.10; Figure 1.11). The HD
network provides HD inputs via the projections from postsubiculum (van Groen and Wyss, 1990b;
Caballero-Bleda and Witter, 1993; Huang et al., 2017; Preston-Ferrer et al., 2016) while the
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medial entorhinal cortex is reciprocally connected with hippocampus (and hence, the place cell
network; see Section 1.3.1). As such, the medial entorhinal cortex is often thought to be an
important node for cortico-hippocampal interactions and may serve to integrate the spatial signals.
In line with this, conjunctive HD and grid cells have been observed in medial entorhinal cortex
(Sargolini et al., 2006), which may represent a step in the integration of HD signals into the grid
cell network.
In concordance with a downstream position of medial entorhinal cortex relative to the HD
network, lesioning medial entorhinal cortex did not abolish or affect HD signals in anterodorsal
thalamus (Clark et al., 2011). In contrast to the HD network, grid cells were observed to be
disrupted when hippocampus was lesioned (see Section 1.3.1; Bonnevie et al., 2013), suggesting
an essential role for the projections from hippocampus to medial entorhinal cortex in generating
grid cell activity. This finding was surprising as grid cells were often thought to be upstream of
place cells (instead of the other way around) and may generate place fields through linear
summation of grids with different scales (McNaughton et al., 2006; Solstad et al., 2006). Thus,
the interactions between grid cells in medial entorhinal cortex and place cells in hippocampus
may be more complex than previously conceived.
In agreement with a more complex interaction rather than a unidirectional flow of grid
information into place cells, lesions and inactivation of medial entorhinal cortex did not disrupt
formation of place fields although place fields were found to be less stable (Miller and Best, 1980;
Hales et al., 2014; van Cauter et al., 2008; Brun et al., 2008; Ormond and McNaughton, 2015;
Miao et al., 2015; Navawongse and Eichenbaum, 2013; Rueckemann et al., 2016). Interestingly,
changes in place cell properties were found to differ between studies upon inactivation or lesions
of medial entorhinal cortex. For example, some studies reported a broadening of place fields
(Hales et al., 2014; Brun et al., 2008; Ormond and McNaughton, 2015) while others reported no
change (Miao et al., 2015; Rueckemann et al., 2016) or reduction in place field size (van Cauter
et al., 2008). The differences may be a consequence of the lesion extent (e.g. van Cauter et al.
(2008) lesioned lateral entorhinal cortex, in addition to medial entorhinal cortex) or the temporal
and spatial specificity of inactivation (e.g. Reukemann et al. (2016) and Miao et al. (2015) used
chemogenetics and/or optogenetics to inactivate medial entorhinal cortex). Nonetheless, it is clear
that place cells are still present when medial entorhinal cortex is disrupted, providing evidence
against a unidirectional generative role of grid cells in forming place fields.
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1.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have explored the neural substrates that underlie the cognitive map –
the four main components being place cells, grid cells, head direction cells and boundary vector
cells. Each component of the spatial system plays a crucial role in navigation by providing location,
metric, directional and boundary information respectively. They interact extensively in the brain
(see Section 1.3) with the medial entorhinal cortex (and by extension, the grid cell system) being
positioned at the intersection of the spatial system and seemingly integrating the different spatial
signals such that the spatial representation of an environment is coherent.
How then does the spatial system represents more complex environments? In their natural
environment, humans do not live in open environments and/or linear tracks - environments which
are commonly used in the laboratory. Instead, we often live in complex environments which are
compartmentalised (e.g. offices within a building; flats within an apartment block; hotels and their
rooms), of which some compartments can look remarkably similar. How then do we localize
ourselves within such environment? Can our brain discriminate such compartmentalised, visually
similar local spaces that are embedded within a global environment? The next chapter would be
dedicated to discussing the spatial representations in such environments, before we dive into the
experiments at hand.
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Chapter 2.
Navigation in Visually Similar
Compartmentalised Environments
In the previous chapter, we have examined the neural substrates underlying navigation
and reviewed the properties of the different spatial cells. However, much of our understanding of
these cells comes from studies which were done in relatively simple environments such as openfield environments and/or linear tracks. Humans and animals, however, do not live in simplistic
environments and often interact and navigate through compartmentalised spaces that may look
visually similar. For example, many of us live in apartment buildings, stay in hotels with similar
looking rooms when we travel, and work in office buildings with multiple visually similar offices.
Animals also navigate through compartmental spaces with the most prominent example coming
from burrowing animals such as the naked mole rats. Specifically, naked mole rats (and other

Figure 2.1: Underground tunnels and chambers in the lives of the naked mole rats. Naked mole rats live in
intricate subterranean tunnels and chambers, through which they would have to navigate. Adapted with permission.
Illustration by Logan Parsons Illustration from: www.parsonsillustration.com.
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burrowing animals) often build extensive underground tunnels with chambers (Buffenstein et al.,
2012; Figure 2.1) through which they would have to navigate.
The question then arises as to how the brains of animals and humans represent these
local spaces and if they can distinguish these visually similar compartmentalised spaces? This
chapter is thus dedicated to reviewing our current understanding of how the different spatial cells
represent local compartmental spaces, focusing especially on the findings from Jacob et al.
(2017) which inspired the experiments in this thesis.

2.1 Place cells in visually similar compartmentalised spaces
Several studies have examined how place cells represent visually similar compartments,
with most studies concurring that a proportion of place cells displayed repeating fields if the
compartments were aligned and oriented in the same direction (Figure 2.2A; Skaggs and
McNaughton, 1998; Spiers et al., 2015; Grieves et al., 2016; Fuhs et al., 2005). The same
repetition of place fields can also be observed in alleyway mazes (Derdikman et al., 2009, Singer
et al., 2010) with place fields seemingly only repeating in alleys that were consistent with the
animals’ running directions (e.g. a place cell firing only in alleys when the animal is running north;
Derdikman et al., 2009). Interestingly, these repeating place cells did not disappear with
experience in the experiments by Spiers et al. (2015) and Grieves et al. (2016), and behaved as
if they cannot distinguish the compartments even though the animals were able to travel freely
between the two compartments (except in Skaggs and McNaughton (1998) and Fuhs et al. (2005)
where they limited the animals’ movements).
Do these findings then suggest that place cells are not privy to linear self-motion cues for
updating their place representations in multi-compartments spaces? This is highly unlikely as
Skaggs and McNaughton (1998) did a probe trial in which they started the rats in the opposing
compartment rather than its usual starting compartment. Interestingly, they observed map shifting
in some of their non-repeating place cells such that the place map usually observed in the starting
compartment was now observed in the opposing compartment (the new starting compartment;
Figure 2.2B, trial 2a). However, when the animals were subsequently allowed to move between
the two compartments, the place representation updated accordingly and the place representation
now reverted back to its original location prior to the probe trial (Figure 2.2B, trial 2b). Thus, linear
self-motion information appears to be available to place cells which can be used to update the
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place representations accordingly. Likewise, Grieves et al. (2016) showed that similarity in place
maps tend to decrease as distances between the compartments increase, potentially implicating
an influence of linear distances (and by extension, linear self-motion cues) on place cells.

Figure 2.2: Place field repetitions in visually similar multi-compartment environments (A) Place cells have
repeating place fields in multi-compartment spaces if the compartments are parallel and oriented in the same
direction. Adapted from Spiers et al. (2015). (B) Place field repetition is unlikely to be due to a lack of linear selfmotion inputs. This is evident in the above cell from Skaggs and McNaughton (1998) which had a single field in the
north compartment where the animal was consistently started in (see 1). In the probe trial when the animal was
started in the south instead, the place field initially found in the north compartment was now found in the south
compartment (2A). However, when the animals were allowed to move freely between the two compartments, the
place representation updated accordingly (2B) such that the place field reverted back to its original position in the
north compartment. This suggests that linear self-motion cues were available to the cell which is then used to update
its place representation. Adapted from Skaggs and McNaughton (1998).

If linear self-motion cues are likely to be available to place cells, why are place field
repetitions then observed? A possible explanation would be that place cells are more sensitive to
the local space such that locally derived sensory information (e.g. visual, olfactory, tactile,
boundary) dominates over linear self-motion cues. In support, Spiers et al. (2015) observed local
remapping when either small local changes (e.g. changing the wall colour in one compartment)
or large global changes (e.g. changing the global structure by merging three compartments and
leaving one compartment intact) were made to the environment. The local remapping observed
was mainly restricted to compartments that were changed and firing patterns remained
undisturbed in unchanged compartments. In line with these observations, Grieves et al. (2018)
modelled place cells in multi-compartment environment using the boundary vector cell model and
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showed that repeating place fields can be generated via boundary inputs. They however argued
that place repetitions can be explained almost entirely by boundary vector inputs. This is unlikely
as local remapping was observed when the colour of the walls in a compartment was changed
(Spiers et al., 2015), thus indicating an interaction between boundary and contextual inputs (such
as visual inputs). Hence, a model that could account for the influences of contexts on boundary
inputs (such as the earlier version of contextual gating model; Anderson and Jeffery, 2003) may
be more relevant.
Although linear self-motion cues play a less important role than local sensory information,
directional cues appear to have a dominant effect on place representations in compartmentalised
spaces. Particularly, place field repetitions were not observed when compartments were oriented
in different directions (Figure 2.3; 60° separation in Grieves et al., 2016; 180° separation in Fuhs
et al., 2005) and/or when the rat need to rotate (and hence had angular self-motion information)
when it moved between the compartmental spaces (Fuhs et al., 2005; Tanila et al., 1999;
Derdikman et al, 2009). The lack of place field repetitions observed thus suggests that place cells
could disambiguate the compartments if differentiating directional cues are made available.
Because directional information is thought to be provided by the head direction system, Harland
et al. (2017) bilaterally lesioned lateral mammillary nucleus and examined place cell activity in the
radially arranged multi-compartment environment. In support for an involvement of the HD
system, lesions of the lateral mammillary nuclei induced place field repetitions in radially arranged

Figure 2.3: The HD system is necessary for disambiguation of visually similar, radially arranged
compartments. Left: In sham lesioned animals, place cells do not display repeating fields between radially arranged
compartments. This suggests that place cells are able to disambiguate compartments when differentiating angular
information is available. Right: However, when the lateral mammillary nuclei were lesioned, place cells displayed
repeating fields similar to those seen when the compartments were arranged in parallel. Thus, the HD system is
necessary for disambiguating radially arranged compartments, likely by providing differentiating angular information.
Adapted from Harland et al. (2017).
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compartments such that the place representations in radially arranged compartments now
resemble that of parallel compartments (Figure 2.3). Thus, it is likely that HD cells provide angular
information to place cells, which in turn allows place cells to discriminate the compartments when
radially arranged.
The ability of place cells in discriminating radially arranged compartments but not parallel
compartments implies that animals, by extension, can readily discriminate radially arranged
compartments but would be unable to discriminate parallel compartments. To test this hypothesis,
Grieves et al. (2016) trained animals on an odour-location task and found that learning of the task
was significantly impaired in the parallel compartments but not the radially arranged
compartments. Surprisingly, animals that first learnt the task in the radially arranged
compartments can subsequently better learn the task in parallel compartments, suggesting that
animals (and place cells) could possibly disambiguate the parallel compartments after extensive
experience. Nonetheless, the same impairment in learning was observed in the radially arranged
compartments when lateral mammillary nuclei was lesioned, providing further support for a role
of the HD system in providing differentiating angular information (Smith et al., 2019). Thus, the
behaviours of the animals concur with that of place cells in the multi-compartment environment –
both of which are unable to discriminate the multi-compartment environment if differentiating
directional cues are not available (i.e. in parallel compartments or when the head direction system
is lesioned).

2.2 Grid cells in visually similar compartmentalised spaces
Similar to place cells, grid cells displayed similar fields at the same relative locations
between compartments or alleys oriented in the same direction (Figure 2.4; Carpenter et al., 2015;
Derdikman et al., 2009). This suggests that the grid map is also primarily determined by the local
visual environment. Although not explicitly tested in the same manner as in place cells, it is also
likely that angular self-motion cues play an important role in grid field repetitions. This is evident
in the hairpin maze where the locations of grid fields are highly correlated between alleys in which
the animals ran in the same direction, but comparatively different between alleys in which the
running directions were opposite (Figure 2.4B; Derdikman et al., 2009).
Surprisingly, unlike place cells, grid field repetitions disappeared with more experience in
the environment and the grid cells gradually formed an unified representation (Figure 2.4A;
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Figure 2.4: Grid field repetitions in visually similar compartmentalised spaces. (A) In a two-compartment
environment, grid cells initially showed similar firing patterns between the compartments (Session 4). However, with
experience, grid cells repeated less and formed an unified representation of the entire environment (Session 19).
Adapted from Grieves et al. (2017). (B) In the hairpin maze, grid field repetitions were only observed between alleys
in which the animals ran in the same direction (e.g. similar grid fields between even alleys). This suggests that angular
self-motion cues control grid cell firings in alleys (and compartments), similar to that in place cells. Adapted from
Derdikman et al. (2009)

Carpenter et al., 2015). This finding indicates a gradual switch in grid cells from using local
sensory information to using self-motion cues. Using a model that allows for dynamic interactions
between entorhinal grid cells and hippocampal place cells, Li et al. (2020) suggest that the gradual
switch in local grid maps to a global grid map likely reflects a weakening of visual influence on
grid cells via the back-projections from place cells as the animals learn the environment (see
Section 1.3.1 and 1.3.3). Because grid cells project back to place cells, the weakening of visual
influence would eventually propagate back to place cells such that most place cells (with the
exception of visual place cells in their model) would eventually disambiguate the environment.
However, as described in the previous section, place field repetitions in parallel compartments
seemingly do not reduce with experience (~two weeks; Spiers et al., 2015; Grieves et al., 2016).
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Nonetheless, it is possible that if longer recordings were done (> two weeks), place cells may also
switch from local place representations to that of a global representation (i.e. reduced field
repetitions).

2.3 HD cells in visually similar compartmentalised spaces
As demonstrated by Harland et al. (2017), the HD system likely provides angular
information so that place cells could discriminate radially arranged compartments (see Section
2.1; Figure 2.3). This finding would suggest that the HD system behaves as a global compass
instead of several local compasses that reset every time the animals enter each compartment. In
agreement, HD cells maintained their PFDs when animals moved from a familiar compartment to
a novel compartment (Taube and Burton, 1995; Dudchenko and Zinyuk, 2005), indicating a
contribution of path integration in stabilizing the PFDs of HD cells. However, the local visual
environment can override path integration if the visual cues are salient and familiar to the animals.
This is apparent in Dudchenko and Zinyuk (2005) where they attempt to examine the relative
influence of the visual environment versus path integration by creating a conflict between them.
Particularly, when animals were allowed to move between visually familiar compartments, HD
cells were observed to switch its PFDs to reflect the PFDs previously observed when these
compartments were experienced separately. Thus, visual landmarks can override path integration
information and dominate HD cell activity if they are familiar to the animals.
Nonetheless, the above findings were done in compartments that were visually or
geometrically dissimilar. How do HD cells then behave in visually similar compartments where the
visual scene may be uninformative and unreliable? In the hairpin maze (Figure 2.4B), HD cells
were found to be surprisingly stable even though grid and place cells repeated their firing fields
across alleys (Whitlock and Derdikman, 2012). Likewise, recordings of HD cells from the
anterodorsal thalamus and postsubiculum across two visually rotated, differently scented
compartments revealed globally stable PFDs (Jacob et al., 2017; Figure 2.5). Thus, in visually
ambiguous environment, HD cells mostly ignore the local visual scenes and rely on path
integration. This is also consistent with a role for HD cells as a global compass, thus allowing
place cells to disambiguate visually similar compartments when they are radially arranged
(Harland et al., 2017; Grieves et al., 2016).
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2.3.1 Bidirectionality in the HD network
In addition to global HD cells, there is now increasing evidence to suggest that the HD
system may also encode visual information about the local environment. Using a twocompartment box that have visual cues on opposite end of each compartment and is differentially
scented with either lemon or vanilla odour (visually rotated, differentially scented twocompartment context box), Jacob et al. (2017) observed a subpopulation of directional cells in the
retrosplenial cortex that was distinct from global HD cells. Instead of maintaining their PFDs
across compartments, these directional cells displayed PFDs that rotated 180° between the two
compartments such that their PFDs seemingly followed the local visual scene (Figure 2.5). These
directional cells, also known as ‘bidirectional cells’ (BD cells) to denote the bidirectionality of their
PFDs (at least in this experiment), can be co-recorded with HD cells in the retrosplenial cortex,
and likely reflect sensitivity to the local visual scene. Interestingly, bidirectional cells maintained
their bidirectionality in the dark, suggesting that other sensory modalities (other than visual) can
support the firing of bidirectional cells.

Figure 2.5: Bidirectional cells and head direction cells recorded in the two-compartment context box. Rats
were recorded in a two-compartment context box where the compartments were 180° visually rotated, and
differentially scented with either lemon or vanilla odour (top row). Head direction cells maintained their PFDs across
compartments, suggesting a role in encoding global direction (middle row). Bidirectional cells however displayed
180° rotated PFDs between the two compartments, suggesting a sensitivity to the local visual scene (bottom row).
Head direction cells can be co-recorded with bidirectional cells. Adapted from Jacob et al. (2017).
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The presence of visually modulated directional cells in the HD system was further
corroborated by Kornienko et al. (2018) who recorded parasubiculum and medial entorhinal cortex
HD cells in an open field arena that fluctuates between two visual patterns. Interestingly, they saw
a multitude of changes when the visual scene was manipulated, including HD cells that fluctuated
between two PFDs and HD cells that became silent or had altered directionality in one of the two
visual patterns. Surprisingly, they also observed bidirectional cells that may display bidirectionality
in one or both of the visual pattern trials. Their finding thus suggests that a proportion of HD cells
are visually driven. What is most interesting however is that the observed visually driven changes
in firing activities were most apparent in HD cells that were not theta rhythmic (theta = oscillatory
rhythm in the brain between 6-10 Hz) and unlike theta rhythmic cells, the changes induced by the
visual manipulation were not coherent among non-theta rhythmic cell pairs or between non-theta
and theta rhythmic cell pairs. This observation suggests that non-theta rhythmic cells, which are
more visually driven, may exist outside the continuous attractor network that is typically postulated
for HD cells (see Section 1.2.2.3).
Although it is unknown if the visually driven non-theta rhythmic cells found in Kornienko et
al. (2018) relate to the bidirectional cells found by Jacob et al. (2017), it is nonetheless clear that
there are two directional signals in the retrosplenial cortex - one locally (visually) tuned and one
globally tuned. It is thus likely that retrosplenial cortex encodes local visual-centric directional
information, in addition to global directional information. Why would the brain need two directional
signals? Although it is not yet proven, it is likely that having a locally tuned directional signal would
help individuals understand where they are facing in a local environment, while not losing their
orientation in the global context (e.g. knowing where you are facing in the office, while still knowing
where the nearest tube station is). In support of a local directional role, retrosplenial cortex activity
was found to be remarkably similar when participants were asked to imagine the spatial view in
the same relative direction and/or location in two geometrically similar but visually distinct local
environments embedded in a global environment (museums within a park; Marchette et al., 2014).
Thus, in humans, the same representation was elicited in the retrosplenial cortex within the two
local environments even though they were globally separated.
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2.3.2 Neuroanatomical segregation of bidirectional signals
An additional interesting finding stemming from Jacob et al. (2017) is the observation that
the visually dominated, bidirectional signals seem to be localised only to the dysgranular
retrosplenial cortex while head direction cells were found in all sub-regions of retrosplenial cortex
(Figure 2.6; see Section 2.3.3 for a more detailed review of the different sub-regions of
retrosplenial cortex). This finding is surprising as retrosplenial cortex (as a whole) is often
considered to be a potential site for integration of visual information into the HD network (see
Section 1.3.2.1; Figure 1.11). Instead, the functional and neuroanatomical segregation of a
subpopulation of visually modulated directional cells in the retrosplenial cortex suggest otherwise,
and it seems more likely that visual information is integrated into the HD network only via the
dysgranular retrosplenial cortex. Additionally, it may suggest that bidirectional cells in the
dysgranular retrosplenial cortex are not privy to self-motion cues, thus leading to the
bidirectionality observed. It should be noted that these two possibilities are not mutually exclusive
and will be addressed later on in the thesis (see Section 2.4; Chapter 4). Regardless of how
bidirectionality could arise, it is now clear that heterogeneity exists within the HD network in
retrosplenial cortex. As such, the role of retrosplenial cortex in the HD network should not be
considered as single unit (as often done) but should be considered according to each sub-region.

Figure 2.6: Neuroanatomical segregation of bidirectional signals in the retrosplenial cortex. Reconstruction of
the sites where bidirectional and head direction cells were recorded revealed a segregation in the bidirectional cells.
Although head direction cells can be found in all sub-regions of retrosplenial cortex, bidirectional cells were only found
in dysgranular retrosplenial cortex. Adapted from Jacob et al. (2017).
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Interestingly, Kornienko et al. (2018) also reported a possible neuroanatomical
segregation between the visually driven, non-theta rhythmic cells and the theta rhythmic HD cells
in the medial entorhinal cortex and parasubiculum. Particularly, they observed that they rarely corecord non-theta rhythmic cells with theta rhythmic cells, indicating a segregation between the
two groups of HD cells. In addition, non-theta rhythmic cells tend to be recorded in earlier
sessions, possibly suggesting that non-theta rhythmic cells may be either closer to the dorsal
border or in deeper layers of medial entorhinal cortex and parasubiculum. The observation that
visually driven directional cells may be segregated from the less visually driven directional cells
in the medial entorhinal cortex thus imply that that the bidirectional and head direction signals in
retrosplenial cortex may be propagated downstream via parallel streams to the medial entorhinal
cortex (see Section 1.3.2.1; Figure 1.11). The question then arises as to if these signals are also
propagated in parallel to the hippocampus (and hence place cells), which will be addressed in
Chapter 5 of this thesis.

2.3.3 Retrosplenial cortex
As mentioned, retrosplenial cortex, together with postsubiculum, are often thought to be
the sites of visual integration into the HD network. The discovery and segregation of bidirectional
cells in a sub-region of retrosplenial cortex provides an opportunity to examine how visual
information could be integrated into the HD network. Of particular interest to this thesis is the
finding that bidirectionality is only observed in dysgranular retrosplenial cortex but not in the
neighbouring granular retrosplenial cortex. This section hence aims to review our current
knowledge of the retrosplenial cortex, focusing on the differences between the different subregions.

2.3.3.1 Neuroanatomy
The retrosplenial cortex is a cortical region first described in human and is traditionally
denoted as Brodmann area 29 and 30 (Vann et al., 2009). In the rat, the retrosplenial cortex is
defined cytoarchitecturally and can be found dorsomedially on the brain surface and extend along
the anterior-posterior (AP) axis of the cerebrum (Vogt and Peter, 1981; Figure 2.7A). Based on
the cytoarchitecture, the rat retrosplenial cortex can be divided into two main regions – the
dysgranular retrosplenial cortex (dRSC; Brodmann area 30 – also previously referenced as
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Brodmann area 29d) which is more similar with the neocortex and the granular retrosplenial
cortex (gRSC; Brodmann area 29) which resembles the hippocampal archicortex more (Miller et
al., 2014). The granular retrosplenial cortex can be further divided into two or three sub-regions
depending on the literature referenced (Vogt and Peters, 1981; Van Groen and Wyss, 2003). For
the purpose of this thesis, we adopt the divisions and nomenclatures defined in Van Groen and
Wyss (2003) who divided gRSC into two sub-regions – gRSCa and gRSCb. We will focus
predominantly on the differences between the neighbouring and more dorsally located gRSCb
and dRSC as they were the main areas in which Jacob et al. (2017) recorded from (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.7: The dysgranular and granular retrosplenial cortex in the rat brain. (A) The retrosplenial cortex can be
found on the dorsomedial surface of the rat brain. Adapted from Mitchell et al. (2018). (B) The retrosplenial cortex can
be divided into two sub-regions. The dysgranular retrosplenial cortex (Brodmann area 30) is located more dorsally while
the granular retrosplenial cortex (Brodmann area 29a-c) is located more medial and ventral. Adapted from Malinowska
et al. (2016).

The dRSC is more dorsally located and can be distinguished from the neighbouring
gRSCb via several anatomical characteristics (Figure 2.7B). Specifically, layer II and III of dRSC
is wider and more loosely packed than that of gRSCb. In contrast, gRSCb has darkly Nissl stained
layer II cells that are more densely packed. Layer IV of dRSC is also wider and less densely
packed than its counterpart. Last but not least, the cell bodies of neurons in layer V of dRSC tend
to be larger (Vogt and Peters, 1981; Malinowska et al., 2016; Van Groen and Wyss, 1992). Along
the anterior-posterior axis, both sub-regions of retrosplenial cortex extend to the caudal end of
the cerebrum but are bordered by the anterior cingulate cortex anteriorly.
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2.3.3.2 Connectivity
Multiple studies have systematically examined the afferent and efferent inputs into the
different sub-regions of retrosplenial cortex (Van Groen and Wyss, 1990a; 1992; 2003). These
studies typically used a combination of anterograde (Phaseolus vulgaris leukoagglutinin, mixture
of [3H] with proline and/or lysine, fluororuby and biotinylated dextran amine) and retrograde tracers
(fast blue, fluorogold (FG), fluororuby) to map out the inputs and outputs across the different subregions. A summary of the connections from the hippocampal formation, sensory cortices and
thalamus with the dRSC and gRSCb (based predominantly from the data by Van Groen and
Wyss, 1992; 2003) is displayed in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Connections of dRSC and gRSCb with sensory cortices, hippocampal formation and thalamic
nuclei. The diagram is centered around dRSC, gRSCb, and other spatially relevant neuroanatomical structures.
Green boxes represent subcortical structures, while blue boxes represent cortical structures. Black arrows indicate
afferent projections to both regions. Orange arrows indicate connections with dRSC while green arrows indicate
connections with gRSCb. Dotted arrows, regardless of colours, indicate sparse projections. Both sub-regions have
extensive connections with the HD network (anterior thalamus, postsubiculum, laterodorsal thalamus) while only
gRSCb receives additional information from other spatial rnetworks (e.g. dorsal hippocampus and dorsal
subiculum). In contrast, dRSC is more interconnected with visual cortices as compared to gRSCb. Both subregions are also interconnected with each other (not shown). It should also be noted that the connectivity of dRSC
and gRSCb varies qualitatively and quantitatively, depending if the injections were made rostrally or caudally.
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Consistent for a role of retrosplenial cortex in the HD system, both dRSC and gRSCb are
extensively connected with postsubiculum, laterodorsal thalamus and anterodorsal thalamus
(Figure 2.8; Van Groen and Wyss, 1990b, 1992, 1995, 2003; Sripnidkulchai and Wyss, 1986;
Kononenko and Witter, 2012). Interestingly, the anterodorsal thalamus (as well as the other
thalamic nuclei) have quantitative difference in connectivity between the two retrosplenial subregions with gRSCb being more strongly connected with the anterodorsal thalamus than dRSC
(Van Groen and Wyss, 1992, 2003; Sripanidkulchai and Wyss, 1986). Additionally, gRSCb
receives unique inputs from dorsal subiculum and dorsal hippocampus (Van Groen and Wyss,
2003; Yamawaki et al., 2019; Cenquiza and Swanson, 2007; Miyashita and Rockland, 2007; Jinno
et al., 2007). Thus, gRSCb, as compared to dRSC, may be more involved in the HD and spatial
network.
In contrast, the dRSC may have more of a visual processing role that is in line with the
visual integrative role of RSC in the HD network. Although both dRSC and gRSCb were found to
be connected with extrastriate visual cortex V2M, only dRSC is reciprocally connected with the
primary visual cortex (V1) and the lateral posterior thalamus (Van Groen and Wyss, 1992; 2003;
Vogt and Miller, 1983), the latter of which is homologous to the primate pulvinar nucleus and has
been implicated in visual processing (Zhou et al., 2017). Additionally, Vogt and Miller (1983)
reported exclusive projections from V2L to dRSC (not shown). Thus, dRSC may receive
qualitatively different visual inputs as compared to gRSCb and may be involved in visual
processing.
Despite providing extensive knowledge about the connectivity between the different
retrosplenial sub-regions, it should be noted that the studies by Van Groen and Wyss (1992; 2003)
are limited in a couple of aspects. First and foremost, injection coordinates were not specified in
their studies even though there were observations of differential labelling depending on the
rostral-caudal axis in which the injections were made (Van Groen and Wyss, 1992; 2003). For
example, Van Groen and Wyss (1992) found that the “most dorsal, septal part of the subiculum”
was labelled when retrograde tracers were placed in the rostral part of gRSCb but the “dorsal part
of the intermediate one-third of the subiculum“ was labelled when the retrograde tracers were
placed in the caudal part of gRSCb. Likewise, in the dRSC, caudal injections of retrograde tracers
resulted in more labelling in the visual cortical regions as compared to rostral injections (Van
Groen and Wyss, 1992). Quantitative differences in the thalamic projections to both dRSC and
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gRSCb were also observed depending on the rostral-caudal axis at which injections were made
(Van Groen and Wyss, 1992; 2003). Thus, it is important to be aware of the approximate sites
along the rostral-caudal axis in which the projections are studied.
In addition, many of the studies listed above (including Van Groen and Wyss, 1992; 2003)
used Sprague-Dawley or Wistar rats in their studies. Sprague-Dawley and Wistar rats are albino
rats that may be different from the pigmented Lister-hooded rats used in Jacob et al. (2017). For
example, differences in visual acuity between pigmented and albino rats have been reported by
Prusky et al. (2002). Although the report did not compare Lister-hooded rats with Sprague-Dawley
and/or Wistar rats directly, Sprague-Dawley and Wistar rats were reported to have lower visual
acuity than pigmented rats (Dark Agouti, Fisher-Norway and Long Evans rats). Thus, it is possible
that some differences in connectivity (e.g. especially in visual cortices) may exist between nonpigmented and pigmented rat strains and any extrapolation of data between animal strains should
be done with caution.

2.3.3.3 Behavioural relevance
The role of retrosplenial cortex in behaving animals on spatial tasks has been examined
extensively, typically via lesion studies. Lesion studies are often difficult to interpret due to
variability in lesion extent, but there is now a growing consensus that lesions of retrosplenial cortex
impaired performances in various spatial memory tasks. In the morris water maze, animals with
lesions in retrosplenial cortex were found to take longer and less direct paths to find a platform
either in a fixed location or with changing locations. (Sutherland et al., 1988; Whishaw et al., 2001;
Vann and Aggleton, 2002; Vann et al., 2003; Harker and Whishaw, 2004; Cain et al., 2006).
Likewise, in the working memory version of the radial arm maze, lesioned animals make more
erroneous arm entries (Vann and Aggleton, 2002, 2004; Keene and Bucci, 2009). Additionally,
retrosplenial cortex lesioned animals in a go/no-go discrimination task have impaired performance
if they are required to rely on the visual scene to solve the task (Hindley et al., 2014). Impairments
in these tasks are often attributed to an inability of the animals to use the allocentric environment
(i.e. visual cues) to locate themselves. Because lesioned animals eventually do learn the tasks
(but not to the asymptotic level seen in control animals), it is likely that the lesioned animals
employed a different strategy that is less dependent on using allocentric cues to solve the task
(Vann and Aggleton, 2004).
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Interestingly, lesions in retrosplenial cortex were also associated with impairments in path
integration so it is unlikely that lesioned animals switched to a strategy dependent on self-motion
cues. Particularly, Cooper and Mizumori (1999; 2001) observed impairments in performances on
the radial arm maze only in the dark when retrosplenial cortex was inactivated. In support,
Whishaw et al. (2001) examined homing behaviour on a rotatable open table under infrared light
(which is outside the rat visible range) and observed a similar deficit in lesioned animals to path
integrate home. Using the same task, Elduayan and Save (2014) also observed an inability of
lesioned animals to path integrate home in the dark. It should be noted that the findings by Cooper
and Mizumori (1999; 2001) differ from that by Vann and Aggleton (2002; 2004), who found a
deficit in the radial arm maze in the light. The discrepancy is likely to be due to differences in
lesion and inactivation extent across the two studies as deficit in performance on the radial arm
maze in the light sometimes did not manifest if lesions are incomplete (Vann et al., 2003; Vann
and Aggleton, 2004).
In addition to allocentric and idiothetic cue processing, retrosplenial cortex lesions also
impaired performances in an alternation task that was designed to tax the use of directional
information (Pothuizen et al., 2008; Pothuizen et al., 2010). This is in line with the observation of
head direction cells in the retrosplenial cortex (see Section 1.2.2; Chen et al., 1994; Cho and
Sharp, 2011). Lesioned animals were also impaired in an object-in-place task and could not
distinguish when familiar objects were displaced from their original locations even though the
animals were able to discriminate novel objects (Vann and Aggleton, 2002; Parron and Save,
2004).
The retrosplenial cortex has been hypothesized to be part of a transformation circuit that
mediates transformation between egocentric and allocentric place representation (Bryne et al.,
2007). In support of the hypothesis but not necessarily limited to egocentric-allocentric
transformation, there is now increasing evidence to suggest that the impairments observed across
the wide range of spatial tasks may result from an inability of lesioned animals to mediate the
switch between reference frames and/or use of different spatial cues (Vann et al., 2009; Mitchell
et al., 2017). For example, impairments in the radial arm maze were consistently observed when
the maze was rotated in the middle of a training session, which created a conflict between
extramaze and intramaze cues (Vann and Aggleton, 2002; Vann et al., 2003; Vann and Aggleton,
2004; Pothuizen et al., 2010). Likewise, lesioned animals were impaired in a place avoidance task
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but only when distal and local cues were placed in conflict. These animals otherwise performed
as well as control animals when cues were stable or when only one set of cues (distal or local)
was available. These findings thus suggest that retrosplenial cortex is required for animals to
flexibly switch between using distal and local cues (Wesierska et al., 2009).
Do the different sub-regions of retrosplenial cortex contribute differently to spatial
behaviours? Although multiple studies have considered the roles of dRSC and gRSC in spatial
behaviours, it is important to note that these studies did not directly compare the behaviours of
dRSC and gRSC lesioned animals in the same study. Thus, interpretation and generalization of
the findings across different studies can be difficult. Nonetheless, there is some evidence from
these studies to suggest that dRSC and gRSC (and even within sub-regions of gRSC) may have
different functional roles in spatial behaviours. For instance, even though selective dRSC and
gRSC lesions were both found to disrupt performances in the radial arm maze (Vann and
Aggleton, 2005; Pothuizen et al., 2010), only rats with dRSC lesions were found to employ a
sequential choice behaviour (Vann and Aggleton, 2005). Particularly, the animals were found to
turn consistently in one direction and enter sequential arms rather than relying on the allocentric
visual environment. A visual role for dRSC was further corroborated by Hindley et al. (2014) who
designed a go/no-go discrimination task that can only be solved if the animals used the visual
scene (and hence the allocentric reference frame) to localize themselves. Interestingly, dRSC
lesions were sufficient to disrupt the acquisition of the discrimination, suggesting that dRSC is
required for the animals to effectively learn to use the visual cues to solve the task. Pothuizen et
al. (2009) also found a role for dRSC in visual processing by using immediate-early gene activity
(c-fos and zif268) to estimate neuronal activity. Specifically, dRSC was found to have increased
c-fos activity on the radial arm maze but only in the light and not in the dark. This is in contrast to
gRSC which has increased expressions in both conditions. Last but not least, studies using twophoton calcium imaging have also revealed visually responsive neurons (Powell et al., 2020) and
visual landmark aligned neurons (Fischer et al., 2020) in dysgranular retrosplenial cortex. It
however remains unclear if these visually responsive neurons can be found in the granular
retrosplenial cortex. Taken together, these findings seem to suggest that dRSC may play an
important role in visual processing.
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2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed how the different spatial cells encode visually similar
multi-compartment spaces. Particularly, place cells were observed to have repeating fields in
visually similar compartments but only when the local visual environments were similarly oriented
(Skaggs and McNaughton, 1998; Spiers et al., 2015; Grieves et al., 2016; Singer et al., 2010;
Fuhs et al., 2005; Tanila et al., 1999; Derdikman et al, 2009). These findings thus suggest that
directional information provided by the head direction system may be vital for disambiguation of
visually similar local spaces. In support, the preferred firing directions of head direction cells are
stable across multi-compartment spaces (Whitlock and Derdikman, 2012; Jacob et al., 2017)
indicating global encoding. In addition, bilateral lesions of lateral mamillary nucleus induced field
repetitions between radially arranged compartments (Harland et al., 2017).
Do head direction cells then not encode information about the local environment? A recent
study by Jacob et al. (2017) suggests otherwise. Specifically, the authors found directional cells
in the retrosplenial cortex that rotated their preferred firing directions by 180° as the animals
moved across two 180° visually rotated, differentially scented compartments. These bidirectional
cells appear to be sensitive to the local visual scene and may encode information about the local
visual scene. Together with global head direction cells, the retrosplenial cortex may conjunctively
encode information about the local and global environments. Interestingly, the bidirectional cells
were only found in the dysgranular retrosplenial cortex while head direction cells were found in
the entire retrosplenial cortex. This suggests that the bidirectional signal may be functionally
segregated in the retrosplenial cortex, in line with the differences in neuroanatomy, connectivity
and behavioural relevance observed across the different retrosplenial sub-regions (see Section
2.3.3).

2.4.1 Hypotheses and aims
The discovery of bidirectional signals in the dysgranular retrosplenial cortex (together with
the findings by Kornienko et al., 2018) provided the first evidence that the head direction cell
population is not homogenous, and a distinct sub-population of visually modulated directional
neurons exists within the head direction network. It is still unclear how the bidirectional signals
could be involved in spatial navigation. In this thesis, we aim to address two questions that will
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further our understanding of the bidirectional signals and its interactions with other spatial
networks:
1) What are the differences in the inputs to gRSC and dRSC that could give rise to the distinct
directional signals in the retrosplenial sub-regions?
As mentioned, the anatomical segregation of bidirectional cells within a sub-region of the
retrosplenial cortex provides an opportunity to examine the type of information that could be
responsible for the bidirectionality. We hypothesized that dRSC and gRSC receive different
inputs that give rise to the different directional signals observed. Although the connectivity of
both dRSC and gRSC have been studied, the studies were limited in a couple of aspects.
Particularly, the studies were done in albino rats which may have different connectivity from
that of pigmented rats. In addition, there are rostral-caudal differences in projections and the
studies by van Groen and Wyss (1992; 2003) did not specify the coordinates used (see
Section 2.3.3.2 for a lengthier discussion on the limitations). As such, we decided to replicate
the experiment, focusing on the inputs into the two sub-regions of retrosplenial cortex in ListerHooded rats at our implantation coordinate. In addition, we utilized a double retrograde tracing
approach that could possibly provide additional information such as cells that project to both
retrosplenial sub-regions and/or anatomical segregation of inputs from a specific brain region.
2) Do place cells behave like bidirectional cells or head direction cells?
The observation of bidirectional cells in the visually rotated, two-compartment context box
suggests that local visual directional signals could be available to place cells. In addition, given
that gRSC is more strongly connected with the hippocampal spatial circuit (Chapter 4; Dorsal
subiculum, dorsal hippocampus and anterodorsal thalamus), we hypothesized that place
cells, the core of the hippocampal spatial circuit, would behave more like gRSC than dRSC.
However, it is unclear if place cells do behave more like gRSC. As such, we decided to record
place cells in the visually rotated, two-compartment context box and examine if their activity
resembles that of bidirectional cells (local encoding) or head direction cells (global encoding).
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Chapter 3.
Experimental Materials and Methods
3.1 Animals
Male Lister-Hooded rats were used for all experiments. The animals were housed
individually post-surgery and maintained on a 12hr/12hr light/dark cycle. Animals used for
retrograde tracing experiments were not food-restricted while animals used for recording were
placed on food-restriction a week post-surgery and their body weights maintained at 90% of their
free-feeding body weights throughout the experiments. All experiments were done in accordance
with the national [Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 1986, United Kingdom] and the
international [European Communities Council Directive of 24 November 1986 (86/609/EEC)]
legislation governing the maintenance of laboratory animals and their use in scientific
experiments.

3.2 Retrograde tracing experiment
3.2.1 Retrograde tracers

Figure 3.1: Principle underlying retrograde tracing. Retrograde tracers are taken up by axonal terminals (for
instance in nucleus ‘B’) and is transported retrogradely back to the cell bodies (e.g. in nucleus ‘A’), thus allowing
one to study the inputs into a particular brain region. Adapted from Lanciego and Wouterlood (2020).
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Retrograde tracers are taken up by the axonal terminals of neurons and transported back
to the cell bodies, thus making them ideal for examining the inputs into the different retrosplenial
sub-regions (Figure 3.1; Saleeba et al., 2019; Lanciego and Wouterlood, 2020). Three retrograde
tracers were employed in this study – Fluorogold (FG; 4% in phosphate buffered saline (PBS);
Fluorochrome Inc., Denver, CO, USA), Cholera toxin subunit B (CTB) conjugated with Alexa Fluor
594 (CTB-AF594; 1% in PBS; Molecular Probes, Invitrogen Inc.) and Cholera toxin subunit B
conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488 (CTB-AF488; 1% in PBS; Molecular Probes, Invitrogen Inc.). The
tracers were chosen such that their emission spectra do not overlap, and the tracers can be
injected and visualized within the same animal via fluorescent microscopy without any
fluorescence bleed-through. Fluorogold is an inorganic fluorescent dye that can be visualized
directly in the blue wavelength spectrum while CTB-AF594 and CTB-AF488 are recombinant
versions of subunit B of cholera toxin and can be visualized in the red and green wavelength
spectrum respectively.

3.2.2 Tracer injections

Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of the retrograde tracing protocol. A double retrograde tracing approach was
utilized where fluorogold and CTB were injected into dRSC and gRSC in the same hemisphere in the same animal.
The tracers were counterbalanced between the two retrosplenial sub-regions as much as possible. After a survival
period of eight days, the animals were perfused, their brains extracted, processed and analysed for labelled cell
bodies.
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The tracers were injected in fourteen rats in one hemisphere. Specifically, anaesthesia
was induced and maintained throughout surgery using isoflurane (1.5% to 3% isoflurane with an
O2 flowrate of 3L/min). Upon induction of anaesthesia, the animals were shaved and placed inside
a stereotaxic frame. The skin above the dorsal surface of the skull was cleaned and an incision
was made to expose the skull. The skin was then clamped down to the side using hemostats so
as to expose the dorsal surface of the skull.
Under stereotaxic guidance, a craniotomy was made above gRSCb (AP: -5.5, ML: ±0.4
relative to bregma) and/or dRSC (AP: -5.5, ML: ±1.0 relative to bregma) using a 2.3mm trephine
drill bit. A glass pipette (0.66µm diameter) filled with either fluorogold, CTB-AF594 or CTB-AF488
was lowered into either gRSCb (DV: 1.7 below pia) or dRSC (DV: 0.6 below pia) and 1µl of
fluorogold, CTB-AF594 or CTB-AF488 was pressure injected at a flowrate of 0.1µl/min for 10min.
The glass pipette was then left in place for 10min after injections to avoid reflux. Injections were
counterbalanced across the two sub-regions in different animals (see Chapter 4, table 4.1 for the
targeted injection sites).
After the injections, the craniotomy was cleaned and filled with sterile Vaseline. The skin
above the craniotomy was then sutured and cleaned. The animals were then removed from the
stereotaxic frame and placed in a heated box for recovery. After the animals have woken up, they
were placed back into their cages and monitored daily for seven days. Carpofen (0.1ml of 10 v/v%
per 100g animal weight; Pfizer Ltd, UK) was given pre-surgically while metacam was given postsurgically for three days, controlling for pain and inflammation.

3.2.3 Histology
To facilitate sufficient retrograde transport of tracers, a survival period of eight days was
used (Conte et al., 2009; Catapano et al., 2008; Aparicio and Saldana, 2014). After eight days,
the animals were perfused, and their brains extracted.

3.2.3.1 Perfusion and slide preparation
At the end of the survival period, the animals were deeply anaesthetised with isoflurane
(3% isoflurane with an O2 flowrate of 3L/min) and terminated via overdosing with sodium
pentobarbital. The animals were then perfused transcardially with saline (0.9% sodium chloride
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solution) and 10% formalin, and the brains removed and post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for
one or two days. The brains were cryo-protected in 30% sucrose solution for approximately two
days, before being sliced coronally into 30µm slices using a cryostat (Leica CM1850 UV). The
slices were then divided into two series: every fourth slice was separated for Nissl staining while
the rest were mounted in Vectashield antifade mounting medium (Vectorlab, H-1000). Slides from
animal R717 were mounted in Vectashield antifade mounting medium with propidium iodide
(Vectorlab, H-1300) which stained the nucleus red, while slides from animal R878 and R879 were
mounted in Vectashield antifade mounting medium with DAPI (Vectorlab, H-1200) which stained
the nucleus blue. These slides were then fluorescence imaged with slices being imaged every 4
to 6 slices (every 120-180µm). All procedures upon extraction of the brains were carried out in
the dark to avoid photo-bleaching.

3.2.3.2 Fluorescent microscopy
All images were captured using a Leica DMi8 fluorescent microscope installed with four
filter cubes designed to view DAPI, GFP, YFP and Texas Red. The DAPI filter cube was used to
examine for fluorogold and DAPI labelling. The Texas Red filter cube was used to examine for
CTB-AF594 and propidium iodide labelling. The GFP filter cube was used to examine for CTBAF488 labelling. For double tracing experiments, all images were acquired with a gain of 4.4 and
an exposure time of 300ms and 450ms for fluorogold and fluorophore conjugated-CTB labelling
respectively. The exposure time was however changed in some occasions to obtain suitably
exposed images, especially in slices close to the injection sites. All such changes to exposure
time were recorded. Whole-slice images were obtained by generating tile-scanned images which
are stitched together with smoothed edges at 100x magnification. All images were saved in TIFF
format for further analysis. For visualization purposes, all images were pseudo-coloured in grey
and then inverted such that labelled neurons appeared as black on a greyscale background. For
double-tracing images, the merged images were generated by merging the images from the
different fluorescence channels. In these images, fluorogold labelled images were pseudocoloured in cyan, CTB-AF594 in red and CTB-AF488 in green.
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3.3 Single-unit recordings
3.3.1 Microdrives
Axona microdrives (Axona, UK) containing four drivable bundles of tetrodes were
prepared for implantation in rats (see Figure 3.3). Each tetrode was made from four 25µm
polyimide coated 90% platinum-10% iridium wires (California Fine Wire, Grover Beach, CA)
twisted together and threaded through a 21G stainless steel cannula (Cooper’s Needle Works
Ltd, UK). If the impedance of the electrode tips was too high (> 300 kΩ), the electrode tips were
gold plated (Neuralynx, MT) such that their impedances fell within the range of 180-300 kΩ (with
a target impedance of 200 kΩ).

Figure 3.3: Axona microdrives used for single unit recordings. Left, a schematic diagram showing the mechanism
used in Axona microdrives. The tetrodes are wired to the connectors, passed through a cannula and inserted into the
animal’s brain. The whole assembly is cemented to the screw mechanism, which allows the tetrodes to be lowered
(or raised) as the screw is turned. A ground wire on the microdrive is soldered onto a skull screw during surgery to
provide grounding. Adapted from Axona microdrive user guide. Right, a picture showing an Axona microdrive (slightly
modified to house an optogenetic fibre) being implanted by the author during surgery.
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3.3.2 Implantation surgery
Microdrives were implanted under standard stereotaxic procedure, similar to that
described in Section 3.2.2. Specifically, the animals were induced and maintained under
anaesthesia using isoflurane (2% to 3% isoflurane with O2 flowrate of 2 to 3L/min). Following
induction of anaesthesia, the animals were shaved, placed inside a stereotaxic frame and the skin
above the dorsal surface of the skull was cleaned. An incision was made to expose the skull and
the skin clamped down using hemostats.
Under stereotaxic guidance, a craniotomy was made above hippocampal CA1 (AP: -4.0,
ML: ± 2.5 relative to bregma) using a 2.3mm trephine drill bit. In addition to the craniotomy, six
additional holes were made using a 1.2mm burr drill bit, and jewellers’ screws screwed into them
to provide additional support. One screw is always situated on the contralateral side of the
implanted hemisphere above the cerebellum and is soldered to a wire attached to the microdrive
to serve as grounding. The tetrodes were then lowered into the craniotomy (DV: 1.5 below pia),
and the whole assembly (microdrive and screws) cemented onto the skull using dental acrylic
(Simplex Rapid ®, Kemdent, UK). The tetrodes were protected from the dental acrylic by an outer
cannula that was lowered to the surface of the brain.
After the dental acrylic have dried, the screw on the microdrive was turned a quarter of a
turn (~ 50µm) and the animals removed from the stereotaxic frame. The animals were then
allowed to recover in a heated chamber, before being replaced into their cages. Carpofen (0.1ml
of 10 v/v% per 100g animal weight; Pfizer Ltd, UK) was given pre-surgically while metacam was
given post-surgically for three days, controlling for pain and inflammation. Animals were allowed
7 days of recovery before screenings and recordings begin.

3.3.3 Experimental apparatus
The animals were screened in a separate room distinct from the recording room. The
screening room contained a square open box environment (120cm x 120cm) lifted off the floors
by a chair in each corner of the arena (Figure 3.4). Strips of polypropylene sheets were mounted
onto the walls of the environment to discourage the animals from climbing on and over the edge.
Distal cues were available in the screening room.
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Figure 3.4: Experimental rooms and environments. (A) Schematic floorplan of the screening room (left) and a
photo of the screening arena (right). (B) Schematic floorplan of the recording room (left) and a photo of the twocompartment context box (right). Note that there is a curtain around the two-compartment context box to help
control for distal visual cues. The headstage is also shown in the photo.

The recording room contained the recording environment (two-compartment context box,
Figure 3.4; see Section 2.3.1) surrounded by black curtains mounted on the ceiling. Thus, the
animals were deprived of any distal cues. The two-compartment context box (120cm x 120cm x
50cm) was constructed from wood, painted black, lined with polypropylene sheets for the walls,
and vinyl sheets for the floors. The floor of each compartment was scented with either vanilla (Dr
Oetker, Germany) or lemon odours (Dr Oetker, Germany), and the scent identity for each
compartment was kept constant throughout all recordings so as to avoid cross-contamination of
odours between the two compartments. The doorway through which the animals used to move
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between the two compartments is 18cm wide. Halogen lights were mounted onto the ceiling near
each corner of the environment to provide homogenous lighting, and white noise was played on
a portable speaker (SoundCore mini, Anker) mounted on the ceiling to eliminate any directional
auditory cues.

3.3.4 Data acquisition

Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of a typical recording setup. Electrical signals from the tips of the implanted
tetrodes were propagated to the preamplifier via the headstage, amplified by the preamplifier and processed by the
system unit before being visualized on a computer for analysis. Adapted from Jeffery et al., 2018.

For screening and recording, the connector on the microdrive was connected to a
headstage with one LED, that is in turn connected to the dacqUSB preamplifier and recording
system (Axona, UK; Figure 3.5). The signals acquired from the tetrodes were digitized (48 kHz),
amplified between 10000 to 20000 times and high pass filtered. The digital signals were then
assessed for deflections in voltage in any of the channels larger than the spike-triggered threshold
set by the experimenter. These deflections were considered putative spikes and the voltages
between 200μs pre-triggered to 800μs post-triggered were stored for spike sorting (see Section
3.3.5) and subsequent offline analysis in MATLAB (see Section 5.1.2). Local field potential signals
were amplified 2000-3000 times and low pass filtered. The positions of the animals were tracked
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via the single LED on the headstage using a camera (FCH-30C, Ganz) mounted on the ceiling
(50 Hz sampling rate), and the tracked positions were synchronized with the digital signals by the
recording system.

3.3.5 Spike sorting

Figure 3.6: Example output of Tint. Using Klustakwik 3.0, spikes were automatically sorted into separate clusters
and manually checked by the experimenter. An example output recorded by the author from Tint (Axona, UK) is
showed above with three example place cells highlighted (more cells were recorded in this session). The left panel
shows the spikes sorted in three clusters (unsorted spikes in grey) in a 4-dimension cluster space defined by the
amplitudes of the spikes recorded across the four channels in a tetrode. The waveforms of the clusters are shown on
the right. As observed, the three example cells occupied different locations within the cluster space and have
qualitatively different waveforms across the four channels.

After recordings, neuronal spikes were sorted offline on the graphical clusters-cutting
software Tint (Axona, UK; Figure 3.6) with the help of the clustering algorithm KlustaKwik 3.0
(Kadir et al., 2014). Recording data obtained across trials but in the same session were loaded
into Tint together and the resulting clustered units were manually compared with each other by
examining their waveforms and their cross-correlogram (timing of firing activity with respect to
each other). Clusters were grouped together if they occupied similar locations in the cluster space,
had similar waveforms and did not spike within two seconds of each other. The sorted spikes
were further analysed offline in MATLAB (see Section 5.1.3).
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3.3.6 Histology
At the end of recordings (when place cells were no longer found during screening or if the
tetrodes could not be lowered anymore), the animals were perfused. The brains were then
extracted, processed and examined for the location of tetrode tracks. This will thus provide an
estimation of where the place cells were recorded.

3.3.6.1 Perfusion and slide preparation
At the end of the experiments, the animals were deeply anaesthetised with isoflurane (3%
isoflurane with an O2 flowrate of 3L/min) and terminated via overdosing with sodium pentobarbital.
The animals were then perfused transcardially with saline (0.9% sodium chloride solution) and
10% formalin. The tetrodes of the microdrives were then raised to the highest possible level so
that aberrant tracks would not be made when the brains were extracted. The brains of the animals
were then extracted and post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for one or two days. They were then
cryo-protected in 30% sucrose solution for approximately two days, before being sliced coronally
into 40µm slices using a cryostat (Leica CM1850 UV). These slices were then mounted onto glass
slides and Nissl-stained by immersing the slides in cresyl violet solution, washed in distilled water,
dehydrated in increasing concentration of ethanol before being cleared in Histo-Clear (National
Diagnostics, Scientific Laboratory Supplies). The slides were then coverslipped using DPX
mounting media (Sigma Aldrich).

3.3.6.2 Imaging
All images were captured using a Leica DMi8 microscope under a bright-field setting. The
images were acquired with a gain of 2.0 and an exposure time of 45ms. Whole-slice images were
obtained by generating tile-scanned images which were stitched together with smoothed edges
at 25x magnification. All images were saved in TIFF format.
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Chapter 4.
Identifying the Inputs to the Different
Retrosplenial Sub-regions
An interesting finding from Jacob et al. (2017) is the observation that bidirectionality is
observed in the dysgranular retrosplenial cortex but not the granular retrosplenial cortex. This
suggests that there are functional dissociations within the retrosplenial cortex, in line with the
neuroanatomical, connectivity and behavioural differences we have described (see Section
2.3.3). Nonetheless, there are several limitations in the studies that have examined the
differences between the two regions. For instance, even though a variety of behavioural tasks
were employed, selective dRSC and gRSC lesions were never included as separate behavioural
groups in the same lesion behavioural studies (see Section 2.3.3.3). As such, it remains unclear
if the behavioural effects observed in each study were specific to that sub-region. Additionally, for
studies that examined the inputs into the different retrosplenial sub-regions, they often used albino
rats instead of pigmented rats and it may be inappropriate to extrapolate data between the two
rat strains given that albino rats are known to have lower visual acuity (Prusky et al., 2002). The
same studies also reported differential projections along the rostral-caudal axis of retrosplenial
cortex, although they did not provide the coordinates in which they examined the projections (see
Section 2.3.3.2 for more details).
In this experiment, we hypothesized that the differential directional information in dRSC
and gRSC arises because of their inputs (i.e. information they receive). They can arise via two
different but non-mutually exclusive means:
1. dRSC may receive exclusive inputs from visual cortical regions, which feed local
visual information (i.e. visual cue cards that are 180° visually rotated between the
two compartments) into bidirectional cells, hence generating 180° rotated PFDs.
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2. gRSC may receive exclusive inputs that provide contextually relevant or vestibular
related information that stabilises classical HD cells, thus enabling maintenance of
PFDs across compartments.

Because of the limitations with existing connectivity studies (see above and Section
2.3.3.2), we decided to replicate the connectivity studies using Lister-Hooded rats at our
implantation coordinates (Jacob et al., 2017; AP: - 5.5). To accomplish this, we decided to use a
double retrograde tracing approach where tracers are injected at the same time in the two
retrosplenial sub-regions (see Section 3.2.2; Schofield et al., 2007). This method offers several
advantages including reducing variability between animals and surgeries, allowing for withinanimal comparisons and allowing us to examine for axon collaterals (i.e. identifying common
neurons that project to both retrosplenial sub-regions). The latter can be observed by examining
for cells that are doubly labelled, which would suggest that they have axon terminals in both dRSC
and gRSC. This method will also enable us to look for brain regions that could have anatomically
segregated inputs into the different retrosplenial sub-regions. This chapter of the thesis will
primarily focus on describing the qualitative differences between the inputs into the different
retrosplenial sub-regions with specific focus placed on brain regions relevant to our hypothesis.
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4.1 Methods
4.1.1 Animals
Fourteen male Lister Hooded rats were employed for the retrograde tracing experiments.
After surgery, the animals were housed individually and maintained on a 12hr/12hr light/dark
cycle. This experiment was done in accordance with the national [Animals (Scientific Procedures)
Act, 1986, United Kingdom] and the international [European Communities Council Directive of 24
November 1986 (86/609/EEC)] legislation governing the maintenance of laboratory animals and
their use in scientific experiments.
Out of fourteen animals, two animals were singly injected with just fluorogold (“single
tracer”) while the rest were injected with either fluorogold and CTB-AF594 or CTB-AF594 and
CTB-AF488 (“double tracers”). The hemispheres and tracers were counterbalanced as much as
possible, although occasionally the targeted hemisphere was changed during surgery if the
superior sagittal sinus was found to cover a large extent of the craniotomy. In such cases, a
craniotomy was made in the opposite hemisphere and the tracers were injected in that
hemisphere. The tracers targeted to the respective retrosplenial sub-regions as well as the
hemisphere in which the tracers were injected into are as follows:
Table 4.1: Tracers and their targeted injection sites and hemisphere.
ANIMAL
R699
R717
R681
R682
R685
R724
R729
R730
R731
R755
R756
R795
R878
R879

HEMISPHERE
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

DYSGRANULAR RSC
Fluorogold
Fluorogold
CTB-AF594
Fluorogold
CTB-AF594
CTB-AF594
CTB-AF594
CTB-AF594
Fluorogold
CTB-AF594
Fluorogold
Fluorogold
CTB-AF488
CTB-AF594

GRANULAR RSC

Fluorogold
CTB-AF594
Fluorogold
Fluorogold
Fluorogold
Fluorogold
CTB-AF594
Fluorogold
CTB-AF594
CTB-AF594
CTB-AF594
CTB-AF488
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4.1.2 Data analysis
4.1.2.1 Qualitative identification
Qualitative identification of labelled structures represents the first parse in our data. All
acquired images were post-processed in imageJ and manually cross-referenced to the atlas by
Paxinos and Watson (6th Ed, 2007) to qualitatively identify retrogradely labelled structures.
Identification of the labelled structures were done using several ‘markers’ – including the locations
and size of ventricles, neighbouring structures and the closest Nissl-stained slices (see Section
3.2.3). Because there are variabilities in the injection sites and possible contamination to
neighbouring structures (especially extrastriate visual cortex V2M; see Section 4.2.2), only
consistently labelled neuroanatomical structures (across animals and slices) were considered to
be projecting to either gRSCb or dRSC. We focus primarily on brain structures that are relevant
to our discussion at hand. All anterior-posterior measurements are listed relative to bregma.
For visualization purposes, all images were pseudo-coloured in grey and then inverted
such that labelled neurons appeared as black on a greyscale background. The animal identity,
injection site and tracer identity are listed above each image. For double-tracing images, the
merged images were generated by merging the images from the different fluorescence channels.
In these images, fluorogold labelled images were pseudo-coloured in cyan, CTB-AF594 in red
and CTB-AF488 in green. In addition, to make it consistent, images were flipped such that the
injection sites are all on the right.

4.1.2.2 Quantitative analysis in the thalamus
For quantitative analysis, acquired images were post-processed and quantified in imageJ
using a semi-automated cell counting workflow designed to remove observer’s bias conducted as
follows (Figure 4.1). The Tiff image was first opened in imageJ and the region of interest (ROI)
selected and duplicated. The duplicated image was then adjusted to give the best contrast
between labelled cells and the background via the use of an imageJ in-built local contrasting
algorithm (Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE); block size: 127, histogram
bin: 256, max slope: 3), thus avoiding subjective adjustment of the contrast which would ultimately
influence the efficiency of the thresholding algorithm. CLAHE functions by separating the image
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Figure 4.1: Semi-automated cell counting protocol. (A) The orange boxes indicate defined workflow while the green
boxes indicate procedures that require some optimizations. Specifically, in selecting an appropriate auto-thresholding
algorithm, several auto-thresholding algorithms were tested. Renyi entropy method gave the best contrast between cells
and the background without over- or under-exposing the images. As for the ‘analyse particle’ plugin, the size to be used
was determined by measuring the soma size of retrogradely labelled cells. The values obtained were similar to those
that were reported in literature. (B) An example image from the anterodorsal thalamus showing the binary image
generated after Renyi entropy thresholding. The semi-automated process worked relatively well for small structures like
anterodorsal thalamus.

into blocks and equalizing the contrast histogram within each block (Lucas et al., 2013). The
image was then thresholded using Renyi Entropy automated-thresholding algorithm and inverted
to generate a binary image with labelled cells in black on a white background (Figure 4.1B). An
automated segmentation plugin (“watershed”) was used to separate conjoining cells and the
number of cells were counted using the “analyse particles” plugin. To determine the appropriate
size of the particles to be counted, random retrogradely labelled cells were selected from random
images across two animals, and the size of the soma was measured and recorded. The average
size was then used as the default value. For anterodorsal thalamus, fluorogold labelled cells have
an average area of 204 ± 53.87 µm2 (n = 32 cells) while CTB labelled cells have an average area
of 166.19 ± 44.72 µm2 (n = 21 cells). The measured sizes were similar to previous reports of soma
sizes in the thalamus of male Holtzman rats (200 µm2; Ling et al., 2012) and human thalamus
(diameter of 15-25 µm, giving an area of approximately 173 µm2 to 490 µm2; van Buren and Borke,
1972). The slight difference in soma sizes seen between fluorogold and CTB labelled cells was
likely due to the subcellular locations in which the tracers were localized – with fluorogold
saturating the cytoplasm while CTB accumulated in discrete granules (endosomes) within the
cells. The workflow was slightly altered for images from three animals (R682; CTB labelling, R699;
fluorogold labelling and R878 double labelling) as the auto-thresholding algorithm over-exposed
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the images. In the three animals, the images were not CLAHE-adjusted but undergo the
thresholding algorithm directly.
For quantitative comparisons, the cell count for each slice was normalised against the
area of the anterodorsal thalamus (or rather ROI for anterodorsal thalamus) in that slice, and the
cell count per slice was expressed as labelled neurons per mm2.

4.1.2.3 Statistics
The injections, even within the same animal, were treated as independent samples so as
to allow us to combine data from animals that had only one working injection. The number of
labelled neurons per mm2 across slices was averaged within animals. Due to the resulting small
sample sizes (especially for CTB samples, n = 4), the quantification was statistically tested using
Wilcoxon rank sum test.
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4.2 Results
The data presented in this section will be geared towards a qualitative description of the
projections towards the two retrosplenial sub-regions instead of a quantitative description, similar
to classical anatomical studies (such as van Groen and Wyss, 1992, 2003; Vogt and Miller, 1983).
This is because large variation in retrograde labelling can be observed especially in cortical
regions – likely as a consequence of interactions between several variable factors including: (i)
differential extent of spread of tracers in the rostral-caudal axis (see Table 4.2) (ii) differential
extent of spread of tracers along the dorsal-ventral axis (see Figure 4.2) and (iii) differential extent
of spread between the tracers. As such, cautions were taken when interpreting the data and it will
be unbefitting to make premature quantitative statements. Nonetheless, qualitative statements
were made as when the data is convincing. Likewise, quantitative analysis was made only when
the author has the confidence that it cannot be explain by the variations stated above.

4.2.1 Nomenclature
For the purpose of this thesis, we will adopt the divisions and nomenclatures defined in
Van Groen and Wyss (2003) who divided gRSC into two sub-regions. Because we used the atlas
by Paxinos and Watson (2007) as a point of reference in this thesis, the demarcations used by
Van Groen and Wyss (2003) were applied to that of Paxinos and Watson (2007). Particularly,
gRSCb and gRSCc in Paxinos and Watson (2007) were collapsed into a single area gRSCb while
gRSCa was consistent between the atlas and Van Groen and Wyss (2003). The recording sites
of Jacob et al. (2017) extended predominantly into gRSCb and dRSC (see Figure 2.6), which
were where we targeted our injections. gRSCa is a small sub-region of retrosplenial cortex that is
dorsal of postsubiculum, and only found caudally. As Jacob et al. (2017) mainly recorded from
gRSCb, gRSCa was not targeted for injections.
In the atlas from Paxinos and Watson (2007), the RSC extended anterior-posteriorly from
approximately -1.72mm to -9.36mm with dRSC extending through the entire length while gRSCb
terminated at approximately -8.52mm. As such, our target injection site (AP: -5.5) is quite medial
along the AP axis. At the injection site, the dRSC is bordered by gRSCb medially and V2M
laterally. Meanwhile, gRSCb is bordered by dRSC dorsally and gRSCa ventrally (Figure 4.2).
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4.2.2 Injection sites
We first examined the injection sites to ensure proper interpretation of data. Out of fourteen
animals, we could not precisely define the injection sites for three animals – R681, R795 and
R879 - and it seems likely that the tracers were not injected properly and had spread
uncontrollably in the brain (not shown). As such, the three animals were removed from further
analysis. Occasionally, the CTB-AF594 injections did not work (no fluorescence observed) and
such injections were treated as single tracing animals (R724 and R756). The injection sites are
shown schematically in Figure 4.2, while Table 4.2 shows the injections that were included for
further analysis.
As observed, fluorogold injections tend to spread more than CTB (also shown in Yao et
al., 2018) and as such have a tendency to contaminate the surrounding regions. Nonetheless, if
placed in the right location, fluorogold gave a good labelling (and subsequent uptake) in the
respective retrosplenial sub-regions. Within a slice, the diameter of fluorogold injection sites
ranged from 1.074mm to 2.16mm while for CTB, it ranged from 0.447mm to 0.867mm along its
largest extent. Pressure injections also occasionally damage some part of the brain causing
lesions. These lesions were taken note of as CTB is known to be taken up by damaged fibres of
passage and can be transported anterogradely (Conte et al., 2009). Nonetheless, for the purpose
of this thesis, we only examined structures with clearly labelled cell bodies and labelled axonal
terminals were ignored.
Examination of the injection sites resulted in several changes to the classification of
animals within each injection group (dRSC vs gRSCb). The final classification of the animals
according to their injection groups is summarized in Table 4.2. Because our comparison is
between dRSC and gRSCb, we excluded injections that have extensive cross-contamination
between the two sub-regions. Injections into dRSC occasionally resulted in tracers leaking into
the extrastriate visual area V2M while injections into gRSCb occasionally resulted in leakage into
the ventricle ventral of gRSCb, leading to contamination in the superficial layer of superior
colliculus (SC). These animals were included unless the contamination was extensive, and the
contamination taken note of. To make sure we are not including aberrantly labelled structures,
only consistently labelled neuroanatomical structures (across animals and slices) were
considered to be projecting to either gRSCb or dRSC.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the injection sites at AP -5.5. The tracers were directed to either dRSC or gRSCb
(left), and injected animals were classified as either single tracing or double tracing experiments. Occasionally, CTB
labelling was not observed and these animals were treated as single tracing animal (R724 and R756). As observed, FG
tend to spread extensively while CTB spreads are more localized. Examination of the injection sites is essential for
interpretation of our data. The target injection sites for each animal are summarized in Table 4.1. The resulting classification
of animals after examinations of the injection sites are summarized in Table 4.2. Blue: Fluorogold; Red: CTB-AF594; Green:
CTB-AF488; Magenta: Overlapping FG and CTB-AF594 labelling; Grey: Lesions caused by injections.

In brief, several injections were discounted because the injection sites were found to be
on the border of gRSCb and dRSC, and extensive contamination between the two sub-regions
could be observed (e.g. R724 and R755 fluorogold injections targeted to gRSCb, and R682 and
R756 fluorogold injections targeted to dRSC). The fluorogold injection in R685 originally targeted
to gRSCb (see Table 4.1) was also reassigned as a dRSC injection after observation that the
injection was more dorsolaterally located and had covered the extent of dRSC instead of gRSCb.
However, the CTB injection for the same animal was removed as it appeared to have spread
laterally on the surface of the brain (specifically above dRSC and V2M). The CTB injection for
R755 was removed for the same reason as the injection was observed to be located superficially
on the surface of dRSC (predominantly layer I). The fluorogold data for R729 was also removed
as the tracer seems to have leaked into the ventricle, and the caudal extent of the brain was
observed to be massively contaminated (i.e. contamination can be observed on the surface of
superior colliculus as well as along the extent of postsubiculum).
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Table 4.2: Summary of injections and whether they are included for further analysis
Dysgranular RSC
Possible
Contamination?

Granular RSC

Tracers

gRSCb

V2M

Included?

RostralCaudal
Spread (mm)

R699

FG

Slight

P

P

-4.2 to -6.28

R717

FG

O

P

P

-4.8 to -6.24

Animals

R724

Possible
Contamination?

RostralCaudal
Spread (mm)

Tracers

dRSC

Ventricle/SC

Included?

FG

P

O

O

CTB-594

O

Slight

P

-4.8 to -6.1

-

R756

FG

P

P

O

-

R682

FG

P

Slight

O

-

R685

FG

Slight

O

P

-4.2 to -6.4

R729

CTB-594

O

O

P

-4.2 to -6.1

FG

Slight

P

O

-

R730

CTB-594

O

O

P

-5 to -6

FG

O

Slight

P

-4.56 to -6.1

R731

FG

O

P

P

-4.2 to -6.36

CTB-594

O

O

P

-4.8 to -6

R755

CTB-594

O

O

O

-

FG

P

O

O

-

R878

CTB-488

O

O

P

-4 to -5.6

CTB-594

O

O

P

-4.2 to -5.6

FG = Fluorogold, CTB-594 = Choleratoxin subunit B conjugated with AF594, CTB-488 = Choleratoxin subunit B conjugated with AF488
Aaaa Single injection animals or localized injection sites not found (read Section 4.2.2 for more details)
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Because there are some differences in projections along the rostral-caudal axis
(equivalent to the anterior-posterior axis in the rat brain) of retrosplenial cortex (Van Groen and
Wyss, 1992; 2003), we also quantified the extent of spread of the injections along the rostralcaudal axis. Consistent with the wider spread of fluorogold within a slice, fluorogold also tends to
spread further along the rostral-caudal axis although CTB also occasionally spread quite widely
along the AP axis. CTB injections typically gave a clear injection locus, while fluorogold injections
typically looked more diffuse. Nonetheless, the tracers spread between AP: -4 mm to – 6.4 mm
(see Table 4.2).

4.2.3 Inputs from the head direction system
Because we are predominantly interested in how bidirectionality arises in the dRSC but
not in the gRSC, we first examined inputs that retrosplenial cortex could receive from the head
direction system. Particularly, both postsubiculum and anterodorsal thalamus were found to
project to both sub-regions of retrosplenial cortex (Figure 4.3 and 4.4). For postsubiculum,
labelled neurons were typically found in deeper layers (layer V and VI) when tracers were injected
into both dRSC and gRSCb (Figure 4.3). This is consistent with Van Groen and Wyss (1992;
2003) who reported labelling in the deeper layers of postsubiculum. We occasionally observed
superficial layer labelling when tracers were placed in dRSC, but this was not consistent and likely
reflect contamination into the neighbouring V2M (see Figure 4.3, top row, left). Although labelled
neurons were generally found in the same layers, doubly labelled cells in animals with valid double
injections (see Table 4.2; R730, R731 and R878) were rarely observed. This could however be a
consequence of the different size of the injections and/or our failure to have nice, clear injections
that cover all layers of dRSC and gRSCb concomitantly in the same animals. Nonetheless, it is
clear that deep layers of postsubiculum project to both retrosplenial sub-regions.
In contrast, significant differences in the projections from anterodorsal thalamus, the head
direction thalamic nuclei, to the different retrosplenial sub-regions were observed. Particularly,
injections in gRSCb consistently resulted in more labelled neurons in anterodorsal thalamus as
compared to dRSC injections. (Figure 4.4A; unlike the variations often observed in cortical
regions). The differences in the number of projections were observed throughout the entire rostralcaudal extent of anterodorsal thalamus. We hence decided to quantify the number of labelled
neurons using a semi-automated protocol designed to remove observer’s bias (see Section
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Figure 4.3: Retrograde labelling was observed in the postsubiculum when tracers were injected in both dRSC
and gRSCb. Top row, two single tracing animals with injections either in the dRSC (left) or gRSCb (right). Middle and
bottom row, two double tracing animals with injections placed in both dRSC (left) and gRSCb (middle). The third image
of each row represents the composite image of the two previous images. As can be observed, labelled neurons were
typically found in the deep layer of the postsubiculum (closer to the corpus callosum) in both injections. The animal
identity, injection site and tracer used are listed at the top of each image. AF488 = CTB-AF488; FG = fluorogold; AF594
= CTB-AF594. Merged images were made by overlaying images pseudo-coloured as cyan for fluorogold labelling, red
for CTB-AF594 labelling and green for CTB-AF488 labelling. cc: corpus callosum. Scale bar: 500µm.
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4.1.2.2). Similar to the visual observation, the number of neurons per mm2 was significantly lower
when tracers were placed in dRSC than gRSCb (two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test, W = 28, p =
0.006). Fluorogold injections tend to give more labelled cells than CTB, consistent with the wider
spread of the tracers (see Section 4.2.2). It is unlikely that the higher number of retrograde
labelling observed in gRSCb is a consequence of a larger injection loci as significant retrograde
labelling can be observed even within the animal that had one of the smallest injection locus in
gRSCb (R878; see Figure 4.2; Figure 4.4, first row, second column). In summary, it is likely that
anterodorsal thalamus projects differentially to the different retrosplenial sub-regions with gRSCb
receiving more inputs than dRSC.

Figure 4.4: Anterodorsal thalamus is likely to project differentially to the two retrosplenial sub-regions (A)
Double tracing animals showing consistent quantitative differences in the amount of retrograde labelling in anterodorsal
thalamus when tracers were placed in dRSC and gRSCb. The quantitative differences observed were consistent
regardless of tracers used. The animal identity, injection site and tracer used are listed at the top of each image. AF488
= CTB-AF488; FG = fluorogold; AF594 = CTB-AF594. Merged images were made by overlaying images pseudocoloured as cyan for fluorogold labelling, red for CTB-AF594 labelling and green for CTB-AF488 labelling. Scale bar:
500µm. (B) Quantification of the number of labelled neurons per mm2 when injections were placed in dRSC or gRSCb.
Each marker represents the average number of labelled neurons per mm2 across slices within an animal. Each animal
thus contributed one data point except for successful double tracing animals (R730, R731 and R878) which contributed
two data points each - one for each injection.
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4.2.4 Inputs from other spatial systems
We next examine if the different retrosplenial sub-regions receive different inputs from the
other spatial systems (i.e. place cells, border cells and grid cells). We thus shift our focus to the
hippocampus, subiculum and entorhinal cortex respectively (see Section 1.3). We first examine
the inputs from subiculum. Consistent with Van Groen and Wyss (1992, 2003), we observed
labelled neurons in the dorsal part of subiculum but only when tracers were injected into gRSCb
(Figure 4.5, middle column). No retrograde labelling in the dorsal subiculum was observed in

Figure 4.5: Dorsal subiculum projects only to gRSCb, but not dRSC. Each row shows each of the double tracing
animals and the labelling in dorsal subiculum. As observed, labelled neurons were only observed when tracers were
placed in gRSCb, but not dRSC. The labelled neurons were found in the most dorsal end of subiculum and were found
throughout the rostral-caudal extent of subiculum. The animal identity, injection site and tracer used are listed at the
top of each image. AF488 = CTB-AF488; FG = fluorogold; AF594 = CTB-AF594. Merged images were made by
overlaying images pseudo-coloured as cyan for fluorogold labelling, red for CTB-AF594 labelling and green for CTBAF488 labelling. Scale bar: 500µm.
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dRSC injections (Figure 4.5, first column). The retrogradely labelled neurons in gRSCb injections
were observed in the pyramidal layers at the most dorsal end of the subiculum (just ventral of
postsubiculum) and were observed throughout the rostral-caudal extent of subiculum.
Particularly, neurons that were labelled formed a cluster, akin to a nucleus found in the thalamus
(Figure 4.5). These neurons could be glutaminergic in nature (Yamawaki et al., 2019). Thus, it is
likely that dorsal subiculum projects exclusively to gRSCb.
In addition to dorsal subiculum, we also observed very sparse labelling in the CA1 subfield
of dorsal hippocampus but also only when tracers were placed in gRSCb, consistent with Van
Groen and Wyss (2003). Similar to dorsal subiculum, no retrograde labelling was observed when
tracers were placed in dRSC. These retrograde labelling were minute and were not observed in
every imaged slice. They were also typically found rostrally (around bregma -2.8 to -3.5) though
some sparse caudal labelling can also be observed (not shown). Interestingly, we observed two
patterns of labelling in CA1. Labelled neurons were found either in the pyramidal cell layer (Figure
4.6; R878, R730 and R682) or in the stratum lacunosum-moleculare layer (Figure 4.6; R731 and
R682). The latter pattern of retrogradely labelled neurons has been extensively described with
multiple studies showing that the labelled neurons found in stratum lacunosum-moleculare layers
are long range GABAergic neurons projecting to layer I of gRSCb (Yamawaki et al., 2019; Jinno
et al., 2007; Miyashita and Rockland, 2007). In contrast, there are only a few studies who have
reported labelling in the pyramidal cell layer (Van Groen and Wyss, 1990c; Miyashita and
Rockland, 2007) and it is less clear if these neurons are also long-range GABAergic neurons. It
is also unclear why we see only one pattern of labelling in most animals (pyramidal cell layer in
R878 and R730; stratum lacunosum-moleculare layer in R731) but this may reflect variability in
the spread and uptake of tracers at the injection sites. Nonetheless, we did observe both patterns
of labelling in one animal (R682; Figure 4.6, bottom row) and it is plausible that gRSCb, but not
dRSC, receives projections from CA1 subfield of hippocampus.
We next examined for projections from the entorhinal cortex. We did not find any labelled
neurons in the medial entorhinal cortex. Thus, it seems likely that both sub-regions do not receive
inputs from the grid cell system. In contrast, we found retrogradely labelled neurons in dorsolateral
entorhinal cortex (also more generally referred to as lateral entorhinal cortex) but only when CTB
was injected into gRSCb (Figure 4.7, top three row: R682; R878; R731). Injections of fluorogold
in gRSCb did not result in any visible retrograde labelling (Figure 4.7; last row). In addition, we
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Figure 4.6: CA1 subfield of dorsal hippocampus likely projects only to gRSCb, but not dRSC. Two patterns of
retrograde labelling were observed in dorsal hippocampus when tracers were placed in gRSCb. Labelled neurons were
sometimes found in the pyramidal cell layer (top two rows, representative images from R878 and R730; bottom row,
R682 left) or in the stratum lacunosum-moleculare layer (Second last row, representative images from R731; bottom
row, R682 right). The large black strand seen in R682, SLM image (bottom row, right) is due to dirt on the slide. Insets
are zoomed in images of the sparsely labelled hippocampal neurons. The animal identity, injection site and tracer used
are listed at the top of each image. AF488 = CTB-AF488; FG = fluorogold; AF594 = CTB-AF594. Merged images were
made by overlaying images pseudo-coloured as cyan for fluorogold labelling, red for CTB-AF594 labelling and green for
CTB-AF488 labelling. Scale bar: 500µm.

never observed labelling in the dorsolateral entorhinal cortex when tracers were placed in dRSC
(regardless of tracer identity). This is surprising as projections from the superficial layer of
dorsolateral entorhinal cortex to gRSCb have not been described in existing literature.
Furthermore, the observation that retrogradely labelled neurons were only found in CTB-gRSCb
injected animals but not in fluorogold-gRSCb injected animals suggests that there is an interaction
between labelling efficiency and tracer identity, possibly a consequence of the different uptake
mechanisms employed by fluorogold and CTB (further discussed in Section 4.3). Although there
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Figure 4.7: Retrogradely labelled neurons were found in dorsolateral entorhinal cortex but only when CTB was
injected in gRSCb. Top row: single tracing data from R682 with CTB injected in gRSCb showing labelling in
dorsolateral entorhinal cortex. Second and third row: double tracing data with CTB injected in gRSCb and either
fluorogold (R731) or another variant of CTB (R878) injected in dRSC. Labelled neurons in dorsolateral entorhinal cortex
were observed in both cases. Fourth row: A double tracing animal (R730) that receives fluorogold in gRSCb and CTB
in dRSC. In contrast, labelled neurons were not observed in dorsolateral entorhinal cortex. The animal identity, injection
site and tracer used are listed at the top of each image. AF488 = CTB-AF488; FG = fluorogold; AF594 = CTB-AF594.
Merged images were made by overlaying images pseudo-coloured as cyan for fluorogold labelling, red for CTB-AF594
labelling and green for CTB-AF488 labelling. rf: Rhinal fissure. Scale bar: 500µm.
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is a possibility that the difference in observations across CTB and fluorogold injections could be
a consequence of differently placed injections across animals, it is highly unlikely as fluorogold in
R730 spread more extensively than any of the CTB injections (see Figure 4.2).
Nevertheless, the retrogradely labelled neurons observed in dorsolateral entorhinal cortex
were typically found close to the border of perirhinal cortex. The labelling was remarkably
consistent in the three animals we had with CTB in gRSCb, and they are observed as a band in
layer II of dorsolateral entorhinal cortex. Thus, it is likely that gRSCb receives exclusive inputs
from dorsolateral entorhinal cortex.

4.2.5 Visual cortical inputs
As described in Section 2.3.2, bidirectional cells are seemingly sensitive to the local visual
environment as demonstrated by the 180° rotated PFDs when the animals crossed the doorway
separating the two compartments (the only salient cue that has a 180° rotated symmetry is the
visual scene). As such, it is possible that bidirectional cells (and by extension, dRSC) receive
more visual inputs than HD cells (i.e. gRSCb). We thus examine for retrogradely labelled neurons
in visual cortical areas – predominantly the striate (primary visual cortex V1; Brodmann area 17)
and extrastriate visual cortex (V2; Brodmann area 18). The extrastriate V2 visual cortex is
extremely complicated and has been previously subdivided into multiple smaller regions (Coogan
and Burkhalter, 1993). For the purpose of this thesis, we will describe them simply as V2M and
V2L (Brodmann area 18b and 18a respectively) as described in Paxinos and Watson (2007).
A complication from our injections stemmed from the occasional contamination of
retrograde tracers into the neighbouring V2M when tracers were placed in dRSC (see Figure 4.2).
As V2M receives inputs from both V1 and V2L (Coogan and Burkhalter, 1993), contamination into
this region will give an inaccurate (and likely overestimation) of the number of labelled neurons in
the different visual areas. In addition, fluorogold injection in gRSCb was also observed to
contaminate the superficial layer of superior colliculus (see R730; Figure 4.2) which is known to
receive inputs from visual cortical regions (Coogan and Burkhalter, 1993). As such, we decided
to only examine cholera toxin injected animals, thus treating most animals (with the exception of
R878) as single tracing animals. We thus have two dRSC-CTB animals (R729 and R730) and
two gRSCb-CTB animals (R682 and R731), as well as one double tracing animal (R878).
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Figure 4.8: Representative images showing retrograde labelling in primary visual cortex. Retrograde labelling was observed in deeper layers of the primary
visual cortex when tracers were placed in dRSC (left most column). Similarly, retrograde labelling can be observed in deeper layers of the primary visual cortex when
tracers were placed in gRSCb, but only in two animals (second column, first two rows; R682 and R731). No labelling was observed in R878 when CTB was injected
into gRSCb, but it is likely a consequence of differentially placed or smaller injection loci leading to insufficient axonal uptake. The animal identity, injection site and
tracer used are listed at the top of each image. AF488 = CTB-AF488; FG = fluorogold; AF594 = CTB-AF594. Merged images were made by overlaying images
pseudo-coloured as cyan for fluorogold labelling, red for CTB-AF594 labelling and green for CTB-AF488 labelling. Scale bar: 500µm.
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We first examine retrograde labelling in the primary visual cortex (V1), which Van Groen
and Wyss (1992) previously reported projections only to dRSC. Consistent with van Groen and
Wyss (1992), we observed retrograde labelling in V1 when retrograde tracers were placed in
dRSC (Figure 4.8, column 1). The amount of retrograde labelling observed was quite variable
(see second row R730, dRSC injection which had quite sparse neuronal labelling). Surprisingly,
we also observed retrograde labelling in V1 in two (of three) animals when CTB were injected in
gRSCb (Figure 4.8, column 2, row 1 and 2). These labelled neurons were also found
predominantly in the deeper layers, and the patterns of labelling were not dissimilar to those
observed for dRSC injections. Similar labelling patterns were also observed along the rostralcaudal axis (not shown) of both injections with labelled neurons typically found in deeper layers
of V1. It should be noted that we did not observe retrograde labelling in V1 of R878 when CTB
was placed in gRSCb (Figure 4.8, bottom row, middle column). The lack of neuronal labelling in
R878 could be explain by the slight difference in the location of the injection loci of CTB and/or
size of the injection loci (see Table 4.2). Thus, it is plausible that in Lister Hooded rats, unlike
Sprague-Dawley rats, V1 projects to both retrosplenial cortex sub-regions.
We next examine for retrograde labelling in the extrastriate V2 cortex. As mentioned, the
extrastriate V2 cortex is more complicated than the primary visual cortex and can be divided into
multiple smaller regions (Coogan and Burkhalter, 1993). However, for the purpose of this thesis,
we divided V2 into V2M (medial; Brodmann area 18b) and V2L (lateral; Brodmann area 18a) as
described by Paxinos and Watson (2007). V2M is located more medially and is located between
dRSC and primary visual cortex. V2L, in contrast, is located more laterally and is on the lateral
end of the primary visual cortex. It should be noted that similar labelling patterns as those shown
in the representative images of Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 were observed along the entire rostralcaudal axis of V2M and V2L for each animal respectively.
Similar to the retrograde labelling observed in the primary visual cortex, most labelling
(except for R878) can be observed in deeper layers of V2M when CTB were placed in dRSC. A
similar pattern of labelling was observed when CTB were injected into gRSCb (Figure 4.9),
although only in two of the three animals (R682 and R731). The double CTB tracing animal (R878)
gave a slightly different labelling pattern with additional labelling in the superficial layer in dRSC
injection and no labelling in gRSCb injection. As explained, the inconsistency is likely due to
variability in the spread of CTB at the injection sites. In addition, there may be some quantitative
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Figure 4.9: Representative images showing retrograde labelling in V2M. Retrograde labelling can be observed in
deeper layers of V2M when tracers were placed in dRSC (left most column). Similarly, retrograde labelling can be
observed in deeper layers of the V2M when tracers were placed in gRSCb, but only in two animals (second column,
first two rows; R682 and R731). No labelling was observed in R878 when CTB was injected into gRSCb, but it is likely
a consequence of differentially placed or smaller injection loci leading to insufficient axonal uptake. The animal identity,
injection site and tracer used are listed at the top of each image. AF488 = CTB-AF488; FG = fluorogold; AF594 = CTBAF594. Merged images were made by overlaying images pseudo-coloured as cyan for fluorogold labelling, red for
CTB-AF594 labelling and green for CTB-AF488 labelling. Scale bar: 500µm.

differences in the number of projections, but we could not confirm that in our study as the number
of neurons labelled varies a lot even within animals of the same injection status. The variability
observed likely reflects variability in the extent of spread around the injection sites and/or limited
spread of CTB (also see start of result chapter). Nonetheless, retrograde labelling was typically
found in deep layers of V2M when CTB were injected into both retrosplenial sub-regions.
Examination of retrograde labelling in V2L also revealed a similar pattern – retrograde
labelling was found predominantly in the deep layers of V2L in both dRSC and gRSCb injections
(Figure 4.10). Again, there may be a quantitively difference in the number of projections, but we
could not confirm the observation in our study due to the aforementioned reasons. Nonetheless,
it is likely that deep layers of V2L project to both retrosplenial sub-regions.
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Figure 4.10: Representative images showing retrograde labelling in V2L. Retrograde labelling can be observed in deeper layers of V2L when tracers were
placed in dRSC (left most column). Retrograde labelling can also be observed in deeper layers of the V2L when tracers were placed in gRSCb (second column,
first two rows; R682 and R731). Very sparse labelling was observed in R878 when CTB was injected into gRSCb and it is likely a consequence of differentially
placed or smaller injection loci leading to insufficient axonal uptake. The animal identity, injection site and tracer used are listed at the top of each image. AF488 =
CTB-AF488; FG = fluorogold; AF594 = CTB-AF594. Merged images were made by overlaying images pseudo-coloured as cyan for fluorogold labelling, red for
CTB-AF594 labelling and green for CTB-AF488 labelling. Scale bar: 500µm.
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To sum up, it is likely that deep layers of the striate and extrastriate visual cortex
project to both dRSC and gRSCb in Lister-Hooded rats. Although there may be some
quantitative differences (especially in V2M and V2L), it is difficult to confirm the observations
in our study. This is because we only examined CTB labelling which generally displayed very
limited spread in the brain (see Section 4.2.2). Together with slight variations in the location
of the injection sites, this could explain the large variability we observed even among animals
with the same injection status. For example, R878 gRSCb injection consistently gave sparse
labelling in visual cortical regions that were not observed in R682 or R731. Similarly, for dRSC
injections, sparser labelling was observed in R730 as compared to R729 or R878. The
differences could be due to CTB not spreading to layers of gRSCb where visual cortical
regions project to (and hence are not taken up by the axons), and/or differential spread in the
rostral caudal axis. Due to the above reasons, it will be unbefitting to make a quantitative
statement (as explained first in the result section). Nonetheless, it should be noted that the
lack of labelling in R878 when CTB-AF594 was placed in gRSCb is unlikely to be due to deficit
in retrograde transport as we see extensive retrograde labelling from the same animal in other
brain regions: anterodorsal thalamus (Figure 4.4) and dorsal subiculum (Figure 4.5).
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4.3 Discussion
In this chapter, we have examined the inputs into dRSC and gRSCb by injecting
retrograde tracers into the two retrosplenial sub-regions. We showed that gRSCb receives
differential inputs from anterodorsal thalamus and exclusive inputs from dorsal subiculum,
dorsal hippocampus and lateral entorhinal cortex while both retrosplenial sub-regions receive
inputs from postsubiculum and visual cortical areas (Figure 4.11). Most of the findings from
our comparative study was similar to those reported by van Groen and Wyss (1992; 2003).
Nonetheless, we did observe some differences in projections (e.g. primary visual cortex) that
may reflect some fundamental differences in the connectomes between rat strains.

Figure 4.11: Summary diagram of our findings. The head direction system (light orange) was found to project
to both retrosplenial sub-regions, although we found a higher number of projections from anterodorsal thalamus to
gRSCb. All visual cortical areas (light green) also project to both retrosplenial sub-regions. In contrast, other spatial
networks (place and boundary; purple) project only to gRSCb and did not project to dRSC. *Projections not
previously described or inconsistent with van Groen and Wyss (1992; 2003).
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4.3.1 Ascending head direction inputs may dominate global
directional signals
We first examined inputs from the head direction system. Consistent with van Groen
and Wyss (1992; 2003), deep layers of postsubiculum were observed to project to both
retrosplenial sub-regions, suggesting that both sub-regions of retrosplenial cortex receive
similar inputs from postsubiculum (Figure 4.3). In contrast, a quantitative difference in the
number of projections from anterodorsal thalamus to the different sub-regions of retrosplenial
cortex was observed with anterodorsal thalamus projecting densely to gRSCb but sparsely to
dRSC (Figure 4.4). The anterodorsal thalamus occupies a central position within the head
direction network with approximately 60% head direction cells (Taube, 1995). It receives
ascending head direction signals from lateral mammillary nuclei (see Section 1.3.2.1), and is
critical for propagation of head direction signals to cortical regions as demonstrated by the
loss of head direction signals in postsubiculum and medial entorhinal cortex when it is lesioned
(Goodridge and Taube, 1997; Winter et al., 2015). The quantitative difference in the number
of projections thus suggests that the two retrosplenial sub-regions may receive qualitatively
different head direction signals. Specifically, gRSCb may receive more ascending head
direction signals from the anterodorsal thalamus (see Figure 1.11; Section 1.3.2.1) while
dRSC may receive its head direction inputs primarily from postsubiculum. Like retrosplenial
cortex, postsubiculum is hypothesized to be involved in the integration of visual information
into the HD network. Lesions of postsubiculum led to decreased landmark control in HD cells
recorded in anterodorsal thalamus and lateral mammillary nucleus (Goodridge and Taube,
1997; Yoder et al., 2015). Postsubiculum also projects back to anterodorsal thalamus and
lateral mammillary nucleus via two distinct populations of neurons (Yoder and Taube, 2011),
through which visual landmark information is hypothesized to be fed back into the head
direction network. Taken together, this suggests that dRSC may receive more visual-centric
head direction signals from postsubiculum while gRSCb may have access to more vestibularvisual integrated head direction signals from anterodorsal thalamus. The vestibular-visual
integrated signal could thus function as a path integrator to inform directional cells in gRSCb
of the presence of the two distinct compartments, information which is otherwise not available
to directional cells in dRSC. As a result, the vestibular-visual integrated directional signal could
stabilize directional coding across the compartments (global directional encoding). In support,
recording of head direction cells in anterodorsal thalamus in the two-compartment context box
revealed global encoding similar to those seen in gRSCb (see Section 2.3; Figure 2a of Jacob
et al., 2017).
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4.3.2 Stronger coupling of gRSCb with the hippocampal
formation
In addition to quantitative differences from the anterodorsal thalamus, we also
observed exclusive inputs from dorsal subiculum (Figure 4.5) and dorsal hippocampus (Figure
4.6) to gRSCb. Dorsal subiculum contains boundary vector cells (Lever et al., 2009) and is the
major output structure of dorsal hippocampus (van Strien et al., 2009; O’Mara, 2005), which
is where place cells are found (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). The hippocampus and place
cells are well-known to be involved in contextual coding (Smith and Bulkin, 2014), best
exemplified by the study from Anderson and Jeffery (2003). Specifically, the authors
demonstrated differential sensitivity of place cells to different features in the environment
(odours vs. colour of walls; see Section 1.2.1.3; Figure 1.5). Thus, place cells could provide
information about the context (the different odours in the different compartments) to head
direction cells in gRSCb either directly (via the CA1 à gRSCb projections) or indirectly (via
dorsal subiculum). In agreement with a potential role for the direct projections in propagating
contextual information, Yamawaki et al. (2019) recently showed that CA1 à gRSC projecting
GABAergic neurons may converge with anterior thalamus à gRSC projecting neurons to form
a triadic circuit and they may work in tandem to modulate contextual fear memory. The same
group also recently showed that the glutamatergic projections from dorsal subiculum to gRSC
may modulate contextual fear memory, although the findings of this paper were not as clear
because their virus infusions covered the entire dorsal hippocampal formation and not just
dorsal subiculum (Yamawaki et al., 2019). Nonetheless, it is probable that contextual
information is propagated from dorsal CA1 to gRSCb either directly or indirectly and this
information may be privy to global head direction cells such that they can disambiguate the
two compartments. However, it should be noted that this hypothesis would suggest that place
cells in CA1 could disambiguate the two compartments and would form a global map in the
two-compartment context box. It is unclear if place cells do disambiguate the two
compartments in the two-compartment context box, and this will be further explored in Chapter
5.
Surprisingly, when we were examining for labelling in the medial entorhinal cortex, we
found retrograde neuronal labelling in dorsolateral entorhinal cortex (also generally described
as lateral entorhinal cortex) but only when CTB was injected into gRSCb (Figure 4.7). It is
unclear why the same retrograde labelling was not observed when fluorogold was injected
into gRSCb, but It is unlikely that the differences in labelling observed are a consequence of
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differentially placed injection sites as fluorogold was observed to spread more extensively in
gRSCb than CTB (Figure 4.2). Instead, it likely reflects differences in the uptake efficacy of
fluorogold and CTB in different populations of neurons as a consequence of the different
uptake mechanisms utilized by the two tracers. Specifically, CTB is believed to be taken up
by axon terminals via GM1 ganglioside (an omnipresent membrane sugar) mediated
endocytosis while fluorogold is taken up by fluid phase endocytosis (Saleeba et al., 2019).
This finding thus further highlights the need to use two different tracers (with different uptake
mechanisms) when investigating the inputs into specific brain regions as an absence of
labelling using one tracer may not reflect an absence of inputs.
What could be the function of these inputs from the lateral entorhinal cortex? Neurons
recorded from the lateral entorhinal cortex are generally less spatially selective than that from
medial entorhinal cortex (Hargreaves et al., 2005; Yoganarasimha et al., 2011), suggesting
that lateral entorhinal cortex may not propagate spatial information like medial entorhinal
cortex. As such, the lateral entorhinal cortex is often thought to be important for providing nonspatial information (such as information about local cues) to the hippocampus, sub-serving as
the ‘what’ information stream for episodic memory (Knierim et al., 2014). In agreement with a
local cue processing role, egocentric bearing neurons that are either responsive to objects in
the environment or containing a memory trace of the locations of the objects have been
described in lateral entorhinal cortex (Deshmukh and Knierim, 2011; Wang et al., 2018; Tsao
et al., 2013). However, the environment in which bidirectional cells were recorded (see Figure
2.5) did not contain any objects and hence it is unlikely that object and object trace cells are
involved. Perhaps more relevant to the discussion at hand is the observation that some
neurons recorded from lateral entorhinal cortex were found to display odour-specific firing in
an odour-guided delayed nonmatching to sample task. These neurons showed preferential
firing to specific odours, suggesting that lateral entorhinal cortex can process odour
information (Young et al., 1997). The same odour encoding was also observed in the lateral
entorhinal cortex of anaesthetised mice (Xu and Wilson, 2012) and hamster (Petrulis et al.,
2005). It is unlikely that lateral entorhinal cortex is required for recognition of odour information
as lesions of lateral entorhinal cortex impaired object-context (visual in this case; Wilson et
al., 2013) associations without affecting an animal’s ability to recognize objects or contexts.
Rather, the latter finding would suggest that the lateral entorhinal cortex is important for
binding of objects with the context to form a new contextual representation (Wilson et al.,
2013). In addition, the lateral entorhinal cortex was found to be important for processing
information about the local multimodal sensory environment and lateral entorhinal cortex
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lesioned animals were impaired in solving an object recognition task that is solvable only by
using a local configuration of cues (Kuruvilla and Ainge, 2017). A sensitivity to local multimodal
cues was also observed in a cue conflict experiment in which the neural representation in
lateral entorhinal cortex preferentially rotates with the local multimodal environment rather
than the global environment (Neunuebel et al., 2013). Thus, In the two-compartment context
box, the lateral entorhinal cortex may help bind the visual cue in each compartment with the
information about the odour, thus generating a unique local contextual representation for each
compartment. This information could be propagated to gRSCb and be used to disambiguate
the compartments, thus stabilizing directional coding across the compartments.

4.3.3 Similar patterns of projections from visual cortical
regions
Unexpectedly, in contrast to what was previously described in van Groen and Wyss
(1992, 2003), we did not observe exclusive inputs from primary visual cortex to dRSC. Instead,
we did not observe any differences in the patterns of projections from the different visual
cortical areas to dRSC and gRSCb (Figure 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10). Because retrosplenial cortex is
surrounded by multiple visual areas (V2M and superior colliculus), the retrograde labelling
observed may reflect contamination of tracers into the surrounding regions. However, this is
unlikely as we only examined CTB injected retrograde labelling and the injection sites of CTB
were typically smaller and confined to their target structures (Figure 4.2). Instead, the
differences between our study and that of van Groen and Wyss (1992, 2003) may reflect
differences in projections along the rostral-caudal axis of retrosplenial cortex, with more visual
inputs at our coordinates. It could also reflect differences among rat strains as van Groen and
Wyss (1992, 2003) used albino Sprague-Dawley rats in their study while we used pigmented
Lister-Hooded rats in our study. This is broadly in line with the observation that there are
differences in visual acuity between pigmented and albino rats (Prusky et al., 2002). Although
the study did not compare Lister-Hooded rats with Sprague-Dawley rats directly, SpragueDawley rats were reported to have lower visual acuity than pigmented rats (Dark Agouti,
Fisher-Norway and Long Evans rats) and may thus have less visual dependency in higher
cortical regions including reduced projections from visual cortical regions to higher cortical
regions such as gRSCb.
Nonetheless, there is a possibility that extrastriate visual cortical regions (V2M and
V2L) have more projections to dRSC than gRSCb (Figure 4.9 and 4.10). However, we think
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that it is inappropriate to examine that possibility in our study as large variations in retrograde
labelling can be observed even within animals receiving the same injections. This observation
also highlights a limitation in our study – that is the placements of injections are extremely
important for interpretation, especially when examining retrograde labelling from tracers like
CTB that displayed limited spread (also see Section 4.3.5). Slight variations in how the tracers
were placed could result in different amount of labelling as a consequence of the tracers not
spreading to layers of gRSCb where the brain structure projects to or as a consequence of
differential spread in the rostral caudal axis. This limitation is perhaps exaggerated when we
examined inputs from visual cortical regions due to our decision to only examine CTB injected
samples. Regardless, it can be seen from our data that all areas of visual cortical regions
displayed similar projection patterns to both dRSC and gRSCb.

4.3.4 Dysgranular retrosplenial cortex as a visuospatial
associative cortical region
Even though dysgranular retrosplenial cortex may not receive unique visual inputs
from both striate and extrastriate visual cortical areas (i.e. no exclusive retrograde labelling
was found in the different visual cortical regions when tracers were placed in either of the two
retrosplenial sub-regions), the disconnect between the dysgranular retrosplenial cortex with
the hippocampal formation (except for postsubiculum) nonetheless suggests that dysgranular
retrosplenial cortex may be more modulated by visual inputs as compared to gRSCb.
Consistent with this finding, dysgranular retrosplenial cortex has been repeatedly implicated
in visual processing, and retinotopy and visual responses have been observed in dysgranular
retrosplenial cortex (Powell et al., 2020; but also see Murakami et al., 2015 and Zhuang et al.,
2017 who reported retinotopy and visual responses in retrosplenial cortex, but did not specify
which sub-regions of retrosplenial cortex the studies were conducted in). Taken together,
these findings suggest that dysgranular retrosplenial cortex may be more similar functionally
to its neighbouring extrastriate V2M as compared to its counterpart (granular retrosplenial
cortex), although it should be noted that visual responses in the corresponding granular
retrosplenial cortex have not been examined sufficiently. Nonetheless, the bidirectionality
observed in dysgranular retrosplenial cortex may (partially) result from sensitivity to the visual
features in the two-compartment context box.
Although bidirectional cells may be more visually modulated, it should be noted that
these cells are stable in the dark (Jacob et al., 2017) and as such, likely receive information
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from other sensory modalities. The function of dysgranular retrosplenial cortex may thus lies
in associating the sensory information (such as visual information) to form an egocentric
representation of the local spatial environment (viewpoint-specific coding of the environment).
Particularly, as the rat moves across the two compartments, the viewpoints of the two
compartments are similar (but 180° rotated) and as such, lead to a bidirectional tuning curve
that ‘flips’ when the animal crosses the doorway. In agreement with an egocentric
representation of the environment, egocentric boundary cells were recently found in the
dysgranular retrosplenial cortex (Alexander et al., 2020). Together with bidirectional cells, they
may represent a functional sub-population of cells in the dysgranular retrosplenial cortex that
help to encode the local environment using the local features available to the rats (e.g. visual
scene, local borders/boundaries). This information may thus be useful in helping the rats
localize itself in multi-compartment spaces. Also consistent with this line of thought, the
interconnectedness of the granular retrosplenial cortex with the hippocampal formation would
suggests that it may receive more allocentric information (e.g. from place cells) and as such
form a global directional representation in the two-compartment context box.
Our study thus further highlights the dissociation within the retrosplenial cortex with
granular retrosplenial cortex potentially being more implicated in allocentric spatial navigation,
while dysgranular retrosplenial cortex being more involved in egocentric visuospatial coding.
The connectomic differences seem to be consistent with the cytoarchitectural observation that
granular retrosplenial cortex seems to be more similar to the hippocampal archicortex while
dysgranular retrosplenial cortex is more similar to the neighbouring neocortex (Miller et al.,
2014). Given the dissociation in the connectomes and cytoarchitectures between the two subregions of retrosplenial cortex and the disconnect of dysgranular retrosplenial cortex from the
thalamo-hippocampo-cortical spatial circuit, perhaps it is essential to stop examining and
discussing retrosplenial cortex as a single structure (as often does) but instead redefine and
separate the retrosplenial cortex into its sub-components: an allocentric spatial retrosplenial
sub-region (granular retrosplenial cortex) and an egocentric visual/associative retrosplenial
sub-region (dysgranular retrosplenial cortex). This will allow us to discuss the functions of the
two retrosplenial sub-regions as its discrete components in the future – a more spatial-related
function of granular retrosplenial cortex and a more visuospatial role for dysgranular
retrosplenial cortex, a distinction that is currently lacking in the current spatial navigation field
but has been highlighted by Miller et al. (2014).
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4.3.5 Limitations and considerations
Last but not least, although we have extensively discussed the differences in
connectivity between the two retrosplenial sub-regions, it is essential for us to be aware of the
limitations of this experiment. As pointed out from the get-go, the data presented in this chapter
is geared towards qualitative analysis due to the various reasons highlighted. Descriptive
qualitative analysis is considerably less informative than quantitative analysis and the lack of
reliable quantitative analysis (except for smaller anatomical structure – see anterodorsal
thalamus; Figure 4.4) limited the interpretations in this chapter. As a consequence, the
conclusions drawn in this chapter are limited to being descriptive in nature – primarily
examining the pattern of projections – and this limitation is especially highlighted in the inability
to make reliable quantitative statements when retrograde labelling was found in cortical
regions (see postsubiculum or visual cortical regions; Figure 4.3 and Section 4.2.6).
Despite this limitation, the data presented in this chapter is still informative. For
example, even without quantification, binary outcomes, such as when retrograde labelling
were observed in dorsal subiculum, dorsal hippocampus and lateral entorhinal cortex only in
gRSCb injections, are indicative of the unique coupling of gRSCb with these structures. This
finding further highlights the stronger coupling of gRSCb with the spatial navigation circuit and
the disconnect of dRSC with the same structures. In addition, the findings here are presented
as an exploratory study, which can be used to guide future inactivation studies either via
chemogenetics or optogenetics.
How can we then try to address this limitation? One possibility would be to quantify
and model the injection sites in each retrosplenial sub-region as a three-dimensional injection
loci and correlate that with the number of cells labelled in each structure. However, this
approach might be difficult to implement and/or interpret as interactions between two or more
variables (e.g. spread of tracers in the rostral-caudal axis and the types of tracers) will further
confound any relationships observed. For example, the types of tracers utilized could
potentially affect uptake and subsequent retrograde labelling (see Figure 4.7; lateral entorhinal
cortex labelling) and coupled with the different placement of the tracers in the rostral-caudal
axis, it will be difficult to determine which factor is actually responsible for the quantitative
difference in retrograde labelling (if any) observed. Nonetheless, it may be a useful step
towards better understanding the projections observed.
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It should also be noted that although a double retrograde labelling approach can
enable identifications of axon collaterals, we did not observe significant doubly retrogradely
labelled cells in the structures we examined (e.g. postsubiculum, visual cortical areas). This
may suggest that non-overlapping populations of cells project to dRSC and gRSCb. Although
this is probable, it should also be noted that a lack of doubly labelled cells may result from
variations in the location and size of injection sites in the different retrosplenial sub-regions.
For instance, one could envision a scenario where the injection sites in the two sub-regions of
retrosplenial cortex are of different sizes and locations such that the spread of tracer in one
sub-region covers the layers where a particular brain structure projects to but the spread of
tracer in the other sub-region did not. Resultantly, the lack of doubly labelled neurons could
then be a consequence of insufficient retrograde labelling in the latter sub-region (i.e.
underestimating the number of retrogradely labelled neurons from the latter injection). Another
possibility is that fluorogold may compete with CTB for uptake and/or transport and as such,
leads to an underestimation of axon collaterals. Although fluorogold was not examined with

Figure 4.12: Double retrograde labelling in the claustrum. Extensive retrograde labelling in the claustrum was
observed regardless of where the tracers were placed in the retrosplenial cortex. In the claustrum, we can easily
observe doubly labelled cells (examples indicated by white arrowheads), suggesting that competitions between uptake
or transport of tracers cannot fully explain the often sparse and low number of doubly labelled cells seen in
postsubiculum and/or visual cortical areas. Scale bar: 100µm.
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CTB specifically, possible competitions between tracers that impede identifications of axon
collaterals have been described (Schofield et al., 2007). Nevertheless, we can easily observe
doubly labelled cells in structures that project to both retrosplenial sub-regions (e.g.
Claustrum; Figure 4.12). Thus, competitions between tracers cannot fully explain the lack of
doubly labelled cells in postsubiculum and/or visual cortical areas.
Finally, even though it is well known that structures inform functions, it should be made
explicit that the study here is correlative in nature and does not inform us of the functional
roles of these projections. It is thus probable that the projections found may not play a role in
the reconciliation of local and global reference frames in the brain. For example, recent work
by Brennan et al. (BioRvix, 2020) suggests that there may be a dissociation in the functions
of the projections from claustrum to retrosplenial cortex and the projection from anterior
thalamus to retrosplenial cortex, with claustrum à retrosplenial projections mediating fearrelated information while anterior thalamus à retrosplenial projections mediating navigationrelated information. Thus, even though the claustrum projects to retrosplenial cortex, the
inputs may not have a functional role in integrating reference frames, which is generally
considered to be a spatial navigation related function. To show causality and a functional role
in the integration of reference frames, one would have to inhibit the inputs into the retrosplenial
cortex and observed the changes to the downstream spatial signals and/or animals’
behaviours. This will be further discussed and explored in Chapter 6.

4.4 Interim conclusion
Taken together, our results suggest that it is more likely that gRSCb receives additional
vestibular-visual integrated inputs (via anterodorsal thalamus) and/or contextual inputs (via
dorsal subiculum, hippocampus and lateral entorhinal cortex) that allow classical head
direction cells to disambiguate the two visually similar, but differentially scented
compartments. Consequently, despite the ambiguity in the visual scenes, the directional cells
in gRSCb recognize that there are two distinct compartments and can thus maintain their
preferred firing directions across the compartments. Bidirectional cells may thus represent a
subpopulation of directional cells that do have access to this information. Alternatively, the
disconnect of dRSC with the hippocampal formation may suggest that dRSC is functionally
distinct from its granular counterpart in spatial navigation and may function predominantly as
a visuospatial area (see Section 4.3.4). Bidirectionality may thus represent viewpoint-specific
encoding of the local environment.
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Nonetheless, the stronger coupling between gRSCb and the hippocampal system
would suggest that gRSCb and hippocampus interact with each other so as to ensure that the
place signal and the global head direction signal are coherent with each other. This would
suggest that the place map in hippocampus is global (that is it can disambiguate the two
compartments), but it is currently unclear if the hippocampus encodes the two-compartment
context box globally (like global head direction cells) or locally (like bidirectional cells). The
next chapter will thus be dedicated to understanding the place representation in the twocompartment context box.
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Chapter 5.
Place Cells in a Visually Rotated, Differentially
Scented Compartmentalised Environment
As described in the previous chapter, granular retrosplenial cortex was observed to
have a stronger coupling with the hippocampal system and receives neuronal inputs from both
dorsal subiculum and CA1 subfield of the hippocampus (see Section 4.2.4). Given that
subiculum (including dorsal subiculum) is the major output structure of hippocampus (van
Strien et al., 2009; O’Mara, 2005), it is not inconceivable that granular retrosplenial cortex (and
by extension, the head direction system) receives contextual information from hippocampus,
either directly via CA1 or indirectly via dorsal subiculum, that enables head direction cells to
have stable preferred firing directions across compartments (see Section 4.3). This would
suggest that place cells in hippocampus CA1 encode the two-compartment context box
globally. However, as mentioned, it is currently unclear if the place map in hippocampus CA1
is global.
This chapter is thus dedicated to investigating the place representation in the twocompartment context box, which has two connected compartments that are differentially
scented and have visual cues that are on opposite ends of the compartments (see Figure
3.4B). Given that hippocampal CA1 is more strongly coupled with granular retrosplenial cortex,
we hypothesized that the place map in hippocampus CA1 is global in nature and is thus ideal
for propagating disambiguating contextual information to the granular retrosplenial cortex. To
test this hypothesis, we implanted rats with tetrodes and examined if hippocampal CA1 place
cells globally or locally encode the two-compartment context box (see Section 3.3 for a
detailed description of the methods).
Before we dive into the nitty-gritty details of the experiments, we would like to take the
opportunity to discuss the possible outcomes from the recordings. One can envisage three
distinct, but not mutually exclusive, place representations in CA1 (Figure 5.1). First, the place
representation can be essentially global in nature – that is place cells have single or
independent place fields in the two compartments (Figure 5.1A). This would suggest that place
cells could disambiguate the two compartments and form a unified representation of the entire
environment (as hypothesized). Alternatively, place cells could represent the two
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compartments separately and form a local place representation of each compartment based
on features found in each compartment (e.g. visual scene and/or geometry; see Section
1.2.1.2 for a review on sensory influences on place cells). Specifically, place cells can have
place fields that occupy the same relative spatial location in each compartment independent
of the visual scene (‘repetition’; Figure 5.1B), which would indicate place sensitivity to the
rectangular geometry of the local compartments. Similarly, because the visual scenes
between the compartments have a 180° rotated symmetry, place cells could have place fields
that are 180° rotated between the two compartments (‘rotation’, Figure 5.1B). Such local
encoding would reflect a sensitivity to the local visual scene, similar to the bidirectionality of
directional cells described in Section 2.3.1. We will examine these possibilities in this chapter,
with additional analysis when appropriate to understand how place cells encode the twocompartment context box.

Figure 5.1: Possible place encodings
in the two-compartment context box.
Schematic rate maps showing how place
cells
could
represent
the
twocompartment box. The black lines
represent the walls dividing the two
compartments while the white lines on the
two opposite ends of the compartments
represent the visual cues used in the two
compartments. (A) Place cells could
represent the two compartments together
as a global map, which would suggest
disambiguation of the two compartments.
Such global encoding is evident as place
cells having either a single field (left) or
spatially independent fields (right) in the
two-compartment context box (B)
Alternatively, the spatial representations
in the two compartments may not be
random and place cells encode each
compartment individually according to the
local features. Such local encoding can
come in two forms - place cells can be
sensitive to the local geometry and have
repeating fields between the two
compartments (left); or place cells could
be sensitive to the visual scene and have
place fields that are rotated 180° between
the two compartments (rotated fields).
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5.1 Methods
5.1.1 Animals
Three male Lister Hooded rats were used for place cell recordings. Two animals,
except for R930, were naïve to the experimental apparatus prior to any recordings. R930 was
exposed to the experimental apparatus as part of a behavioural experiment before being
enlisted for microdrive implantation. An additional three animals were implanted for this
experiment but were unfortunately culled prior to recording due to the pandemic.
The animals were housed individually and maintained on a 12hr/12hr light/dark cycle.
A week after surgery and throughout the whole experimental period, all animals were food
restricted and their body weight maintained at 90% of their free-feeding body weight. This
experiment was done in accordance with the national [Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act,
1986, United Kingdom] and the international [European Communities Council Directive of 24
November 1986 (86/609/EEC)] legislation governing the maintenance of laboratory animals
and their use in scientific experiments.

5.1.2 Recording protocol
A week following surgery, the animals were screened for place cells in the screening
environment (see Section 3.3.3). If place cells were observed, the animals were first replaced
back into the cage and the recording room set up for recording. The arena was first rotated to
the appropriate randomised starting baseline orientation and the vanilla and lemon odours
were applied onto the floor using a sponge. The lights of the room were then switched off and
the halogen lights mounted on the ceiling switched on (see Section 3.3.3). The speaker
mounted onto the ceiling was also then switched on to play white noise before the animals

Figure 5.2: A schematic diagram of the recording protocol. A recording session consisted of 5 trials including
two baseline trials, a rotation trial and two single-compartment trials. The first baseline trial always starts in a
random orientation and between trials, the two-compartment context box was rotated randomly in multiples of
90°.
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were transferred to the recording room in a black transport box, the headstage connected and
the recording protocol commenced.
A single recording session consisted of five trials in sequence – a baseline trial, a
rotation trial, two single-compartment trials, and a second baseline trial (Figure 5.2; Jacob et
al., 2017). The two baseline trials were used to examine for the stability of place cells recorded
(i.e. check for drifting of tetrodes) while the rotation trial was to ensure that the cells were not
anchoring to uncontrolled distal cues outside the black curtains. All two-compartment trials
ranged from 15 to 25 min while the single-compartment trials lasted for 10 min each. Rice
pops (Waitrose, UK) were thrown into the box from outside the curtain to encourage the animal
to explore. Rats were always started in the same compartment. In between trials, the animals
were removed from the environment, placed back into black transport box and disoriented.
The animals were disoriented by rotating the black transport box in which the animals were in,
while walking around the room with the black transport box. The environment was cleaned of
any urine or faeces, the odours reapplied, and the box rotated to the appropriate configuration.
Rotations of the environment were randomised (except for the final baseline which will be the
same as the first baseline orientation) and were done in multiples of 90º between every trial.
The order of the single-compartment trials was also randomised across sessions (e.g. lemon
single-compartment trial followed by vanilla single-compartment trial in some sessions or vice
versa in others). At the end of a recording session, the screw on the microdrive was turned
one-eighth of a turn (~25µm) to lower the tetrodes and get new cells for the next recording
session. Please read Section 3.3 for a more technical description and understanding of how
tetrodes were made and microdrives implanted.

5.1.3 Data analysis
5.1.3.1 Behavioural analysis
A preference index is calculated from the time the animals spent in each compartment
so as to examine for any bias in the animals for either compartment. It is calculated as follows:
!"#$#"#%&# (%)#* =

,! − ,"
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where TV is the time the animals spent in the vanilla compartment, TL is the time the
animals spent in the lemon compartment. A preference index > 0 indicates a preference for
the vanilla compartment while a preference index < 0 indicates a preference for the lemon
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compartment. A value of 0 will indicate no preferences for either compartment. The
preferences for odours were only examined for the two-compartment trials (baseline 1, rotation
and baseline 2) and were tested statistically against a preference index of 0 (no preference).

5.1.3.2 Place cell criteria
Data from potential single units were preprocessed and analyzed in Matlab 2019a/b
(MathWorks). First, positional data and spikes were speed-filtered. Spikes that occurred when
the animals were moving at an instantaneous speed of less than 5 cm/s were removed to
exclude non-local spiking (e.g. replay events). Positional data and spikes when the animals
were moving with an instantaneous speed more than 100 cm/s were considered to indicate
inaccurate tracking and removed. Any out-of-arena positional data and spikes were also
removed.
To ensure good unit isolation, any units with more than 0.2% of spikes falling within
inter-spike interval < 2s and mean firing rate < 0.1Hz in both baseline trials (trial 1 and trial 5)
were excluded. Units were considered to be putative pyramidal cells if the waveform peak to
trough > 250 µs and their mean firing rates were between 0.1 Hz to 5 Hz in both baseline
trials.

5.1.3.3 Rate maps and place field identification
After identification of putative pyramidal cells, rate maps were constructed to examine
for spatial firing. Rate maps were generated in the same manner as described in Leutgeb et
al. (2005), but with slightly different parameters. Positional data were divided into 3x3 cm bins,
and spikes falling within each bin were accumulated accordingly. Positions and spikes were
smoothed separately with a gaussian kernel (smoothing factor = 5 cm) centered on the bin.
Any bins that were > 9 cm away from the current bin were given a weight of 0. Bins in which
the animals spent less than 0.1s were designated as unvisited. The smoothed rate maps were
then generated by dividing the smoothed spike maps with the smoothed dwell maps.
Spatial firing was then examined using the smoothed rate maps. A place field is defined
as regions of at least 16 contiguous pixels (in all directions) with firing rates more than 40% of
the peak firing rate and peak firing of > 1Hz. Putative pyramidal cells with detected fields that
have summed pixels more than 50% of the dwell map pixels were considered to be non-spatial
and were excluded from further analysis.
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For visualization purpose, spikes were also plotted on positional data for each trial (i.e.
spike plots). Spikes that fired within the vanilla compartment were coloured brown, and spikes
that fired within the lemon compartment were coloured orange.

5.1.3.4 Rate map correlations
To examine how similar or different spatial firing are across trials or compartments,
Pearson’s correlations were carried out on smoothed rate maps between two trials or two
compartments. Before correlation, all rate maps were rotated to the appropriate orientation
(either same orientation or 180º rotation). If the rate maps were found to be of different sizes
(due to unvisited regions), the smaller rate map was padded to the size of the larger rate map
with NaN in all dimensions. The equivalent spatial bins between the two rate maps were then
correlated on a bin-by-bin basis. The threshold correlation value for what constitutes a similar
spatial map depends on the null distributions generated for each type of comparison (see
section 5.1.3.6).

5.1.3.5 Detecting same cells recorded over days
To avoid over- or under-estimating the proportion of place cells that display local or
global encoding, place cells that were recorded over multiple days were identified using
information about the waveform and the place fields as described below. This method
assumed that place cells in the two-compartment context box are stable and do not remap
over days.
Place cells that displayed similar spatial firing were first identified by correlating the
rate maps of all cells recorded from the same tetrode between consecutive recording
sessions. Cell pairs with spatial correlation > 0.375 were then examined for similarities in
waveforms using Tolias distances as a measure of waveform similarities (Tolias et al., 2007;
Duvelle et al., 2019). Specifically, the differences in waveforms can be examined using two
metrics described by Tolias et al. (2007). One of the two waveforms being compared was first
scaled by a factor α so as to account for possible changes in waveforms due to tetrode
movement across days. After finding the best α fit for each channel, Tolias distance 1 was
calculated by looking at the normalized Euclidean distance between the two waveforms. This
measure essentially captures the differences in waveform shapes. The second Tolias distance
(or Tolias distance 2) examines the differences in amplitudes across the four channels. If the
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same cell was recorded over days with minimal changes in the waveforms, both Tolias
distances will return small values.
We next sought to determine an objective threshold value that would indicate if two
waveforms are similar or different. To do so, we fitted a discriminant analysis classifier using
Tolias distances calculated from waveforms of experimentally defined same cells or different
cells. Same cells were defined as the Tolias distances obtained by comparing the waveforms
of cells determined to be same (via spike sorting) across the different two-compartment trials
(baseline 1, rotation and baseline 2) within a recording session. Meanwhile, different cells
were defined as the Tolias distances obtained by comparing the waveforms of cells recorded
in the very first session and the very last session of an animal. Separate discriminant analysis
classifiers were generated for each animal (Figure 5.3) under the assumption that each animal
(and each microdrive) has its own set of electrical noise during recording.

Figure 5.3: Discriminant analysis classifier for each
animal. Top left: R930, Top right: R942, Bottom: R941.
Separate classifier was fitted for each animal, under the
assumption that recordings from each animal have its
own distinct electrical noise. Each point represents each
waveform comparison fed into the classifier from either
same cell (waveforms within a session; blue) or different
cells (waveforms from first and last session; red). The
line for each plot represents the threshold determined
by the classifier. Any waveform comparisons with Tolias
distances that fall below the lines are likely to have
highly similar waveforms (hence likely to be the same
cell recorded across session) while any waveform
comparisons with Tolias distances above the line are
likely to have dissimilar waveforms (and are hence likely
to be different cells).
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Tolias distances were then systematically calculated for cells recorded on the same
tetrode on consecutive sessions (e.g. waveforms of cells recorded on tetrode 1 on session 1
compared to waveforms of cells recorded on tetrode 1 on session 2), and the posterior
probability of cell pairs having similar waveform (‘same cell’) is predicted from the trained
classifier. Spatially similar cell pairs were considered to be the same if the trained classifier
predict a high posterior probability (> 0.5) of it being the same (i.e. similar waveform).
Occasionally, two cells recorded in a session can map to a single cell in the next session
(‘convergence’) or a single cell in a session can map to two different cells in the subsequent
session (‘divergence’). In such scenario, the posterior probabilities of the cell pairs in question
were examined. If the absolute difference in the posterior probability between the two cell pairs
is > 0.1, the cell pair with the higher posterior probability was considered to be the best
matched cell pair. Alternatively, if the difference in the posterior probability is < 0.1, the spatial
correlations were considered and the cell pair with the higher spatial correlation was
considered to be the best matched cell pair.

5.1.3.6 Null distributions
To determine the chance level for which a place field is in a specific location, null
distributions were generated by either pooling all the two-compartment rate maps from
baseline one for the two-compartment analysis (see Section 5.2.5) or pooling all the divided
compartmental rate maps for the single-compartment correlation analysis (see Section 5.2.6).
Pairs of cells were randomly selected from the pool 10,000 times (i.e. cell identity shuffles)
with replacement, and the rate maps correlated. The null distributions represent the probability
a place cell could have a place field in the exact same location by chance (i.e. the expected
distribution if the place representations between the two compartments or trials are completely
independent; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1998). The 95th percentile values from these
distributions were used as threshold values for the respective comparisons. Correlation values
> threshold would indicate similar rate maps while correlation values ≤ threshold suggest
dissimilar rate maps.

5.1.3.7 Population vector correlations
Population vectors for each position bin were computed as described by Leutgeb et al.
(2007). Rate maps of all cells recorded within a session (see Section 5.2.5) or across all
session (see Section 5.2.7) were collapsed to form a 3D matrix with the position coordinates
in the X and Y dimension, and the cell identity in the Z dimension. A slice through the Z axis
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gives the population vector (PV) for a specific spatial bin and represents the collective firing
activity of all cells within a trial in that particular position. The population vector for a specific
spatial bin from a specific trial can then be correlated to the population vector for an equivalent
spatial bin from a different trial to examine how similar the collective firing activity is at that
specific spatial bin (Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4: Population vector correlation analysis. The population spatial firing activity in a trial can be
examined by taking the collective firing activity of all place cells at each position bin, also known as the population
vector for the specific bin. Similarity in the spatial activity of the place cell population can then be examined by
correlating the population vectors across trials or compartments. Adapted from Leutgeb et al. (2007).

5.1.3.8 Rate remapping analysis
Before we examine for rate remapping (i.e. changes in firing rate in place fields as a
consequence of non-spatial features; see Section 1.2.1.3), we must first account for normal
fluctuations in firing rate as a consequence of sampling and/or length of recording. We defined
such fluctuations in firing rate as ‘random fluctuation’ and quantify it by examining the changes
in the mean firing rate of the same place field in the same scented compartment across all
two-compartment trials. We scored the random fluctuations in firing rate as a rate change
score (Leutgeb et al., 2005), which can be expressed as follows:

/01# &ℎ0%3# 4&5"##$%&'( *+,-.,$./'% =

141 1"708 9#0% :/ − 2%) 1"708 9#0% :/
141 1"708 9#0% :/ + 2%) 1"708 9#0% :/

Each place cell with repeating place fields will thus yield six rate change scores for the
six possible comparisons within a session: (1) vanilla scented baseline one against vanilla
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rotation trial (2) vanilla scented baseline one against vanilla baseline two (3) vanilla scented
rotation trial against vanilla baseline two (4) lemon scented baseline one against lemon
rotation trial (5) lemon scented baseline one against lemon baseline two (6) lemon scented
rotation trial against lemon baseline two. These scores were then averaged to give a single
rate change score, which measures the fluctuation in firing rate for that particular cell.
Rate remapping between the two repeating fields was then examined by taking the
difference in the mean firing rates between the fields in the vanilla and lemon compartment
and calculating a similar rate change score:

/01# &ℎ0%3# 4&5"#01.211% -'(3$#.(1%. =

<0%7880 9#0% :/ − =#95% 9#0% :/
<0%7880 9#0% :/ + =#95% 9#0% :/

In this case, each place cell with repeating fields will yield nine rate change score for
nine possible comparisons within a session: (1-3) vanilla in baseline one, rotation trial and
baseline two against lemon in baseline one, rotation trial and baseline two respectively (4)
vanilla scented baseline one against lemon rotation trial (5) vanilla scented baseline one
against lemon baseline two (6) vanilla scented rotation trial against lemon baseline one (7)
vanilla scented rotation trial against lemon baseline two (8) vanilla scented baseline two
against lemon baseline one (9) vanilla scented baseline two against lemon rotation trial. Once
again, an average rate change score was obtained for each cell.
The unsigned rate change scores were then used for comparison between the two
groups. A minimum value of 0 would suggest no difference in mean firing rates while a
maximum value of 1 indicates the largest possible difference in mean firing rates (when one
of the mean firing rates is 0).

5.1.3.9 Statistics
We tested the data for normality by using one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. When
the data were normally distributed, we used parametric tests (e.g. one-sample, two-sample ttest) to test for significance. Otherwise, we used non-parametric tests to test for significance
(e.g. Wilcoxon signed-rank test). We also used the chi-square goodness-of-fit test when
testing the observed number of place cells and place fields in each compartment against an
expected equal proportion, or when testing the number of place cells with repeating and
rotated place fields against a chance proportion of 0.05. To test the significance between two
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cumulative distribution functions, we also employed two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, in
addition to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 Histology
To validate our place cell recordings, we first examined the locations of our tetrodes at
the end of the experiments. In all three animals, we observed clear tetrode tracks slightly more
anterior than our target implant site (AP: ~-3.5; targeted AP: -4). Nonetheless, we observed
tetrode tracks ending past hippocampal CA1 (Figure 5.5), suggesting that the place cells we
recorded were indeed CA1 place cells.

Figure 5.5: Histology slices showing tetrode tracks ending past hippocampus CA1. Left, a representative
coronal slice from R930 showing the anterior-posterior axis where the tetrode tracks were usually found. Right,
representative images of hippocampus where the tetrode track was found in R930 (top), R942 (middle) and R941
(bottom). All tetrode tracks were found past CA1 showing that we recorded place cells from CA1. Red arrowhead
indicating the end of the tetrode track. Scale bar: 500µm.
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5.2.2 Summary of recordings
We recorded from the hippocampus of three rats over 24 recording sessions and
recorded 597 putative pyramidal cells, among which 529 cells were identified to have place
field/s in the environment (see Table 5.1 for more information about the recordings within each
animal). The disproportionate number of cells recorded from R941 is a consequence of the
higher number of sessions in which cells were retained and the number of tetrodes cells were
recorded on (cell signals were found on up to three tetrodes simultaneously).
Table 5.1: Summary of recordings across animals
RATS

HEMISPHERE

PREEXPOSURE

STARTING
COMPARTMENT

NO.
SESSIONS

NO.
PYRAMIDAL
CELLS

NO.
PLACE
CELLS

R930
R942
R941

Right
Right
Left

Yes
No
No

Vanilla
Lemon
Lemon

6
3
15

39
41
517

30
37
462

NO.
UNIQUE
PLACE
CELLS
25
36
317

Because each animal underwent multiple recording sessions, there is a likelihood that
we have recorded the same cell over multiple days despite having lowered the tetrodes. If not
taken out of analysis, these cells would ultimately lead to an inappropriate estimation of the
number of place cells with repeating or rotated fields, thus undermining our conclusion on
place coding in the two-compartment context box. As such, we attempted to identify cells that
have been recorded over multiple days systematically and objectively using information about
the waveforms and rate maps (see Section 5.1.3.5). This method relies on three assumptions:
1) Place cells are stable and do not remap across days (as in Muller et al., 1987; Thompson
and Best, 1990), 2) Cells recorded on the same days across different tetrodes are independent
of each other (i.e. not the same cell) and 3) Cells do not appear in one session, disappear on
the next and reappear on the subsequent session.
Using this method, 87 place cells were found to be recorded over multiple sessions.
61 place cells were recorded over two consecutive sessions while the remaining 26 place cells
were recorded over three to eight sessions. An example cell recorded over 7 sessions is
shown in Figure 5.6. For all analyses, we included the cells for when they were first recorded
and excluded other instances in which they were recorded. In doing so, we excluded an
additional 151 place cells from further analysis, leaving 378 cells in the final analysis.
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Figure 5.6: Example of an identified cell putatively recorded over days. Because a cell can be recorded over days and could thus lead to an inappropriate estimation of data, we
attempted to identify cells recorded over days by using a waveform measure (Tolias distances) to examine for similarity in waveforms and rate map correlations to examine for similarity
in place representations (see Section 5.1.3.4). This figure shows an example identified cell recorded over 7 sessions. Each cell recorded in a session is shown with the rate map (top)
and the waveforms across the four recording channels (bottom). Similarity in rate maps is indicated by the correlation values (r) while similarity in waveforms across all channels is
indicated by the posterior probability (p) obtained from the discriminant linear classifiers.
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5.2.3 Behaviours differ between the two compartments
We first examine the preference of the three rats for either compartments, which may
affect how place cells represent the environment (Mamad et al., 2017). To do so, we examined
the time the animals spent in each compartment and expressed it as a preference index (see
Section 5.1.3.1).

Figure 5.7: Behaviours of animals in the two-compartment context box. (A) Preference index across all
animals (grey) and for each animal (inset; coloured box plots). Each marker in grey represents a single twocompartment trial. The preference for the vanilla compartment is evident across all animals. (B) Preference index
of all animals (grey) and individual animals (inset; coloured line) across trials. The lines represent the mean and
standard error of the preference index across sessions. Note how the preference index goes towards 0 in the later
trials (except in R942). *** p < 0.001. ** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05.

Surprisingly, we found a consistent preference across animals for the vanilla
compartment (Figure 5.7A; one sample t-test t(71) = 4.76, p < 0.001). The preference for the
vanilla compartment slowly diminished over the trials within a session such that usually by the
last two-compartment trial, the animals displayed no preference and explored both
compartments almost equally (Figure 5.7B, Trial 1 one sample t-test t(23) = 7.28, p < 0.001;
Trial 2 one sample t-test t(23) = 2.70, p = 0.013; Trial 5 one sample t-test t(23) = 0.45, p =
0.65).
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5.2.4 Place cell properties are similar between the two
compartments
Since animals appear to have a preference for the vanilla compartment, we examined
place cell and place field properties between the two compartments in the first baseline trial
where the bias appears to be the most significant. Most place cells were found to have only
one place field in the environment, though multiple place fields were observed (Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8: Number of place fields each place cell has in the two-compartment context box. Most place
cells have one place field in the environment, but about one-third of all place cells have multiple place fields.

We next looked at the properties of place cells between the two compartments by
classifying place fields into either lemon or vanilla place field depending on their centroid
positions. We found a marginal, but non-significant, higher number of place cells that have
place field/s only in the vanilla compartment than place cells that have place field/s only in the
lemon compartment (X2 (1, 278) = 2.43, p = 0.12; Figure 5.9A). This finding suggests that an
almost equal number of place cells was recruited for each scented compartment. We went on
to examine the absolute number of place fields in each compartment and found an almost
equal proportion of vanilla and lemon place fields (X2 (1, 611) = 0.87, p = 0.35; 317 vanilla
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fields and 294 lemon fields; Figure 5.9B) in the two compartments. This thus suggests an
approximate equal place representations of both compartments.

Figure 5.9: Number of place cells and place fields in each compartment. (A) Place cells were examined for the
location of their place fields in either the vanilla or lemon compartment and is segregated based on if they have
place fields only in the vanilla compartment, in the lemon compartment or in both compartments. There are slightly
more place cells that only have place fields in the vanilla compartment, but the observed proportion is not significantly
different from an expected equal proportion. (B) Similarly, an approximately equal proportion of place fields were
observed in both compartments, suggesting an equal place representation of the two compartments.

Similarly, no differences were observed either across or within animals in the peak
firing rate (Figure 5.10A; All: two-sample t test t(609) = -0.29, p = 0.77; R930: t(34) = -0.22, p
= 0.82; R942: t(56) = -0.17, p = 0.87; R941: t(515) = -0.11, p = 0.92), mean firing rate (Figure
5.10B; All: two-sample t test t(609) = -0.40, p = 0.69; R930: t(34) = -0.11, p = 0.92; R942:
t(56) = -0.059, p = 0.95; R941: t(515) = -0.30, p = 0.77) and field area (Figure 5.10C; All: twosample t test t(609) = 0.14, p = 0.88; R930: t(34) = -1.38, p = 0.18; R942: t(56) = 1.43, p =
0.16; R941: t(515) = 0.0092, p = 0.99) of place fields in the two compartments. Hence, there
are no differences in place field properties between the two compartments despite a
behavioural preference for the vanilla compartment.
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Figure 5.10: Place field properties between the two compartments. Place fields in the two compartments did not
differ in (A) peak firing rate, (B) mean firing rate, and (C) field area. No differences can be observed when data are
combined (grey) or examined within each animal (blue: R930; green: R942; red: R941). Each marker represents a
single place field in either vanilla (brown) or lemon (orange) compartments. Place fields from place cells with multiple
place fields were treated as independent sample according to the locations of their centroids.
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5.2.5 ‘Odour-switching’ in the environment
Before we start examining the types of encoding place cells exhibit in the
compartments (see Figure 5.1), we first examined the place cell maps within a recording
session. Surprisingly, we observed that occasionally within a session, the place fields switch
their positions between the two compartments – that is a place cell with a place field in the
lemon compartment in a trial subsequently fires in the vanilla compartment in the same relative
location in the next trial or vice versa. We called this phenomenon ‘odour-switching’ to indicate
the change in the odour relationship of the place fields in the global reference frame.

Figure 5.11: Example place cells showing ‘odour-switching’. Here are two cells from two animals showing
odour-switching in their spiking activity. In the top row, a cell originally fires in the lemon compartment but switched
to vanilla compartment during the rotation trial. In the bottom row, a cell from a different animal and a different
session fires in the vanilla compartment originally but switched to the lemon compartment in the rotation trial.
Brown spikes: spikes in the vanilla compartment. Orange spikes: spikes in the lemon compartment. Gray lines:
path of animals.

The observed ‘odour-switching’ could be due to two possible reasons: 1) the place
cells were anchoring to some uncontrolled external cues (such as when the environment was
rotated 180° between the baseline and rotation trials; Figure 5.11, bottom cell) or 2) place cells
had confused or ignored the two odours and instead guessed which compartments they are
in by using the visual cues and/or geometry, which were 180º visually rotated and more salient,
to anchor the map. The former reason is highly unlikely as odour-switching can be observed
even when the rotations of the environment between the baseline and rotation trials were 90º
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and 270º (Figure 5.11, top cell). Place cells were also observed to rotate with the environment
at least once even if the environment was rotated by 180º (Figure 5.11, bottom cell, between
rotation trial and baseline 2), suggesting that they were anchoring to the local environment
and not to some uncontrolled distal cues. In addition, the odour-switching phenomenon was
always consistent with the visual/geometry rotational symmetry of the environment and the
shifted place fields were always in the relative 180° rotated locations in the global reference
frame (see Figure 5.12; i.e. the place fields will be in the same relative location if the
environment is rotated by 180°), thus providing support for the latter reason.
We then investigate how often odour-switching occurred. Because odour-switching
was always observed as shift in place fields across trials to the relative 180° rotated location
in the global reference frame, we correlated the rate maps of every cell across trials, with the

Figure 5.12: Schematic diagram showing odour-switching for the possible types of place encoding.
Odour-switching across trials is observed as the shifting of place fields to the equivalent 180° rotated position
in the global reference frame such that the place fields are now in the same location relative to the visual cues
in the opposing scented compartment. For both global encoding and local repetitive encoding (first two rows),
the resulting shift can be detected as having high correlation when one of the rate maps is rotated 180° but
low correlation when the rate maps from the two trials are not rotated. Odour-switching however cannot be
detected in place cells that displayed rotated place fields. In such scenario, rotation of the rate maps 180° in
the global reference frame resulted in the same global reference frame place map (bottom row). Consequently,
high correlation values will be obtained regardless if the rate maps from the two trials were correlated directly
or if one of the two rate maps is rotated 180°
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trial rate maps in either the same orientation or with one rate map rotated 180° (baseline 1 vs
baseline 2; baseline 1 vs rotation trial; rotation trial vs baseline 2; Figure 5.12). This will thus
generate a ‘no rotation’ correlation value and a ‘180° rotation’ correlation value for each
comparison for each cell (e.g. baseline 1 vs baseline 2 comparison will give rise to a ‘no
rotation’ correlation value and a ‘180° rotation’ correlation value). Figure 5.12 shows a
schematic diagram explaining the odour-switching observed for the possible types of place
encoding. It should be noted that if a place cell has place fields in the rotationally equivalent
places in the two compartments even within a single trial (‘rotated’ place field; see Figure 5.1),
it will be impossible to tell if the place fields odour-switched and the analysis becomes
redundant (place cells with rotated place fields will give high correlation values for both no
rotation and 180° rotation comparisons). Leaving those instances aside, if odour-switching
occurred, the trial pair correlation values will be high for 180° rotation correlations but low for
no rotation correlations.

Figure 5.13: Null distribution for two-compartment correlations. Null distribution was generated by shuffling
the cell identity. The distribution informs us of the probability of place cells having place field in the same relative
location (using correlation values), and the line indicates the threshold chosen (95th percentile of the null
distribution).
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The obtained correlation values were then compared to the threshold determined by a
two-compartment null distribution (see Section 5.1.3.6; Figure 5.13) and only rate map pairs
with correlation values that were higher than the 95th percentile of the two-compartment null
distribution were considered to be similar (i.e. more likely than chance to have a place field in
a specific location; as indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.14: Relationships between correlation values of non-rotated and 180° rotated trial pairs. (A) A
small proportion of place cells were observed to have similar 180° rotated rate map (top left quadrant) between
baseline 1 and baseline 2. Most cells, however, have stable firing patterns (bottom right quadrant). (B) The odourswitching phenomenon tend to happen earlier during the recording session as evident by the smaller number of
cells that displayed 180° rotated rate maps between baseline 2 and rotation trial (right) as compared to baseline
1 and rotation trial (left). Each marker represents cell specific, trial-pair rate map correlations. And the dotted lines
reflect the threshold as determined by the null distribution (see Figure 5.12) (C) Bar plot of the number of cells
found in the top left quadrant reflects increased stability in place cells in later trials.
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As expected, when we examined the relationship between the correlation values of
non-rotated and 180° rotated rate map pairs with each trial pair comparisons, two distinct
clusters can be observed: one with high correlation value only when neither rate maps are
rotated (bottom right quadrants), and one with high correlation value only when one of the rate
maps is rotated 180° (top left quadrants). The odour-switching phenomenon rarely happens,
as evidenced by the smaller cluster with high 180° rotated correlation values but low nonrotated correlation values across all trial pair comparisons (top left quadrant, Figure 5.14AB;
Baseline 1 vs Baseline 2: 46/378 cells, Baseline 1 vs Rotation trial: 49/378 cells; Rotation trial
vs Baseline 2: 10/378 cells). Interestingly, the absolute counts of cells with high 180° rotated
but low non-rotated correlation values decrease with time within a recording session (Figure
5.14BC), suggesting that place cells get more stable with trials within a session and
maintained the same global reference frame. Also, the low number of cells with high 180°
rotated and non-rotated correlation values (top right quadrants) suggests that place cells with
rotated place fields rarely occur. This observation will be further explored in Section 5.2.6.
We next asked if the odour-switching phenomenon in place cells happened coherently
as a population (as a discrete state attractor network; Wills et al., 2005), or if place cells odourswitched independently (as would be if place cells were using different subsets of sensory
information). To quantify odour-switching as a population, we limited analyses to sessions with
at least 5 co-recorded cells, took the population vector (PV) of each spatial bin across all cells
recorded in that session (see Section 5.1.3.7) and correlated the PV in either the same
orientation or with one trial rotated 180°. Using this criterion, we removed 4 sessions which
had less than 5 co-recorded cells from analysis – 3 from R930 and 1 from R942. The PV
correlations were done for consecutive trials: baseline 1 vs rotation trial (Tr1 vs Tr2) and
rotation trial vs baseline 2 (Tr2 vs Tr5).
The PV correlation analysis could give rise to three possible outcomes – either place
cells remained stable across trials (Figure 5.15A, left), odour-switched independently (Figure
5.15A, middle) or odour-switched coherently as a population (Figure 5.15A, right).
Interestingly, if odour-switching happened, the population of co-recorded place cells odourswitched as a whole and behaved like an attractor network with discrete state (Figure 5.15B,
right). Statistical analysis between the cumulative distribution functions of the population
vectors of non-rotated and 180° rotated trial pairs within each session showed significant
differences in all trial pairs, suggesting that all cells within a session tend to either stay stable
together or rotate together (Table 5.2). Interestingly, the odour-switching phenomenon did not
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only happen in earlier recording sessions (see Table 5.2; R941, session 11102018) and is
thus unlikely to be an effect resulting from a lack of experience in the environment.

Figure 5.15: Population vector correlation analysis for each session. (A) The population vector correlation
analysis can give rise to three possible outcomes. Place cells could remain stable as indicated by the right shifted
no rotation PV correlation (left). Place cells could also rotate independently (i.e. some place cells rotate 180° in
the global reference frame (i.e. odour-switched), and some do not), which is indicated by the non-significant
differences in the PV correlations for non-rotated or 180° rotated comparisons (middle). Lastly, place cells could
rotate coherently in the global reference frame, as indicated by the right shifted 180° PV correlation (right). (B)
Population vector correlations from two example sessions. Place cells either remained stable (left; with nonrotated PV correlations (darker lines) lying to the right of 180° rotated PV correlations (lighter lines)), or rotated
coherently as a whole population (right; 180° rotated PV correlation for baseline 1 vs rotation trial (pink line) is
right shifted compared to the non-rotated PV correlation (red line)).
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Table 5.2: Two-tailed two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Wilcoxon signed-rank test on rotated and non-rotated PV correlations

Rat

Session

n (cells)

KolmogorovSmirnov
D
p

Baseline 1 vs Rotation
Wilcoxon signed
rank
Z-val
p

Rotated?#

KolmogorovSmirnov
D*
p

Rotation vs Baseline 2
Wilcoxon signed
rank
Rotated?#
Z-val
p

07082018
R
14082018

6

0.43

< 0.001

-14.93

< 0.001

Yes

0.37

< 0.001

15.12

< 0.001

No

5

0.51

< 0.001

-21.92

< 0.001

Yes

0.49

< 0.001

-17.44

< 0.001

Yes

12092018

5

0.14

< 0.001

-6.09

< 0.001

Yes

0.12

< 0.001

-5.29

< 0.001

Yes

11
0.44
< 0.001
-21.14
< 0.001
Yes
0.48
< 0.001
R03092018
942
18092018
23
0.88
< 0.001
31.15
< 0.001
No
0.85
< 0.001
11092018
41
0.89
< 0.001
28.68
< 0.001
No
0.93
< 0.001
19092018
26
0.85
< 0.001
29.91
< 0.001
No
0.87
< 0.001
24092018
22
0.73
< 0.001
29.52
< 0.001
No
0.79
< 0.001
26092018
14
0.53
< 0.001
24.85
< 0.001
No
0.58
< 0.001
02102018
11
0.46
< 0.001
20.81
< 0.001
No
0.52
< 0.001
03102018
23
0.83
< 0.001
27.37
< 0.001
No
0.85
< 0.001
04102018
15
0.57
< 0.001
26.25
< 0.001
No
0.61
< 0.001
R
11102018
29
0.83
< 0.001
-26.59
< 0.001
Yes
0.87
< 0.001
941
15102018
33
0.92
< 0.001
29.76
< 0.001
No
0.87
< 0.001
17102018
11
0.61
< 0.001
24.80
< 0.001
No
0.59
< 0.001
24102018
18
0.79
< 0.001
28.23
< 0.001
No
0.82
< 0.001
25102018
21
0.86
< 0.001
27.45
< 0.001
No
0.75
< 0.001
29102018
22
0.77
< 0.001
27.54
< 0.001
No
0.81
< 0.001
30102018
21
0.81
< 0.001
26.05
< 0.001
No
0.79
< 0.001
31102018
10
0.59
< 0.001
25.06
< 0.001
No
0.41
< 0.001
# Rotated column examined the relationship between non-rotated and 180°-rotated cumulative distribution functions.
Yes = global reference frame rotated; No = place cell ensemble stable

19.56

< 0.001

No

30.90
30.91
30.90
31.25
25.94
25.18
30.01
28.71
29.37
30.51
25.10
29.60
27.80
28.65
27.31
20.80

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

930
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An important thing to note is that some place cells were observed to be unstable within a
session (Figure 5.14A; lower left quadrant, rate map pairs with low correlations in both no
rotation and 180° rotation comparisons) and/or did not rotate with the local visual scene
(Figure 5.14B and Figure 5.14C; lower left quadrant, rate map pairs with low correlations in
both no rotation and 180° rotation comparison). Analysis henceforth was done on cells that
displayed stable place fields (high baseline trial correlations in both orientations) and anchored
to the local visual scene (high baseline/rotation trial correlations in at least one comparison).
A total of 311 cells met the criteria and were further analysed.

5.2.6 Global place coding between the two compartments
Do place cells then map the compartments individually or exhibit a global
representation of the entire environment (Figure 5.1)? Although most place cells were
observed to have only one place field in the environment (see Figure 5.8), this does not
necessarily mean that the environment is encoded globally. This is because some place cells
may have sparse firing in the opposing compartment (akin to rate remapping) which was not

Figure 5.16: Schematic diagram showing how place encoding between compartments were examined. Rate
map for each place cell was divided into the compartments and were correlated either directly, or with one
compartment rotated 180° such that the visual scene is aligned. A place cell was considered to have repeating
place fields if the compartments had high correlation when they were correlated directly without rotation, while a
place cell was considered to have rotated fields when high correlation was detected when one compartment was
rotated 180°. Place cells were considered to encode the environment globally if low correlation values were
observed in both comparisons. Brown: vanilla compartment; orange: lemon compartment.
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detected as a place field (see Section 5.1.3.3 on place field detection), even though
information about the compartments was encoded within its firing.
We thus decided to quantify how often each form of encoding was observed, by
correlating the compartmental rate maps of each cell. In this manner, sparse firing in the same
relative repeating or rotated position should also give a significant correlation despite the
absence of a detected place field. To do so, we systematically separated the rate map of each
place cell from baseline trial 1 into the two different scented compartments, thus generating a
vanilla rate map and a lemon rate map for each place cell. We then correlated the two
compartmental rate maps in their standard (no rotation correlation), or rotated conditions (180°
rotation correlation; visual scene aligned). A high correlation when the two rate maps are
correlated without any rotation would suggest that the place cells have a repeating firing
pattern while a high correlation when one of the two rate maps has been rotated 180° would

Figure 5.17: Null distribution for single-compartment correlations. Null distribution was generated by shuffling
the cell identity. The distribution informs us of the probability of place cells having place fields in the same relative
location (using correlation values) within a compartment. The line indicates the threshold chosen (95th percentile
of the null distribution).
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suggest that the place cells have a rotated firing pattern. Place cells with low correlations in
both comparisons are thus considered to have single and/or spatially independent place fields
(Figure 5.16). Correlation values were considered to be significant if they were higher than the
threshold as determined by the 95th percentile of the single-compartment null distribution
(Figure 5.17; see Section 5.1.3.6). The higher threshold observed from the singlecompartment null distribution as compared to the threshold derived from the two-compartment
null distribution (Figure 5.13) is likely a consequence of the smaller area of the compartment
as compared to the entire arena. Thus, it is more likely to have a place field in the same relative
location when examining the place maps between the two compartments than between the
rate maps of the whole arena between two trials.
Consistent with the findings that most place cells only have one place field (Figure 5.8)
and very few cells displayed high ‘no-rotation’ and ‘180°-rotation’ correlation when the whole
map is rotated (top right quadrant; Figure 5.14), most place cells had low betweencompartment correlation values. This thus suggests that most place cells globally encode the

Figure 5.18: Between compartment correlations for baseline trial 1. (A) Scatterplot between non-rotated
correlation values and 180° rotated correlation values. Each marker represents a cell and the betweencompartment correlations in the two orientation. The dotted lines indicate the threshold for what constitutes
similar compartmental rate maps as defined by the null distribution. (B) Across all cells, 13% displayed repeating
fields while 3.8% displayed rotated fields. (C) The same proportion is observed when analysis was done only on
cells with place fields in both compartments with 17% of cells found with repeating fields and 4.5% with rotated
place fields.
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environment. Approximately 13% of place cells exhibited repeating place fields while only
3.8% of place cells exhibited rotated place fields (Figure 5.18B). Given that we set the
threshold at 95th percentile for the respective null distributions, it is likely that place cells with
rotated place fields would have happened by chance. This was indeed the case with the
proportion of place cells with repeating place fields being statistically more likely to happen
than chance (X2 (1, 311) = 43.85, p < 0.001) and the proportion of place cells with rotated
place fields being not significantly different from chance (X2 (1, 311) = 0.85, p = 0.36).
Interestingly, when we restrict the analysis to place cells with detected place fields in both
compartments, the same proportion of place cells with repeating (~17%) or rotated (~4%)
place fields was found (Figure 5.18D). This suggests that when we detected place fields (see
Section 5.1.3.3), there is a thresholded effect that may have hampered detections of cells that
have related spatial firing patterns between the two compartments but no detected fields (i.e.
these place cells could have similar firing patterns in the same relative location between the
two compartments but in one of the compartments, the firing is weaker such that it was not
detected as a place field). Nonetheless, the similar proportion of place cells with repeating
fields suggests that the range from 13% to 17% likely reflects the true proportion of place cells
with repeated fields. Meanwhile, place cells with rotated place fields represented < 5% of the
population and could be attributed to chance.
Hence, the place cell system predominantly encodes the two-compartment context
box as a global map with most place cells displaying a single field in the environment or
spatially independent place fields between the two compartments.

5.2.7 Place cells are able to discriminate compartments
based on odours
The previous section showed that most place cells displayed a global map in the twocompartment context box, thus suggesting that most place cells can discriminate the two
compartments and ‘remap’ between the two compartments (N.B.: remapping is used loosely
in this context and is use to denote the different maps between the two non-independent
connected compartments). To further show that place cells could discriminate between the
two compartments, we examined the similarity in place representations between the rotation
trials and single-compartment trials (in which the doorway was blocked). Rotation trials were
chosen for this analysis as it is the recording trial that happened just before the singlecompartment trials (Figure 5.2) and would thus be less likely to display the odour-switching
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phenomenon (as evidenced by the low number of cells that showed high 180° correlation
values and low no rotation correlation values in the rotation trial vs baseline 2 correlation;
Figure 5.14BC).
To that purpose, we divided the rate maps in the rotation trial into the two scented
compartments, rotated them appropriately and correlated each compartmental rate map with
its respective single-compartment trial rate map (e.g. lemon compartment rate map in rotation

Figure 5.19: Rotation trial versus single-compartment trial correlations. (A) To further show that place cells
could discriminate the two compartments, place representations during door-closed single-compartment trials
were examined and compared with that of the preceding trial (‘rotation trial’). The compartments were separated
and rotated as required in the rotation trial and each compartment was correlated with its counterpart in the singlecompartment trials (purple arrows) or cross-correlated with the other scented compartment (olive arrows). (B)
Place cells maintained their place representations in closed-door single-compartment trials as demonstrated by
the significantly higher average same odour correlations as compared to that from different odour correlations.
Each marker represents each recorded place cell. The dotted line represents the threshold as defined by the
single-compartment null distribution. (C) When examining the whole population of place cells across each spatial
bin via population vector correlations, the same outcome was observed with place cells maintaining its place
representation when the doorway is closed.
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trial with lemon single-compartment trial; same odour correlations; Figure 5.19A). Additionally,
as a control, we correlated the rate maps across odours (e.g. vanilla compartment rate map
in rotation trial with lemon single-compartment trial; different odour correlations). The latter
correlations examined for similarity in place representations across the different scent
compartments, of which high correlation values would otherwise indicate that place cells were
unable to discriminate the compartments when the doorway was closed. For instance, if the
vanilla rate map in the rotation trial is similar to that of single lemon compartment, it would
indicate that the place cells cannot disambiguate the two compartments when the doorway
was closed. We also examined the place representations using population vector correlations
(see Section 5.1.3.7) which examined the similarity in place representations of the whole place
cell populations between equivalent spatial bins across the two trials.
Consistent with a global place representation, place cells were able to discriminate the
odours and maintained a similar place representation even when the doorway was closed.
Correlation values between rotation trials and single-compartment trials of the same odours
were significantly higher than those from different odours (Figure 5.19B, Two-tailed Wilcoxon
signed rank test, Z = 14.68, p < 0.001). Similarly, the same odour correlation values were
significantly higher than the threshold as defined by the single-compartment null distribution
(Figure 5.17; dotted line in Figure 5.19B; Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test against
threshold value of 0.433: Z = 4.01; p < 0.001) while the different odour correlation values were
significantly lower than the threshold (Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test against threshold
value of 0.433: Z = -13.83; p < 0.001). This thus suggests that the place maps between same
scent compartments tend to be similar, while the place maps between different scent
compartments tend to be different. Interestingly, we also found some cells that displayed high
different odour correlation values but low same odour correlation values (as compared to the
threshold defined by the single-compartment null distribution; see Figure 5.17), suggesting
that some cells may have odour-switched in the single-compartment trials. However, the
number of cells that potentially displayed odour-switching was very small (Order of singlecompartment trials was randomized; first single-compartment trial: 9/311 cells; second singlecompartment trial: 7/311) and is consistent with the suggestion that most cells become more
stable across trials within a session (Figure 5.14BC).
Population vector correlation analysis also showed the same effect with same-odour
population vector correlations showing a significantly right-shifted distributions (i.e. more
similar in their spatial bins) compared to those of different-odour population vector correlations
(Figure 5.19C; Two-tailed two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov for all comparisons, Vanilla x
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Vanilla against Vanilla x Lemon: D = 0.84, p < 0.001; Vanilla x Vanilla against Lemon x Vanilla:
D = 0.86, p < 0.001; Lemon vs Lemon against Vanilla x Lemon: D = 0.87, p < 0.001; Lemon
vs Lemon against Lemon x Vanilla: D = 0.87, p < 0.001). Thus, when the doorway was closed,
place cells maintained their place representations and were able to discriminate the two
scented compartments. This suggests that place cells used odour to discriminate the two
compartments and were able to pattern complete based on odour information.

5.2.8 Rate remapping in repeating fields
As described in Section 5.2.6, we found a proportional reduction in the number of place
cells with repeating fields when restricting the analysis to place cells with detected fields in
both compartments (Figure 5.18C) as compared to when analysis was done on all recorded
cells (Figure 5.18B). This finding suggests that some place cells had spatially correlated
activity in the two compartments, even when the spiking activity in one of the compartments
was insufficient to be detected as a place field. Given that place cells are known to rate remap
to non-spatial changes in the environment (Leutgeb et al., 2005), it is thus possible that these
cells rate-remap, and encode compartment identity in their firing rates. We thus decided to
examine if information about the compartment could be encoded in the firing rates of these
repeated fields.
In order to reliably examine for rate-remapping in repeated fields between the two
scented compartments, we first have to quantify random fluctuations in firing rates such that
the differences in firing activity between fields in both compartments cannot be explained by
such random fluctuations. We defined random fluctuations in firing rates as the changes in the
compartmental mean firing rates in each repeated field across trials. The differences in mean
firing rates between place fields across the two compartments were then compared to these
random fluctuations in firing rates. An unsigned rate change score is used to quantify changes
in mean firing rates with 0 representing no changes in mean firing rates and 1 indicating the
largest possible differences in mean firing rates (when one of the mean firing rates is 0;
Leutgeb et al., 2005; see Section 5.1.3.8).
Interestingly, the absolute rate change scores between compartments were
significantly higher than that of random fluctuations in firing rates (Figure 5.20A; Wilcoxon
signed rank test: Z = 4.21, p < 0.001), suggesting that there is rate remapping between
compartmental place fields in place cells with repeating fields. The variance of the distribution
of the rate change scores between compartment was significantly larger than that of random
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fluctuations (Figure 5.20; Brown-Forsythe test: F(1, 80) = 31.29, p < 0.001) and would suggest
that some cells rate remapped while others do not. To examine for the proportion of place
cells with repeating fields that rate remapped, we defined a cell to have rate remapped if the
absolute between-compartment rate change scores exceeded the 95th percentile of that of the
random fluctuation distribution (Figure 5.20B). In total, 17 out of 41 place cells with repeating
fields (~41%) were found to satisfy the rate remapping criteria, whereby they displayed
consistent differences in mean firing rates across trials (vanilla mean firing rate – lemon mean
firing rate; Figure 5.20CD). Twelve place cells with repeating fields were observed to have a

Figure 5.20: Rate remapping in place cells with repeating fields. (A) Examining the absolute rate change
scores in cells with repeating fields revealed significantly greater changes in firing rates between the place fields
from the two compartments than that explainable by random fluctuations in firing rate. Each marker represents
the absolute rate change score of a cell. (B) Repeating fields were considered to have significant rate coding
between the compartments if the absolute rate change score is more than 95th percentile than that of the random
fluctuation distribution. (C) Rate remapped place cells consistently have a higher firing rate in one of the two
scented compartments with twelve cells showing a higher firing rate in the vanilla compartment (> 0) and five
cells showing a higher firing rate in the lemon compartment (< 0). (D) Approximately 40% of place cells with
repeating fields (17/41) displayed significant rate remapping between the two compartments.
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higher mean firing rate in the vanilla compartment (> 0) while five place cells with repeating
fields had a higher mean firing rate in the lemon compartment (< 0).
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5.3 Discussion
In this chapter, we have examined the place representations in the two-compartment
context box. We hypothesized that place cells in hippocampal CA1 encode the twocompartment context box as a whole (global encoding; Figure 5.1) and are hence ideally
situated for propagating disambiguating contextual information to granular retrosplenial cortex
(see Chapter 4).

5.3.1 Place cells form a global map of the two-compartment
context box
Before we explore the types of encoding place cells exhibit, we first examine if there
are differences in the behaviours of animals between the two differentially scented
compartments, which could affect how place cells represent the environment (Mamad et al.
2017). In spite of a preference of the animals for the vanilla compartment (Figure 5.7), we
found an approximately equal number of place cells and place fields in the two compartments
with no significant differences in their properties (Figure 5.9; 5.10). Thus, unlike Mamad et al.
(2017), place cells did not over-represent the preferred vanilla compartment. Nonetheless, it
should be noted that our task is not goal-directed and the preference for the vanilla scented
compartment may not reflect the same saliency and quality of preferences (food reward,
ventral tegmental nucleus activation) induced in Mamad et al. (2017). Nonetheless, the
observation that animals preferred the vanilla scented compartment suggests that the animals
could disambiguate the two compartments based on odours.
Could place cells then disambiguate the two compartments? We examine for the types
of place encoding by correlating the place maps between the two compartments. In agreement
with the behaviours of the animals, most place cells can disambiguate the two compartments
and displayed global encoding. These place cells either displayed a single place field in the
environment or have spatially independent place fields across the compartments (Figure
5.18). Even though most place cells exhibited global encoding, we did find a significant
population of place cells (~15%) that displayed repeating place fields between the two
compartments (Figure 5.18). These place cells fire in the same relative locations across the
compartments independent of the 180° rotated visual scenes. A small number of place cells
that displayed rotated place fields between the compartments was found, but the proportion
was not significantly different from chance (i.e. happened to have a place field in the
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corresponding rotated location). Our findings thus recapitulate that of Fuhs et al. (2005) who
also described a small proportions of place cells with repeating place fields between two 180°
rotated compartments, in addition to the ‘remapping’ often seen across the compartments (see
Figure 10 of Fuhs et al., 2005). Thus, place cells form a global map in the two-compartment
context box.

5.3.2 The HD system may help place cells disambiguate the
visually rotated compartments
The argument brought forth by Fuhs et al. (2005) to explain the ‘remapping’ observed
across 180° visually rotated compartments but not parallel compartments is that differential
directional information provided by angular self-motion has a dominant influence on place
representations. However, it should be noted that the animals’ motions across the
compartments were limited in Fuhs et al. (2005) and as such, may have increased their
dependency on self-motion cues. Nevertheless, several studies have since showed a
dominant influence of angular directional information on place representation with place cells
displaying less repetition in radially arranged compartments (Grieves et al., 2016; Harland et
al., 2017). Thus, it appears that directional information is sufficient for place cells to
disambiguate the compartment. Our results support this notion – that is because animals were
moving between the two visually rotated compartments in two distinct heading directions (e.g.
east when heading into vanilla but west when heading into lemon), animals were able to use
these differential directional cues (provided by angular self-motion) to disambiguate the
compartments.
Directional information is often thought to be provided by the head direction system
and for directional information to be useful in the disambiguation of the two visually rotated
compartments, the head direction signal in the brain will have to ignore the visual cues and be
inform by angular self-motion cues. Multiple studies have examined the relative influences of
self-motion and visual cues in modulating the PFDs of head direction cells. Consistent with a
global encoding, the PFDs of head direction cells tend to remain stable as rats moved across
compartmental spaces (see Section 2.3; Taube and Burton, 1995; Dudchenko and Zinyuk,
2005; Whitlock and Derdikman, 2012), thus demonstrating a dominance of self-motion cues
in the modulation of PFDs of head direction cell. Similarly, recording of head direction cells
from the anterodorsal thalamus and postsubiculum in the two-compartment context box
revealed stable PFDs across the two compartments (global encoding; Jacob et al., 2017).
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Perhaps more conclusively, Harland et al. (2017) showed that place cells displayed repeating
place fields (i.e. local maps) in radially arranged compartments when lateral mammillary
nucleus, a critical head direction node, is lesioned. Taken together, this will suggest that
angular direction information, provided by the global head directional signals, is necessary for
the disambiguation of visually rotated compartments.

5.3.3 Contextual information is sufficient for disambiguation
of visually rotated, differentially scented compartments
However, differential directional information provided by angular self-motion cannot
fully explain our results as place cells can also disambiguate the compartments even in singlecompartment trials (i.e. when the doorway is closed; Figure 5.19). In the single-compartment
trials, angular self-motion cues are not useful, and the animals have to use the context
(presumably odours) to disambiguate which compartments they are in. This data thus
suggests that place cells receive odour contextual information (in addition to direction
information) that is sufficient for disambiguation of the two scented compartments. This finding
is in line with Anderson and Jeffery (2003) who showed that place cells receive contextual
information, and the contextual inputs to each cell determine how each place cell fires in a
specific environment (e.g. environment with white walls and lemon odour vs. environment with
white wall and vanilla odour). Thus, in the two-compartment context box, place cells likely
receive odour contextual information that determines how they fire even in the absence of
reliable angular self-motion cues, and the odour contextual information is sufficient for place
cells to disambiguate the two compartments.
Even though contextual information is available to place cells, contextual information
may not be needed for the brain to recognize that there are two compartments. Instead, global
directional information could be sufficient for the rats to disambiguate the compartments, as
evident by the lack of repeating place fields in radially arranged, visually similar non-scented
compartments (Grieves et al., 2016; Harland et al., 2017). In the radially arranged environment
utilized by Grieves et al. (2016) and Harland et al. (2017), the compartments are not
contextually discriminable (or rather, there are no salient contextual cues) and the only salient
cue is the differential directional information provided by the radial arrangement of the
compartments. It is nonetheless possible that directional and contextual information have
different functional roles in the disambiguation of the two-compartment context box. For
instance, the directional signal may help inform the brain of the presence of the two distinct
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compartments while contextual information may help identify and recognize the compartments
based on the odours.

5.3.4 Distinct functions between geometric information and
non-geometric information in place coding
Given that place cells can use the odours to identify the compartments, we were
surprised to find that the place maps sometimes displayed ‘odour-switching’ such that a place
cell that has a place field in the vanilla compartment in the first baseline trial switched the
location of its place field to the same relative location in the lemon compartment in the next
trial (see Section 5.2.5; Figure 5.11). In our experiment, the ‘odour-switching’ phenomenon
was always consistent with the visual/geometry rotational symmetry of the environment such
that the shifted place fields were always in the equivalent 180° rotated locations. When odourswitching happened, co-recorded place cells switched as a population (Figure 5.15; Table 5.2)
as if the place cells existed in an attractor network with discrete states (Wills et al., 2005).
Recent work using calcium imaging has also shown coherent rotations of place fields very
similar to the odour-switching rotations observed in ours (Keinath et al., 2017; Kinsky et al.,
2018; Sheintuch et al., 2020). What is especially interesting is that the rotations observed in
these studies were in agreement with the rotational symmetry of the environments (e.g. fourfold rotational probability in a square arena in Keinath et al. (2017) and Kinsky et al. (2018);
two-fold rotational probability in rectangular arena and linear track in Keinath et al. (2017) and
Sheintuch et al. (2020) respectively) despite the presence of polarizing visual cues. As such,
they postulated that geometrical cues may play a more important role in anchoring place fields
than non-geometric cues (Keinath et al., 2017; Kinsky et al., 2018). Because both the
geometry and the visual scene have a 180° rotational symmetry in our experiment, we cannot
conclude if the place maps were anchoring to the geometry or the visual scene when the place
cells odour-switched. Nonetheless, the odour-switching phenomenon observed in our setup
is likely due to place cells confusing or ignoring the odours in that specific trial. The place cells
instead used the visual cues and/or geometry to anchor the place maps. It should be noted
that the same observation was also seen in global head direction cells, with global head
direction cells in retrosplenial cortex occasionally rotated their PFDs by 180° in the twocompartment context box (see supplementary Figure 2 of Jacob et al., 2017). It however
remains unclear if place cells and global head direction cells rotate together in the global
reference frame in the two-compartment context box, although coherent rotations of place and
head direction cells have been reported in other recording apparatus (Knierim et al., 1995).
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The observation that place cells followed the geometry/visual scene in the odourswitching trials is reminiscent of the geometric module hypothesis (Cheng, 1988; Gallistel,
1990), that is animals (and place cells) tend to use the geometry of the environment to reorient themselves despite the presence of polarizing and informative non-geometric cues. It
is highly unlikely that the non-geometric cues were not processed or perceived by the animals
as Julian et al. (2015) showed that animals used the polarizing non-geometric cues (visual
information in that experiment) to identify which chambers they are in but still ignored them for
spatial reorientation. As such, the authors proposed that there are separable systems for place
recognition and heading retrieval with non-geometric cues dominating the former and
geometric cues dominating the latter. Our findings do corroborate an independence between
how geometrical and non-geometric cues are used for localisation in multi-compartment
spaces, although there are confounds between visual cues and geometry. Nonetheless, it
seems likely that odour information is crucial for telling the place cell system which
compartment the animal was in while the environmental layout (geometry and visual
information) help align the global place map appropriately. The latter could be mediated via
the global head direction signal as the geometry and the visual scene are likely used to help
align the global directional signal. As such, when the animals were confused about the odours,
the place map did not become random but instead displayed 180° rotational symmetry in the
global reference frame. Our data suggest that the brain seemingly has all the information
needed to help localisation in compartmentalized spaces. To localise oneself in a multicompartment environment, one would have to first identify the compartment one is in (i.e.
identify the context) before locating (place recognition) and re-orienting oneself within that
context (heading retrieval; Julian et al., 2018). Specifically, we have shown that place cells
can identify the compartment they are in using odour information (Section 5.2.7) and can
provide location information by forming a global map (see Section 5.2.6). Together with
bidirectional cells, which can provide information about orientation in the local space, this
information should in theory be sufficient for an animal to localise itself in multi-compartment
spaces.

5.3.5 Boundary vector cell model and contextual gating
model can explain for the place coding observed
The most interesting finding, however, is our observation that a substantial population
of place cells displayed repeating place fields across the two compartments. The firing
patterns of these cells suggest that they are more concerned with the local geometry,
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independent of the local visual scene. Among the population of place cells with repeating place
fields, a proportion of these cells showed consistent differences in the firing rates of the
repeated place fields between the two compartments. This suggests that the identity of the
compartments may be encoded within the firing rates of their place fields (‘rate remapping’;
Figure 5.20). We cannot, however, conclusively show that the non-spatial features encoded
in the firing rates are odours, as the visual scene is also different relative to the firing locations
of these fields across the two compartments. Nonetheless, it is likely that information about
the odours is encoded in the firing rates of these fields, as odours are the most salient
discriminating factor between the two compartments. This finding is in line with Leutgeb et al.
(2005) who showed that non-spatial features of an environment are encoded in the firing rates
of place cells. It is also reminiscent of the rate remapping described by Hayman et al. (2003)
or the rate discriminability between compartments described by Spiers et al. (2015).
The firing patterns of these place cells with repeating fields are in agreement with the
boundary vector cell model of place cell firing (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996; Barry et al., 2006;
Grieves et al., 2018) and it is likely that these cells receive the same boundary vector inputs.
In particular, the different population of place cells observed in our study can be conceptually
explained by a combination of contextual gating and boundary vector cell model. The
contextual gating model describes how contextual information regulates and selects metric
inputs (grid or boundary inputs) to form place fields while the boundary vector cell model
describes how place fields can be formed via a thresholded sum of boundary specific firing.
In agreement with the boundary vector cell model, we think that boundary vector cells are the
main determinant of how place cells fire in the two-compartment context box, whereby
convergence and thresholded sum of these boundary inputs generate place fields. Each place
cell could thus receive multiple sets of boundary inputs that determine how the place cell fires
in the environment. Contextual inputs (possibly from the lateral entorhinal cortex) however
synapse onto and modulate these boundary inputs in a similar way as described by Anderson
and Jeffery (2003). Most place cells could thus receive unique drive from one of the two odour
contexts and generating a single place field in the environment (Figure 5.21A). Place cells
with spatially independent place fields in the two compartments could then be generated by
the odour contexts driving distinct sets of boundary inputs in the two compartments (Figure
5.21B). Place cells with repeating place fields could arise from one set of boundary inputs
receiving inputs from both or neither odour contexts. This would therefore generate similar
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firing patterns between the two compartments (Figure 5.21C; Latter not shown in Figure 5.21).
Last but not least, rate remapping in place cells with repeating fields could reflect cells that
receive the same boundary inputs, but the strengths of the odour contextual drives are
different (Figure 5.21D).

Figure 5.21: Conceptual model to explain for the types of encoding observed. Our data can be conceptually
explained by a combination of boundary vector cell model (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996; Barry et al., 2006) and
contextual gating model (Anderson and Jeffery, 2003; Jeffery, 2007; Hayman and Jeffery, 2008; Jeffery, 2011).
Specifically, each place cell could receive multiple sets of boundary inputs which determine how it fires in the twocompartment context box. (A) A place cell could thus have a single field in the environment by having only one
odour context driving one set of boundary input. (B) Spatially independent place fields could thus be explained by
each odour context driving distinct sets of boundary inputs. (C) Place cells with repeating fields can be envisaged
as the two odour contexts driving the same set of boundary inputs into the place cells but could also be explained
by a set of boundary inputs that do not receive any odour contextual inputs. (D) Rate remapping in place cells with
repeating fields could thus be explained by the boundary inputs receiving different strengths of drives from the
different odour context. It should be noted that different strengths of visual information (resulting from the distinct
visual scene from the same relative location in the two compartments) could also explain for rate remapping in
repeating fields. However, odours were the most salient cues, and it is more likely that odour information is
encoded within the firing rates. Solid black lines: active connections; Dotted grey lines: inactive connections; Solid
grey lines (in D): weak connections.
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What do these findings mean in the context of local and global directional firing? The
hippocampus and the granular retrosplenial cortex are bidirectionally connected: that is both
sub-regions of retrosplenial cortex project to the hippocampus (via postsubiculum and medial
entorhinal cortex; see Section 1.3.2.1) and the hippocampus feeds back to granular
retrosplenial cortex (either directly via CA1 or indirectly via dorsal subiculum; see Chapter 4).
The presence of a global map in hippocampus CA1 thus suggests that (i) it is plausible that
CA1 propagates disambiguating contextual information to granular retrosplenial cortex which
helps to inform global directional cells of the presence of two distinct compartments (as per
our hypothesis) and (ii) the global directional signal and the more visually modulated local
bidirectional signal are resolved before being passed on to hippocampal CA1. The latter is
supported by our observation, or rather lack of observation, of visually sensitive local place
cells, which suggests that the visual information is resolved upstream of CA1. This is broadly
in line with the model by Li et al. (2020) who suggest that visual place cells exist in CA3 and
the visual information is integrated with self-motion cues derived from motion-based place
cells to form conjunctive place cells in CA1. Consequently, place cells in CA1 conjunctively
encode self-motion cues and visual information and this could explain the lack of visual
sensitivity observed in CA1 place cells (i.e. no place cells that just showed sensitivity to the
local visual scene). The implications of these findings will be further discussed in the next
chapter (see Section 6.2).

5.3.6 Limitations and considerations
Although we have drawn several conclusions from the analysis in this chapter, it should
be noted that the work in this chapters is not perfect and have several caveats – most
prominently the sampling from a relatively small number of animals and an over-sampling of
cells from one rat which contributed extensively to the data in this thesis. These caveats may
have weakened the conclusion of our data (e.g. imagine a scenario where repetitive cells are
only found in one animal) and/or the statistical power of our analysis. Although so, it should
be pointed out that findings from three animals have been published previously (Fuhs et al.,
2005). Additionally, our main research question is centred around the types of place encoding
observed in the visually rotated, two-compartment context box and cells with repeated fields
across the two compartments were found across all animals, suggesting that the phenomenon
is unlikely to be an artifact resulting from bias sampling in one animal.
We can nonetheless try to alleviate the problem with unequal samplings possibly by
conducting a monte carlos simulation and probabilistically solve the question at hand by either
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randomly selecting a session from each animal or randomly selecting a fixed number of cells
recorded across sessions from each animal for each loop of the simulation. Cells that are
selected can then be correlating in the same way as in Section 5.2.6 and the proportion of
cells with repetitive fields from each loop of the simulation recorded. This proportion can then
be compared with an expected proportion of 0.05 (see Section 5.2.6).
Alternatively, we could sub-sample the data across animals such that each animal
contributed a similar sample (see Grieves et al, 2020). For example, we could examine the
session with the greatest number of cells co-recorded from each animal and examine the
proportion of place cell with repetitive fields found within these sessions. Although this may be
useful, it should also be noted that the low number of cells recorded from some animals (e.g.
highest number of cells co-recorded within a session from R930 is 6) would imply that place
cells with repetitive fields may not be observed in these session due to insufficient sampling
and may thus lead to an underestimation in the proportion of repeating place cells.
Last but not least, it should be noted that although cells recorded across sessions and
across animals are combined and treated as independent sample in this thesis (as well as
often within the spatial navigation field), place cells co-recorded within each session and each
animal are not independent. Hence, data segregated according to animals and/or sessions
should be shown whenever statistically appropriate (i.e. when there is sufficient sampling;
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.10).

5.4 Interim conclusion
The main finding of this chapter is the observation that most place cells can
disambiguate the two compartments by using the odours and/or rotated visual scenes, thus
displaying global encoding. A small population of place cells displayed local encoding where
they repeated their place fields between the two compartments independent of the local visual
scene. A proportion of these place cells with repeating place fields could also disambiguate
the compartments, by having differential firing rates across the compartments. Particularly, an
insignificant proportion of place cells displayed rotated place fields, suggesting that there are
no place cells in CA1 that are only modulated by the local visual scene. Therefore, these
findings suggest that hippocampal CA1 can disambiguate the two compartments and could
provide contextual information back to the global head direction system in granular
retrosplenial cortex. The next chapter will focus on bringing our results from the two chapters
together and we will consider how the two directional signals interact in the brain.
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Chapter 6.
General Discussion
The work done in this thesis is inspired by the study from Jacob et al. (2017), who
found bidirectional cells in dRSC as animals traverse between two visually rotated,
differentially scented compartments (see Section 2.3.1). These bidirectional cells are believed
to encode information about the local visual environment, which is distinct from the global
directional information provided by head direction cells found in all sub-regions of retrosplenial
cortex (see Section 2.3; Chen et al., 1994; Cho and Sharp, 2001; Jacob et al., 2017). In this
thesis, we further showed that the bidirectionality in dRSC likely arises as a consequence of
dRSC sitting partly outside a thalamo-hippocampo-cortical spatial circuit that gRSC is a part
of. We also provided evidence for a global map in dorsal CA1 that is consistent with its
interactions with gRSC. In this chapter, we will summarize the results and then consider the
results within the context of local visual and global directional information integration.

6.1 A spatial granular retrosplenial cortex vs. a visuospatial
dysgranular retrosplenial cortex
In the first experiment, we replicated and extended previous studies by van Groen and
Wyss (1992; 2003) showing that gRSCb (and by extension, the global head direction system)
receives more inputs from the anterodorsal thalamus (Figure 4.4). gRSCb also receive
exclusive inputs from several spatial memory relevant brain structures such as dorsal CA1
(Figure 4.6), dorsal subiculum (Figure 4.5) and lateral entorhinal cortex (Figure 4.7). On the
contrary, the dRSC is disconnected from these spatially relevant structures. These findings
thus suggest that dRSC and gRSC may be functionally distinct with gRSC being more involved
in spatial navigation and memory while dRSC being predominantly dominated by its
connections with visual cortical area.
How can these differing connections then give rise to the different directionality
observed in the different retrosplenial sub-regions? Firstly, dRSC may function as a
visuospatial area and help to associate sensory information in the local environment to form
an egocentric viewpoint-specific encoding of the environment. As such, when the rats move
across the two compartments, cells in the dRSC generate bidirectional tuning curves due to
the visually rotated and ambiguous sensory information found in the two compartments (see
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Section 4.3.4). Alternatively, directional cells in gRSCb may receive additional vestibularvisual integrated information from anterodorsal thalamus (see Section 1.11; Section 4.2.3) and
contextual information from dorsal hippocampus (either directly or indirectly via dorsal
subiculum) and lateral entorhinal cortex (see Section 4.2.4), which can help inform the
directional cells in gRSCb of the presence of two distinct compartments and thus stabilise
directional firing across the compartments. Bidirectional cells may thus arise in dRSC as they
represent a subpopulation of directional cells that do not have access to this information and
thus do not know that there are two distinct compartments.
Although we have two alternative explanations for how bidirectionality may arise, it
should be noted that these possibilities may not be mutually exclusive – that is bidirectional
cells may represent directional cells that do not have access to self-motion and contextual
inputs but yet, also egocentrically encode information about the local sensory information.
Nonetheless, these hypotheses on how bidirectionality can arise would imply that the
directional signal in dRSC is more visually modulated while the global directional signal in
gRSCb is more multi-modal in nature (receiving self-motion cues and contextual odour cues).
It also further highlights the dissociation within the retrosplenial cortex into an allocentric
spatial granular retrosplenial cortex and an egocentric visuospatial dysgranular retrosplenial
cortex. This distinction is in line with the hypothesis of retrosplenial cortex being a
transformation circuit that mediates between allocentric and egocentric representation (Bryne
et al., 2007).

6.2 Bidirectional interactions between retrosplenial cortex
and hippocampus
Nonetheless, the stronger coupling of gRSC with anterodorsal thalamus and the
hippocampal formation suggests that these structures may help disambiguate the two
compartments. If anterodorsal thalamus and dorsal hippocampus are truly involved in the
disambiguation of the two compartments, the directional and spatial signals within these
structures might themselves be able to disambiguate the compartments (Page and Jeffery,
2018). In agreement, head direction cells in anterodorsal thalamus globally encode the twocompartment context box (Jacob et al., 2017). Likewise, given the stronger coupling between
dorsal hippocampus and gRSCb, we predicted that place cells would be able to disambiguate
the two compartments and encode the environment as a whole. To test that hypothesis, we
went on to record place cells in CA1. In agreement with a global encoding mechanism, most
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place cells were found to display either one place field in the two-compartment context box or
spatially unrelated place fields between the two compartments. No place cells were found to
exhibit rotated place fields (see Figure 5.1; Section 5.2.6), which would otherwise suggest
sensitivity to the local visual scenes. As directional information from retrosplenial cortex is also
believed to be propagated to place cells in hippocampus (Cooper and Mizumori, 2001), the
bidirectional interactions between granular retrosplenial cortex and hippocampus thus suggest
a complex interaction between the two structures. Specifically, the conclusion from this finding
is twofold: (i) the bidirectional signals and global direction signals are resolved upstream of
CA1 such that a coherent global directional signal is available to place cells and (ii) CA1 place
cells could disambiguate the two compartments and are thus capable of propagating
contextual information to gRSCb (see Chapter 4)
The non-significant number of visual place cells found supported the former conclusion
and would suggest that the visual bidirectional signal and the global directional signal are
integrated and resolved before they reach the place cells in the hippocampus (via medial
entorhinal cortex or postsubiculum). As such, the place cells in CA1 receive a resolved and
coherent global directional signal that likely helps place cells disambiguate the two
differentially scented compartments (see Section 5.3.3) and compute relevant contextual
information. Because dorsal CA1 also project back to granular retrosplenial cortex, it would
suggest that the contextual information may be fed back to the granular retrosplenial cortex,
which may in turn help compute global head direction signal. This is supported by evidence
showing that place cells in hippocampus can readily distinguish between different contexts,
including but not limited to colours and odours (Anderson and Jeffery, 2003). Thus, it seems
likely that dorsal CA1 and granular retrosplenial cortex consistently communicate with each
other to ensure that that the neural representation of the global environment is coherent with
each other (e.g. global directional signal and CA1 place signal).

6.3 The two-streams model of retrosplenial cortex
The first conclusion then raises the question – where in the brain do the local visual
bidirectional signal and the global multimodal directional signals get resolved? Visual
information is often thought to enter the head direction network and other spatial systems via
retrosplenial cortex and postsubiculum (see Section 1.3.2.1 and Section 1.3.2.2; Goodridge
and Taube, 1997; Clark et al., 2010; Yoder et al., 2015; Calton et al., 2003; Winter et al., 2015;
Cooper and Mizumori, 2001) but it remains unclear where the information gets integrated.
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The discovery of the visually modulated bidirectional cells in retrosplenial cortex thus
suggests that retrosplenial cortex may be critically involved in the integration of visual
information into the HD network. This is further bolstered by the presence of directional cells
that displayed bidirectional tuning curves within each compartment (‘within-compartment
bidirectional cells’; Jacob et al., 2017). These within-compartment bidirectional cells have
asymmetrical tuning curves that reversed between compartments and are thus believed to
represent steps in the integration of HD and visual information (Page and Jeffery, 2018).
Particularly interesting, the within-compartment bidirectional cells were also only found in the
dRSC, thus suggesting that visual integration may predominantly take place in the dRSC. This
further corroborate the visuospatial associative role of dRSC, with visual information and
spatial information possibly being integrated within the sub-region.
Although visual integration could happen at the level of retrosplenial cortex, visually
sensitive directional cells have also been found downstream of retrosplenial cortex in the
parasubiculum and medial entorhinal cortex (see Section 2.3.1; Kornienko et al., 2018). Thus,
it is possible that the local visual directional signal is propagated downstream from dysgranular
retrosplenial cortex to medial entorhinal cortex. Considering our connectivity study (together
with other studies) within the context of visual integration, we proposed that a parallel stream
of local visual information and multi-modal sensory information exists in the different subregions of retrosplenial cortex (dRSC and gRSCb respectively; Figure 6.1). The two streams
of information appear to persist downstream considering that distinct populations of visually
modulated directional cells and global head direction cells have also been found in
parasubiculum and medial entorhinal cortex (Kornienko et al., 2018). However, when we
examine place cells in CA1, the two different directional signals – the local visually modulated
directional signal and the global multimodal directional signal – have been integrated, as
indicated by the lack of place cells with rotated place fields. Taken together, these findings
would suggest that the local visual directional signal is integrated with the global multimodal
directional signal downstream of medial entorhinal cortex but upstream of CA1, possibly in
dentate gyrus or CA3. It is however unlikely that dentate gyrus plays such an integrative role
as genetic disruption of dentate gyrus was shown to largely maintain spatially constrained
firing in place cells, although the place fields of these place cells drift over time in the light (Lee
et al., 2012). This finding suggests that genetic ablation of dentate gyrus preferentially affects
visual inputs but spares self-motion inputs. This result is thus inconsistent with what would be
expected (i.e. place fields would be disrupted) if the two types of information are integrated in
dentate gyrus. Thus, it is more likely that the information is integrated in CA3 or in the inputs
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from CA3 to CA1. Particularly, in a model describing how self-motion information could be
integrated with visual information to represent multi-compartment spaces, Li et al. (2020)
speculated that visual place cells may be present in CA3 and the integration may happen via
convergence of inputs onto CA1 neurons such that CA1 place cells are conjunctive place cells.
If that was the case, recording of place cells in hippocampal CA3 may reveal a sub-population
of place cells with rotated place fields (i.e. visual place cells).

Figure 6.1: Summary diagram showing the two-stream model of retrosplenial cortex based on our findings
and that of others. In chapter 4, we investigated the inputs into the retrosplenial cortex showing that most global
encoding structures are interconnected with each other. In chapter 5, we provided evidence that dorsal CA1 also
provide a global map of the environment. Taken together, we proposed a two-streams model of retrosplenial cortex
where local visual directional information exists in a parallel stream to that of global multimodal directional signal.
Presently, we are unaware if the spatial signal in dorsal subiculum is global or where in the spatial network the local
and global signals are integrated and/or resolved. *indicate novel findings from the work done in this thesis.

Even though we described the information propagated as two parallel streams of
information – the local visual bidirectional signal and the global multimodal directional signal,
it is likely that there is extensive cross-talk between the two signals even in the retrosplenial
cortex such that the visual bidirectional signal has access to self-motion information and vice
versa (denoted by the bidirectional arrows in retrosplenial cortex and medial entorhinal cortex
in Figure 6.1). For instance, bidirectional cells were found to be stable in the dark, suggesting
that they have access to information from other sensory modalities. In addition, withincompartment bidirectional cells (subpopulation of bidirectional cells that have two PFDs within
each compartment) have also been described in Jacob et al. (2017) and they are believed to
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be generated via an interaction between visual inputs and global head direction inputs (as
previously discussed, Page and Jeffery, 2018). Even though the projections are sparser,
anterodorsal thalamus also projects to dRSC (and by extension, the bidirectional signal;
Figure 4.4; van Groen and Wyss, 1992), suggesting that the bidirectional signals may also
receive ascending vestibular information from dorsal tegmental nucleus (see Section 1.3.2.1).
Consistent with this, two photon calcium imaging in dysgranular retrosplenial cortex revealed
sensitivity of dRSC neurons to locomotion in the dark (i.e. self-motion cues; Powell et al.,
2020). It is however unclear if these neurons are part of the same population of bidirectional
neurons or if they coincide with the global head directional cells that are also found in dRSC
(Figure 2.6; Jacob et al., 2017).
Regardless of where in the brain the local visual bidirectional signal and the global
multimodal directional signal are integrated and resolved, it is likely that place cells in dorsal
CA1 receive a resolved global head direction signal and they can use this signal to help
compute contextual information, which is then fed back to the granular retrosplenial cortex to
help compute global head direction.

6.4 Future works
This thesis had bridged some gaps in knowledge of how the local directional signals could
fit in the framework of spatial navigation (Figure 6.1). Taking our results together in the context
of integration of local and global reference frames, it is clear that global encoding is prevalent
in many of the main spatial regions (including CA1; Chapter 5) and the global encoding
observed in gRSCb is likely a consequence of its stronger coupling with vestibular-directional
thalamic nuclei and the hippocampal system (‘thalamo-hippocampo-cortical spatial circuit’). It
should also be highlighted that there is a feedback route from CA1 to gRSCb (either directly
or indirectly via dorsal subiculum) that may play a big role in ensuring coherent spatial coding
across all spatial systems. Meanwhile, the local directional signal in dysgranular retrosplenial
cortex likely arises as a result of its dissociation from the global multimodal directional network
and may reflect the visuospatial associative role of dysgranular retrosplenial cortex.
Although the data appear to fit together, it should be noted that the data described in this
thesis are correlative in nature and future work can focus on teasing out the circuit in a
causative manner by either activating or inactivating some of the inputs to retrosplenial cortex
and observing the effects on the downstream directional or place signals (e.g. recording in
retrosplenial cortex or dorsal hippocampus). However, the crucial question is which inputs
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should we start examining? Our findings from Chapter 4 provided an exploratory framework
to guide such causative experiments. For example, the author of this thesis was working on
temporarily inactivating anterodorsal thalamus inputs (using muscimol) while recording from
CA1, but the work was unfortunately disrupted due to the pandemic. The rationale of the
experiment was to investigate if the vestibular directional signal from anterodorsal thalamus
was important for maintaining global encoding, and if this was the case, a reversal of the place
cell signal from global encoding to local visual encoding would be expected (also see Harland
et al., 2017 who demonstrated a reversal of the place code from a non-repetitive global code
to a repetitive place code in radially arranged compartments when lateral mammillary nucleus
was lesioned). The use of reversible inactivation techniques offers the advantage of withinanimals experimental design and one could also utilize other reversible inactivation protocols
such as optogenetic or chemogenetic, which are temporally and spatially more precise, to
manipulate the inputs. Thus, future experiments involving reversible manipulations of these
inputs could lead to a better understanding of the interactions between the local visual
directional signal and the global multimodal directional signal. In addition, recordings can be
carried out in dentate gyrus and CA3 (see Section 6.1) to determine if visually sensitive place
cells could be found in these regions, so as to get a better understanding of where the local
and global directional signals get resolved.
As retrosplenial cortex is believed to conjunctively encode local and global spaces, future
work can also be directed towards examining the reference frame integrative function of
retrosplenial cortex by testing retrosplenial cortex lesioned animals on a behavioural task in
the two-compartment context box that is only solvable if the animals use both information in
the local compartmental space and information in the global space. For example, one could
train rats to recognize which compartment it is in using a constellation of distal cues and local
contextual cues, and subsequently scramble these cues in both control and retrosplenial
lesioned animals and observe the subsequent behavioural changes. The separate roles of the
different sub-regions of retrosplenial cortex and their respective inputs can then also be
examined in the same task by either lesioning the different sub-regions of the retrosplenial
cortex or inactivating the different inputs into the different retrosplenial sub-regions (e.g.
inactivating dorsal subiculum inputs into gRSCb).
In conclusion, this thesis has explored how the cognitive map represents a visually
rotated, two-compartment context box. The work presented here is meant to examine the
spatial signals underlying navigation in compartmental spaces, complex spaces that humans
and animals often have to navigate, in light of the recent findings that retrosplenial cortex
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displayed distinct directional signals in a visually rotated, differentially scented twocompartment context box. We have demonstrated that the local visual directional encoding
likely arises as a consequence of dysgranular retrosplenial cortex sitting partly outside a
thalamo-hippocampo-cortical spatial circuit that granular retrosplenial cortex is a part of. In
addition, we showed that there is a global map in dorsal CA1 that is consistent with its
interactions with granular retrosplenial cortex. Future work can be directed towards further
understanding the functional roles of the inputs into the different retrosplenial sub-regions as
well as demonstrating a behavioural correlate of the same spatial signal.
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